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PL5 tD5 IN DtENBY5 /ODLBSC 9IHbBS5Y /B3L 9OGbI3L5SSB9 G5Yt93BIS 
OD O 359LSBqt5 NIG G59IF5GBSC RD4 jB4 Jb4 OSY ,t NGIH G5F5Gb5GO3IGb 
NtGSO95 DEOC /OD 5xOHBS5Yq JOHAE5D IN DEOC /5G5 H5E35Y tSY5G OS OGCIS 
BS5G3 O3HIDAL5G5 O3 35HA5GO3tG5D BS 3L5 GOSC5 IN y373 3I y573 s OSY 
3G5O35Y /B3L BGIS DtENBY5 OSY 9OGbISq R EI/ CGOY5 HO335 /OD AGIYt95Yq 
PL5 5NN593D IN G5O93BIS 3BH54 OCB3O3BIS4 OYYB3BIS IN NEtx5D OSY AGI95DD 
35HA5GO3tG5 IS 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 3L5 HBSIG 5E5H5S3D OSY 9IAA5G BS 3L5 
HO335 /5G5 BSF5D3BCO35Yq yi73 s BD ^5 HBSBHtH 235HA5GO3tG5 G5qtBG5Y
NIG 3L5 5NN593BF5 HO3352DEOC D5AOGO3BISq 759IF5Gb IN OEE 3L5 NItG 
5E5H5S3D BS9G5OD5Y /B3L BS9G5ODBSC G5O93BIS 3BH5q R3 yi73 s 3L5 IA3BHtH 
G5O93BIS 3BH5 BD NItG LItGDq PL5 5qtBEBbGBtH YBD3GBbt3BIS GO3BI NIG 
,t BD 9OE9tEO35Y 3I b5 iyq FEtxBSC OYYB3BISD LOF5 SI DBCSBNB9OS3 5NN593 
IS 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5Gq RYYB3BIS IN ,On4 JB02 OSY ,OF^ BS9G5OD5Y 
3L5 G59IF5Gb IN RD4 jB OSY Jbq ,On BD 3L5 HID3 5NN593BF5 NEtx NIG 
BS9G5ODBSC 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 3L5 HBSIG 5E5H5S3Dq PL5 HOxBHtH 759IF5GB5D 
IN RD4 jB OSY Jb /5G5 7uZ4 37Z OSY 6d% G5DA593BF5Eb OSY /5GT5G Ib3OBS5Y 
/B3L 3 3I i% ,On OYYB3BISq RCB3O3BIS IN 3L5 H5E3 bb btbbEBSC OGCIS 
COD Y59G5OD5Y 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN RD4 jB OSY Jbq HI/5F5G4 /B3L OCB3O3BIS4 
LBCL G55IF5Gb IN ,t /OD O9LB5F5Y BS O DLIG35G G5O93BIS 3BH5'q PL5 pSI/8
E5YC5 Ib3OB5SY BS 3LBD BSF5D3BCO3BIS /BEE b5 L5EANtE BS 9LIIDBSC IA3B8
HtH IA5GO3BSC AOGOH535GD NIG BSYtD3GBOE DEOC 9E5OSBSC AGI95DD5Dq
I 
ABSTRACT 
The use of sulfide washing combined with car othermic reduction
as a technique for recovering As, Bi, S , and Cu fr?m rever eratory
furnace slag was e amined. Samples of slag were melted under an argon
inert atmosphere at temperatures in the range of 1 to 1 Kand
treated with iron sulfide and car on. A low grade matte was produced.
The effects of reaction time, agitation, addition of flu es and process
temperature on the recovery of the minor elements and copper in the
/ 
matte were investigated. 14 K is emperature re uired 
for the effective matte-slag separation. Rec very of all the four
elements increased with increasing reaction time. At 14 K the optimum
reaction time is four hours. The e uilibrium distribution ratio for
Cu is calculated to e 41. lu ing additions have no significant effect
on the recovery of copper. Addition of Cao, SiO2 and Ca 2 increased
the recovery of As, Bi and Sb. CaO is the most effective flu for
increasing the recovery of the minor elements. The maxim2m ecoveries 
of As, Bi and S were 9%, % and 8 re ~ ely and wer o tained 
with  to 4 CaO addition. Agitation of the melt y u  ling argon 
gas decreased the recovery of As, Bi and Sb. owever, with agitation, 
high re overy of Cu was achieved in a shorter reaction time·. The know-
ledge o taiend in this investigation will e helpful in choosing opti-
mum operating parameters for industrial slag cleaning processes. 
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PL5 HOBS GIt35 IN 9IAA5G EIDD NGIH DH5E35GD BD BS 3L5 DEOCD /LB9L 
OG5 YBD9OGY5Y NGIH O DH5E3BSC NtGSO95q ,IAA5G EIDD5D BS DEOCD OG5 DLI/S 
3I O99ItS3 NIG y 2 2% IN 3L5 3I3OE 9IAA5G AGIYt95Y bb 3L5 DH5E35G cy.q 
j5DBY5D 9IAA5G4 3L5 YBD9OGY DEOCD HOb LOF5 DBCSBNB9OS3 OHItS3D IN 
HBSIG 5E5H5S3Dq ftGBSC HO335 DH5E3BSC 55Z IN RD OSY Jb OSY y02 INFjB 
9IS3OBS5Y BS 3L5 DH5E3BSC NtGSO95 N55Y 5S35G 3L5 YBD9OGY DEOC AGIYt95Y 
cy.q FGIH 3L5 DEOC YtHAD4 IF5G O A5GBIY IN 3BH54 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D HOb 
5S35G LbYGIDAL5G5 OSY O3HIDAL5G54 5DA59BOEEb NGIH 3L5 DEOCD IN 3L5 
IA5GO3BISD /LB9L AGI95DD 3L5 IG5D LBCL BS 3L5D5 5E5H5S3Dq JBS95 OEE 
3L5 3LG55 5E5H5S3D OG5 LOGHNtE 3I LtHOS EBN54 B3 BD Y5DBGObE5 3I HBSBHBz5 
3L5BG G5E5OD5 BS3I 3L5 5SFBGISH5S3q R StHb5G IN D3tYB5D LOF5 b55S 
9OGGB5Y It3 IS G59IF5Gb IN H53OE FOEt5D NGIH 9IAA5G DH5E3BSC DEOCD 
c24 34 i4 54 64 74 d.q mID3 IN 3L5 AtbEBDL5Y /IGpD Y5OE /B3L G59IF5Gb 
IN 9IAA5G4 SB9p5E OSY DIH5 I3L5G HOTIG H53OED EBp5 9IbOE3 OSY BGIS; 
LI/5F5G4 SI D3tYb LOD b55S 9OGGB5Y It3 3I G59IF5G 3L5 HBSIG 5E5H5S3D 
AG5D5S3q H5S95 3L5 IbT593 IN 3L5 AG5D5S3 G5SYb2/OD 3I 5x^BS5 3L5 N5ODB8
bBEB3b IN G59IF5Gb IN OGD5SB94 bBDHt3L4 OS3BHISb OSY 9IAA5G bb O 9IHbBS8
O3BIS IN 9OGbI3L5GHB9 G5Yt93BIS OSY DtENBY5 /ODLBSC IN 9IAA5G DH5E35G 
YBD9OGY %EOCDq
JEOC DOHAE5D /5G5 3G5O35Y /B3L 9OGbIS OSY F5J tSY5G OGCIS O3HID8
AL5G5 O3 yi73sq PL5 A5G95S3 G59IF5Gb FOEt5D IN OGD5SB94 bBDHt3L4 OS3B8
HISb OSY 9IAA5G BS 3L5 HO335 NIGH5Y /5G5 Y535GHBS5Yq gNN593D IN G5O93BIS
,, 
, 
 •  
\__A.__, 
The main route of copper loss from smelters is in the slags which
are discarded from a smelting furnace. Copper loss~s in slags are shown
to account for 1 -  of the total copper produced y the smelter (1).
Besides copper, the discard slags may have significant amounts of
minor elements. During matte smelting 5% of As and S  and 10% of Bi
contained in the smelting furnace feed ~nter the discard slag produced
(1). rom the slag dumps, over a period of time, these elements may
enter hydrosphere and atmosphere, especially from the slags of the
operations which process the ores high in these elements. Since all
the three elements are harmful to human life, it is desira le to minimi e
their release into the environment. A number of studies have een
carried out on recovery of metal values from copper smelting slags
( , , 4, , , , 8). Most of the published works deal with recovery
of copper, nickel and some other major metals like cobalt and iron;
however, no study has een carried out to recover t·he minor e ' ments 
present. ence the o ject of the present Stbd,-...was to e r e the feasi-
ility of recovery of arsenic, ismuth, antimony and copper y a combin-
ation of car othermic reduction and sulfide washing of copper smelter 
discard lags. 
Slag samples were treated with car on and eS under argon atmos-
phere at 14 K. The percent recovery values of arsenic, ismuth, anti-
mony and copper in the matte formed were determined. Effects of reac tion 
3BH54 OCB3O3BIS4 35HA5GO3tG5 OSY NEtxBSC OYYB3BISD IS G59IF5Gb /5G5 
D3tYB5Yq






2qy m53LIYD IN m53OE 759IF5Gb NGIH JEOCD
VOGBItD H53LIYD IN G59IF5Gb IN H53OE FOEt5D NGIH 9IAA5G DH5E3BSC 
DEOCD LOF5 b55S 5x35SDBF5Eb G5FB5/5Y bb O StHb5G IN Ot3LIGD c64 u4 y04 
yy.q HI/5F5G4 EB33E5 BSNIGHO3BIS 5xBD3D ObIt3 3L5 b5LOFBIG IN OGD5SB94 
bBDHt3L OSY OS3BHISb YtGBSC 3L5D5 G59IF5Gb AGI95DD5Dq PL5 HID3 AGO93B9OE 
IN 3L5 LBCL 35HA5GO3tG5 359LSBqt5D NIG 3L5 3G5O3H5S3 IN 9IAA5G DH5E3BSC 
DEOCD NIG G59IF5GBSC H53OE FOEt5D OG5 D533EBSC /B3L 9IS3GIEE5Y 9IIEBSC4 
/ODLBSC /B3L DtENBY5D OSY 9OGbI3L5GHB9 G5Yt93BISq
e
2qyqy J533EBSC
J533EBSC /B3L DEI/ 9IIEBSC 9OS b5 tD5Y 3I G59IF5G 5S3GOBS5Y AOG3B8
9E5D IN HO335 OSY 9IAA5G H53OE NGIH 3L5 DEOCq 1LBE5 FOEt5D NIG BSYBFB8
YtOE IA5GO3BISD FOGb4 H59LOSB9OEEb 5S3GOBS5Y 9IAA5G 9OS HOp5 tA 3I 
65 2 d0% IN 3I3OE 9IAA5G AG5D5S3 BS DEOC cy0.4 3L5 G5HOBSY5G b5BSC 
IxBYB9 OSY DtEALBYB9 DIEtbE5 9IAA5Gq jOGS533 53q OEq c2. LOF5,DLI/S 
3LO3 D533EBSC IN SB9p5E29IAA5G DEOC AGIYt959PPUJBS'OS 5E593GB9 DH5E3BSC 
NtGSO95 G59IF5G5Y tA 3I 60% IN 3L5 H53OE FOEt5D NGIH L5OY FOEt5D IN_
0q3% 9IAA5G AEtD SB9p5E ON35G O D533EBSC A5GBIY IN LOEN OS LItGq lISC5G 
D533EBSC A5GBIYD COF5 SI DBCSBNB9OS3 BHAGIF5H5S3 BS 3L5 G59IF5Gbq nSEb 
H59LOSB9OEEb 5S3GOBS5Y H53OE FOEt5D 9OS b5 G59IF5G5Y bb 3L5 D533EBSC 
AGI95DDq FIG G59IF5GBSC H53OE FOEt5D /LB9L OG5 9L5HB9OEEb YBDDIEF5Y BS 
DEOC4 359LSBqt5D I3L5G 3LOS O DBHAE5 D533EBSC AGI95DD HtD3 b5 5HAEIb5YqI 
  
.1 Methods of Metal Recovery from Slags 
arious methods of recovery of metal values from copper smelting
slags have een e tensively reviewed y a number of authors ( , 9, 1 ,
11). owever, little informat"on e ists a out the ehavior of arsenic,
' ismuth and antimony during these recovery processes. The most practica l
of the high temperature techni ues for the treatment of copper smelting
slags for recovering metal values are settling with controlled coo l ing,
washing with sulfides and car othermic reduction. 
.1.1 Settling 
Settling with slow cooling can e used to recover entrained part i -
cles of matte and copper metal from the slag. While values for indiv i -
dual operations vary, mechanically entrained copper can make up to
- 8 of total copper present in slag (1 ), the remainder eing 
o idic and sulphidic solu le copper. Barnett et. al. ( ) have) shown
that settling of nickel-copper slag produce an electy smelting 
furnace recovered up to of the metal values from head values of 
.3% copper plus nickel after a settling period of half an hour. Longer
settling periods gave no significant improvement in the recovery. Only 
mechanically entrained metal values can e recovered y the settling 
process. or recovering metal values which are chemically dissolved in 
slag, techni ues other than a simple settling process must e emplo yed. 
2qyq2 Carbothermic Reduction
In carbothermic reduction molten slag is reacted bith carbon and 
3L5 metals are reco2ered as a lob grade alloy. Reddy 312% ha2e in2esti'
gated the use of carbothermic reduction as a method of reco2ering copper, 
arsenic, bismuth and antimony from copper smelter discard slags. Their 
tests in2ol2ed treating 166 g of F266 mesh slag intimately mi^ed bith 
2arying amounts of graphite of F266 mesh at temperatures in the range 
of 1473 to 1573q. Their results shob that the reco2ery of Cu, As, Bi 
and Sb increased bith increase in the reduction time, amount of carbon 
and CaO additions and temperature. The reco2ery of copper into alloy 
phase decreased bith increase in the copper grade of the alloy. The 
reco2ery of copper and antimony are strongly dependent on the initial 
concentrations in the slagZ the reco2ery increased bith increasing in'
itial concentrations in the slag. The Cu reco2ery bas modeled bith lin'
ear relationship as follobsV
Y F 9.OH z 73.8 2.1
bhere Y is the percent reco2ery of copper
H is the percent initial copper in the slag.
Tests carried out by Ban>s et. al. 33% in2ol2ed treating lOg of 
F166 mesh slag bith 6.0g co>e of F166 mesh at 1023q under xert 3N2% 
atmosphere. The slag samples used contained 1.63H to 6.10Z copper.
Their results are consistent bith the results obtained by Reddy 312%.
2.1.3 Stilfide Iashing
A number of in2estigators 39% ha2e e^amined the cleaning of slag 
bith sulfides such as pyrite and copper concentrate. In such processes 
copper and other metal 2alues are reco2ered into a lob grade matte.
" 
I 
.1.2 r  ct o  
In rb therm  red ion ol  slag is rea ted wi h rbo  an  
the et   recov e    low ad  lo  (1 ) v  inv  ti-
e  th  b her e ion  et  ec v ing . er,; \._A....-
i sm  timo  rom elt sc a i
inv v treating 00  -200 e  a ntim ix  wi
v n unt  i -200 · e  e er t h an
K. ei l how h ec v , s, i
 n e wi n h o im , t b
' o i o e perat r .  v lo
wi n r .  
v r im ro t i
centr t ; v wit -
centr t . v wa odel wit -
 ion   llows: 
 = .0x + .  .  
wher y_ 1.s r t v f er 
X 1.s ' r t it l er . 
est r  t anks t. l. ( ) v lv f 
- 00 es  wit  0.6  k  f - 00 es t 6 K undi ert (N2) 
t osphere. h  ples s  nt i  .0 % t  .  % pper. 
heir lt  r  nsist t wit   s lt  bt i  e ( 2). 
. .   lfid  Washi  
 n ber f i vesti at rs ( ) ave x i e  t  l i  f l  
wit  lf s s  s yrit   pper ncentrate. I  s  r cesses 
pper a  t er etal val es r  r ver  i t  a l w r e atte. 
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PL5 EOb 35D3D 9OGGB5Y It3 bb 75YYb cy3. BSFIEF5Y 3G5O3BSC EnnC 
c2200 H5DL. 9IAA5G G5F5Gb5GO3IGb DEOC /B3L EnC F5J4 5C CGOALB35 OSY 
0q5 2 6C ,On OYYB3BIS O3 yi73s OSY NItG LItG G5Yt93BIS 3BH5q PL5 DrOC 
DOHAE5D tD5Y 9IS3OBS5Y 0q6Z 3I yqu5Z ,tq PL5 G5DtE3D DLI/ 3LO3 3L5
^ V bN •
G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5G BS 3L5^335 BS9G5OD5Y /B3L 3L5 BS9G5OD5 BS 3L5 BS8
B3BOE 9IAA5G 9IS95S3GO3BIS BS 3L5 DEOCq PL5 ,t G59IF5Gb /OD HIY5E5Y 
/B3L EBS5OG G5EO3BISDLBA OD NIEEI/DM
Y 2 7qIX + d2q2 2q2
/L5G5 Y BD 3L5 A5G95S3 G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5G
X BD 3L5 A5G95S3 BSB3BOE 9IAA5G BS 3L5 DEOCq
U535GDIS 53q OE c7. 9OGGB5Y It3 EOb OSY ABEI3 D9OE5 35D3D IS 
DtEALBY5 /ODLBSC IN 9IAA5G 9ISF5G35G DEOCq IS 3L5 EObIGO3IGb 35D3D 3L5 
G5Yt93BIS IN DEOC bb F5J OSY 9IAA5G 9IS95S3GO35 /OD D3tYB5Yq PL5 G5DtE3D 
DLI/ 3LO3 NIG F5J G5Yt93BIS 35D3D G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5G /OD 7d% OSY NIG Jb4 
25%q fBD3GBbt3BIS GO3BI IN ,t b53/55S HO335 OSY DEOC /OD 2uq IS G58
Yt93BIS bb 9IAA5G 9IS95S3GO35 G59IF5Gb FOEt5D IN ,t OSY Jb /5G5 73% OSY i% 
G5DA593BF5Ebq fBD3GBbt3BIS GO3BI IN 9IAA5G b53/55S HO335 OSY DEOC /OD 
30q PL5BG ABEI3 AEOS3 35D3D /5G5 9OGGB5Y It3 BS O PIA jEI/S 7I3OGb 
,ISF5G35G cPj7,. /B3L O 9OAO9B3b IN NBF5 3ISDq nN 3L5 9ISD3B3t5S3 
qtOS3B3B5D IN H53OE BS 3L5 DEOC OSY OYY5Y 9IS95S3GO354 OAAGIxBHO35Eb
u5% ,t OSY 20% Jb /5G5 G59IF5G5Y BS 3L5 HO335 ALOD5q
RHHOS 53q OEq ci. LOF5 Y5F5EIA5Y O 3/I D3OC5 AGI95DD NIG 3LY 
G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5G OSY I3L5G SIS2N5GGItD H53OED NGIH 9IAA5G DH5E35G 
DEOCDq UBEI32D9OE5 35D3D /5G5 9OGGB5Y It3 BS O y023IS 5E593GB9 NtGSO95 
/LB9L 5HAEIb5Y H59LOSB9OE HBx5GDq IS 3L5D5 35D3D4 9ISF5G35G DEOC /OD 
tD5Yq PL5 AGI95DD 9ISDBD3D IN 3/I D3OC5D BS /LB9L DEOC BD NBGD3 G5Yt95Y
I 
The lab tests carried out by Reddy (13) involved treating 100g 
(- 0  mesh) copper reverberatory slag with 10g FeS, Sg graphite and 
0.5 - 6g Cao addition at 1473K and four hour reduction time. The s l ag 
samples used contained 0.6% to 1.95% Cu. The results show that the 
, recovery of copper in th~ e increased with the increase in the in-
itial copper concentration in the slag. The Cu recovery was modeled 
with linear relationship as follows: 
 • .lX  8 .2 .  
where  is the percent recovery of copper 
is the percent initial copper in the slag. 
Peterson et. al ( ) carried out la and pilot scale tests on
sulphide washing of copper converter slag. n the la oratory tests the
reduction of slag y eS and copper concentrate was studied. The result s
show that for eS reduction tests recovery of copper was 8  and for S ,
i.. Distri ution ratio of Cu etween matte and slag was 9. n re-
duction y copper concentrate recovery values of Cu and S were i. and 4i.
respectively. Distri ution ratio of copper etween matte and slag was
0. Their piLot plant tests were carried out in a Top Blown Rotary 
Converter (TBRC) with a capacity of five tons. Of the 
uantities of metal in th~ slag and added concentrate, 
9  Cu and 2  Sb were recovered in the matte phase. 
constituent 
ap7 mately 
Amman et. al. (-4) have developed a two stage process for the 
recovery of copper and other non-ferrous metals from copper smelter 
• 
slags. Pilot-scale tests were carried out in a 10-ton electric furnace 
which employed mechanical mixers. In these tests, converter slag was 
used. The ' process consists of two stages in which slag is first reduced 
5 
bith carbon and then bashed bith pyrite. In the first stage, copper 
is reco2ered as high grade matte. The results of first stage shob that 
copper in slag bas decreased from 4.4X to about I.IX bith the product 
copper matte containing about 7yZ copper. The reco2ery of copper bas 
75Zq Distribution of copperxetbeen matte and slag bas 05.
In the second stage, slags bhich had been reduced bith co>e bere 
bashed bith pyrite to produce a lob grade matte. The concentration 
of copper in the slag decreased from 6.8 to yq2Z to less than 6.5X 
in the second stage. The highest 2alue for the distribution coeffiF 
cient for copper betbeen matte and slag bas about 116 and it occurred 







Besides pyrometallurgical treatment, slag milling and flotation 
is also used for reco2ering metal 2alues from discard slags. In slag 
milling and flotation, the slag is cooled, crushed, ground to betbeen 
266 and 325 mesh and the metal particles present as discrete sulphidic 
or metallic particles floated in a standard rougher cleaner type cir'
cuit. Milling flotation has been shobn to produce e^ceptionally bell 
cleaned slags, i.e., typically 6.5 to 6.3 parceitt copper, independent 
of the initial copper concentration in the slag 30, 14, lo%. Although 
the milling process has the capability of high reco2ery of copper, it 
requires_ resmelting significant amount of recycled slag concentrate 
bhich reduces the furnace capacity for neb concentrate by some 8X 30%. 
The process has some other process and economic disad2antages such as 
grinding media consumption and hold up of copper in the slag bhich is
,, 
I 
wit  car  a d t  washed wit  pyrite. I  t e fi t st e, copper 
i  r ver  as hi  r e atte. he r sults f ti t st  s w t at 
c pper i  l  was ecr s  f  . % t  out 1.1% wit  t  pr uc t
pper 
%.
a te ntai i  out 71% pper. 
. . . \____/l, 
istri t  f  between a te 
he r ver  f pper was 
a  l  was 65. 
 t .~  t e, l s whic  a  ee  r  wit  ke were 
washe  wit  yrit  t  r ce l w r  a te. he ncentrati  
f per  t   ecr  o  0.  t  1.2% t   t  0.5% 
 t   t e. he i est val  r  i b  e fi-
' i t r per w  a t    was ut 0   curr  
t 0 er t a t  r e; v l r  r xi atel 0 t 
ow a t r es. 
. . c i onsiderati s 
esi r eta lurgical e ent, ill io
v r etal v l rom i .
ill , l , , w
00 es etal rt t i i i
etalli rt lo e an -
it. illi  o a io    how  t   x ti~n~) l  well 
ea , l 0 0 e n er,7 t
h entr o h a (6 , 15). l h
h il n h abil ec v er,
i s• es el n g c t ec e entr
w i  ed h urna  i  ew t  om  % (6)
 ?  som   con i sadv u  
inding e i  pt  n     in th  lag w i  is 
6 
being cooled, is inFprocess, and is contained in the slag concentrate.
Agarbal et. al. 310% ha2e compared the economics of slag milling 
and flotation /B3L pyrometallurgical slag cleaning process. Cost 
analyses bere made for h,ypxetical plants designed to process 1x66 
tons of copper concentrate per day and produce appro^imately 169,666 
tons of copper per year. They ha2e considered smelters based on either 
the flash furnace or the Noranda reactor. For each type of smelter, 
slag cleaning both by millingFflotation and pyrometallurgical means 
bas analy•ed. The results are summari•ed in Table 2.1. The results 
shob that the incremental capital cost for the electric furnace facility 
is about 18 percent less than that for concentrator and pyrometallur'
gical slag cleaning process operating costs are 36 percent less than 
the concentrator cost.
2.2 qinetics of Slag Cleaning Processes 
2.2.1 Reaction Mechanism
The carbothermic reduction of metal o^ides present in slag can 
be representecT by the reaction
M631% z C3s% F M3l% z C63g% 2.3
In laboratory tests carried out by Reddy 312% and Ban>s and Harrison 33% 
to study carbothermic reduction of slags, it bas obser2ed/that the 
slag tended to froth for a short period in the beginning of tests. 
Thereafter, the melt became quiescent and co>e floated to the slag 
surface. Ihen co>e floats to the surface of slag, the slagFco>e inter'
face at bhich reduction occurs according to reaction 2.3 is greatly 
reduced in area. Because of this reduced slagFco>e interface rate of 
metal o^ide reduction may become diffusion controlled. Hobe2er, inI 
being coo ed, is in-proce , and is contained in the slag co t . 
A w  et. al. (16) . have com ed the econom cs of slag mi ling 
and flotation with p etal  slag cleaning pro  C  
. an lyses w e m e for hypot t  plan s designed to process 1~00 
tons of co  c t e p  day and produce approxim ly 10 ,000 
tons o  co  p   y have c d red s el s b sed on e the  
the flash furnace  the  re   each type o  s elt  
slag leaning h  il - ion and etall r i  
w  z .  su ariz in   l
how h h incre t · i  h urn  i  
t t e h entr t etall r-
l a e r n t 0 t h
t  centr t r st. 
. Kineti l l i r s
. .  eaction echanis  
t i  ct  f etal xi s r t 1   
e r resentea  t  r ti  
0(l) + (s) = (l) + O(g) .  
\ 
I  l r t r  t st  arri  ut b  edd  ( )  anks a  J'ir  
t  st  car t ic r ucti  f l s, it was bserv /4at t e 
( ) 
sl  t e  t  fr t  f r a short peri  i  t e begi ni g f t sts. 
hereafter, t e elt bec e quiescent and coke fl t q t  t e sl  
surface. When coke fl ats t  t e surface of sl g, t e sl - ke i ter-
face at which reducti n occurs accordi g t  reacti  2.3 is greatl  
re uced in area. Because of this re uced sl - ke i terf ce rate of 










































































































































































Table 2.1: Economic comparisons of milling-flotation and pyrometallurgical 
slag cleaning. (16) 
Flash Smelter Noranda 
Milling- Milling-
Cost Item \ Flotation Electric Fee. Flotation Electric Fee. 
Investment 
Plant cost ($1000) 12,700.00 10,400.00 12,700.00 10,400.00 
W k' C ' 1 (l) 
fao or 1ng ap1ta , ( $1000) 380.00 60.00 1,760.00 
TOTAL 13,080.00 10,460.00 14,460.00 10,480.00 
Operating Costs 
Annual ($1000/yr) 3,109.00 2,877.00 4,695.00 3,230.00 
Unit Cost ($J ton slag) 13.00 9 .10 11.90 8.80 
Unit Cost ($/ton copper) 37.90 26.50 43.20 29.70 
. 
(1) Coppe ~ at $0.60 per pound. 
-../ 
co 
5O9L D5GB5D IN 35D3Dq jOSpD OSY HOGGBDIS Ib3OBS5Y O EBS5OG AEI3 IN 3L5 
EICOGB3LH IN 3L5 9Ip5 9IS95S3GO3BIS OCOBSD3 3L5 G5Yt93BIS 3BH5q
PL5D5 EBS5OG G5EO3BISDLBAD BSYB9O35 3LO3 3L5 pBS53B9D IN 3L5 q 
G5Yt93BIS G5O93BIS NIEEI/D O NBGD3 IGY5G G5EO3BISDLBA /B3L G5DA593 3I 
9Ip5 9IS95S3GO3BISq IS IG3^ 3I DO3BDNb 3LBD 9ISYB3BIS4 3L5 9IS95S3GO8
3BIS IN G5O93BIS DA59B5D IN H53OE IxBY5 HtD3 b5 BS 5x95DD O3 3L5 DEOC2 
9OGbIS BS35GNO95 O3 OEE 3BH5Dq PL5 ISEb G5Yt9BbE5 H53OE IxBY5 DA59B5D 
AG5D5S3 BS DtNNB9B5S3 qtOS3B3B5D 3I DO3BDNb 3LBD Y5HOSY BD F5nq 75YYb 
OSY jOSpD 53q OEq AID3tEO35Y 3LO3 O3 DEOC29Ip5 BS35GNO95 F5n BD G5Yt95Y 
3I F5 bb 3L5 G5O93BISM
F5ncE. + ,cD. » F5Y. + ,ncC. 2qi
RD 3L5 HBSt35 YGIAE53D IN BGIS NIGH5Y O3 3L5 DEOC29Ip5 BS35GNO95 Y5D95SY 
3LGItCL 3L5 DEOC H5E34 3L5b 9IS3O93 G5Yt9BbE5 DA59B5D IN 9IAA5G OSY 
I3L5G H53OED /B3LBS 3L5 DEOC ALOD5 OSY 5x9LOSC5 G5O93BISD IN 3L5 NIEEI/8
BSC 3bA5 3Op5 AEO95M
m0cy. + F5Y. = F5ncE. + mcE. 2q5
aS3BE 3L5 HOTIGB3b IN 3LID5 H53OE29IS3OBSBSC DA59B5D /B3LBS 3L5 DEOC 
/LB9L OG5 3L5GHIYbSOHB9OEEb HIG5 5ODBEb G5Yt9BbE5 3LOS BGIS LOF5 b55S 
G5Yt95Y4 EOGC5 qtOS3B3B5D IN BGIS /BEE SI3 b5 AGIYt95Yq PLBD /OD 9IS8
NBGH5Y bb 3L5 YBD3BS93 EOC IbD5GF5Y bb jOSpD OSY HOGGBDIS b5NIG5 Dtb8
D3OS3BOE BGIS G5Yt93BIS I99tGG5Yq
2q2q2 7O35 IN J533EBSC IN m53OEEB9 UOG3B9E5D BS JEOC
ftGBSC DEOC 9E5OSBSC AGI95DD OSb H53OEeHO335 AOG3B9E5D H59LOSB8
9OEEb 5S3GOAA5Y BS DEOC IG NIGH5Y bb G5Yt93BIS /BEE D533E5 3I 3L5 bI33IH 
IN G5O93BIS F5DD5Eq PL5 GO35 IN D533EBSC IN 3L5D5 AOG3B9E5D BD CBF5S 
bb J3Ip5’D lO/ cy7.M
I 
each series of tests, Banks and arrison o tained a linear plot of the
logarithm of the coke concentration against the reduction time. 
These linear relationships indicate that the kinetics of the .
reduction reaction follows a first order relationship with respect to
coke concentration. this condition, the concentra-
tion of reaction species of metal o ide must e in e cess at the slag-
car on interface at all times. The only reduci le metal o ide species
present in sufficient uantities to satisfy this demand is eO. Reddy
and Banks et. al. postulated that at slag-coke interface eO is reduced
to e y the reaction: 
eO(l) C(s) = e(l) CO(g) .4 
As the minute droplets of iron formed at the slag-coke interface de sce nd
through the slag melt, they contact reduci le species of copper and
other metals within the slag phase and e change reactions of the f ollow-
ing type take place: 
MO(l) e(l) eO(l) M(l) .  
Until the majority of those metal-containing species within the slag
which are thel?lllodynamically more easily reduci le than iron have een 
reduced, large uantities of iron will not e produced. This was con-
firmed y the distinct lag o served y Banks and arrison ef) re su -
stantial iron reduction occurred. / 
. . Rate of Settling of Metallic Particle s in Slag 
Du ring slag cleaning process any metal / matte particl es mechan i-
cally entrapped in slag or formed y reduc tion will settle to the ottom
of reaction vessel. The rate of settling of these particles i s given
y Stoke's Law (1 ): 
--- - -------------- -
9 
V 2 C C 2q6
2 _ Y»
H
/L5G5 F BD 3L5 GO35 IN D533EBSC BS HeD4 eD OSY OG5 3L5 Y5SDB3B5D IN
DEOC OSY HO335 G5DA593BF5Eb BS sCeH*4 Y BD 3L5 YBOH535G IN AOG3B9E5 
BS H4 OSYee BD 3L5 FBD9I^B3b^N 3L5 DEOC BS o2D59eH» 2 I3 NIEEI/D 3LO3 
/L5S 3L5 YBOH535G IN 3L5 AOG3B9E5 BD 9ISD3OS34 3L5 HOBS NO93IG 3I BSNEt8
5S95 3L5 GO35 IN D533EBSC /BEE b5 3L5 FBD9IDB3b IN 3L5 DEOC4 ODDtHBSC 
3LO3 3L5 FOGBO3BIS IN 3L5 Y5SDB3B5D IN DEOC OSY HO335eH53OE /B3L 9LOSC5 
BS 9IHAIDB3BIS AGIYt95Y bb DEOC 9E5OSBSC G5O93BISD BD S5CEBCBbE5q
gqtO3BIS 2q6 OEDI DLI/D 3LO3 OSb 9IOE5D95S95 IN DHOEE H53OEeHO335 YGIA8
E53D BS3I EOGC5G YGIAD /BEE G5DtE3 BS NOD35G D533EBSCq
2q2q3 ,L5HB9OE ,IHAIDB3BIS IN JEOCD
PbAB9OE 9IHAIDB3BISD IN DEOCD NGIH O StHb5G IN G5F5Gb5GO3IGb 
DH5E35GD OG5 CBF5S BS PObE5 2q2q PL5 ALOD5 G5EO3BISDLBAD NIG G5F5Gb5G8
O3IGb DEOCD 9OS b5 OAAGIxBHO35Y IS 3L5 ,On 2 F5n 2 JBn^ ALOD5 YBOCGOH 
DLI/S BS FBCq 2qyq aD5 IN 3LBD YBOCGOH BD NO9BEB3O35Y bb G5AIG3BSC OEE 
3L5 BGIS BS 3L5 DEOC OD F5n OSY bb 9IHbBSBSC RE^n^4 ,On OSY mCn OD O 
3I3OE ,On4 RS 5xOHBSO3BIS IN BSYtD3GBOE G5F5Gb5GO3IGb DEOCD IS 3LBD 
bODBD BSYB9O35D 3LO3 3L5b OG5 OEE DB3tO35Y BS 3L5 EI/ 35HA5GO3tG5 
IEBFBS5 G5CBISq PL5b OEDI 35SY 3I/OGYD JBn^ DO3tGO3BISq B45< 3L5b 9IS3OBS 
35% IG HIG5 JBn^q PL5D5 JBn^ 9IS35S3D OG5 9ISDBD35S3 /B3NS 3L5 3L5IG58
3B9OE G5qtBG5H5S3 IN S5OG DO3tGO3BIS cy. NIG CIIY HO335eDEOC D5AOGO3BISq
»
2q2qi ULbDB9OE UGIA5G3B5D IN JEOC
PL5 bODB9 ALbDB9OE DEOC AGIA5G3B5D OG5 H5E3BSC 35HA5GO3tG54 
FBD9IDB3b4 DtGNO95 35SDBIS4 DA59BNB9 HODD OSY 5E593GB9OE 9ISYt93BFB3bq




cfci - "5) d2 
9 g /' .  
where vis the rate of settling in m/s, fs and are the densities of 
slag and matte respectively in Kg/m', dis the diameter of particle
·in m, and /i is the visco f the slag in N-sec/m2 • t follows that
when the diameter of the particle is constant, the main factor to influ-
ence the rate of settling will e the viscosity of the slag, assuming
that the variation of the densities of slag and matte/metal with change
in composition produced y slag cleaning reactions is negligi le. 
E uation . also shows that any coalescence of small metal/matte ~rop-
lets into larger drops will result in faster settling. 
. . Chemical Composition of Slags 
Typical compositions of slags from a number of rever eratory
smelters are given in Ta le . . The phase relationships for rever er-
atory slags can e ap·pro imated on the Cao - eO - SiO
2 
phase diagram
shown in ig. .1. Use of this diagram is facilitated y reporting all
the iron in the slag as eO and y combining Al
2
o3 , CaO and MgO as a
total CaO. An e amination of industrial rever eratory slags on this
asis indicates that they are all situated in the low te2mer ture 
olivine region. They also tend towards SiO saturation, i .. they contain 
7. or more Sio2 . These SiO2 contents are consistent wi h the theore-
tical re uirement of near saturation (1) for good matte/slag separation. 
• . .4 Physical Properties of Slag 
The asic physical slag properties are melting tempera ure, 
viscosity, surface tension, specific mass and electrical conductivity. 
All these properties have an effect on the slag cleaning process y 
- - - ------ ------ ·----- - ~-------
JO 
) 
2irtue IN their influence IS 3L5 >inetics IN chemical reaction and on 
3L5 DA55Y IN D5AOGO3BIS IN HO335 IG H53OE NGIH 3L5 slag into a separate 
ALOD5q FIG 9IHAE535 D5AOGO3BIS IN 3L5 DEOC BS3I OS independent phasex5 
3L5 DEOC DLItEY LOF5 O LBCL DtGNO95 35SDBIS4 EI/ Y5SDB3b OSY O EI/ 
2iscosity FOEt5q
2.4.1 Viscosity
In any slag cleaning process the slag must be reasonably 
NEtBY 3I A5GHB3 3L5 D533EBSC IN entrained HO335 IG concentrate 
and transport IN OSb matte/metal produced by reduction of slag
S,
to the matte layer. For this the slag should ha2e as lob a 
2iscosity as possible. Large concentrations of the slag netbor> 
builders Si62 and Al26x increase the slag 2iscosity and the net'
bor> brea>ers particularly CaO, and FeO lober the slag 2is'
cosity 319, 26, 21%. Results of Higgins and Jones 322% shob 
that additions of up to 16 molar percent of CaO and MgO decrease 
the 2iscosity almost linearly bith composition. Hobe2er, on addi'
tions of larger quantities of CaO and MgO they obser2ed that 
although5 the 2iscosity continued to decrease at higher tempera'
tures 3abo2e 1023q% there bas a mar>ed increase in 2iscosity at 
lober temperatures.
Fluorides mar>edly lober the 2iscosities of plicate
melts. qo•a>e2itch 323% studies the effect of CaF2 additions5 on 
2iscosity of an acid slag consisting of 44_ SiOx, 12Y Al26x, 41Y 
CaO and 3Y MgO. His results indicate that at all temperatures 
0Y CaF2 appro^imately hal2es the 2iscosity.
Slag 2iscosity increases bith decreasing temperatures
.,, 
I 
v u of i n luen on the k -neti of ical io
the speed of separation of matte or metal from the a  r
phase. or complete separation of the slag into an n t ase .· 
the slag should have a high surface tension, low density and a low. \_A 
v i value. 
is si  
a ust
fluid to permit the settling of t n matte or centr t
ra rt of any att et l t o  
att r. r l v ~ ow
vi si ssi l . r centr t w rk
i io2 l 2o3 vi si t-
work k r rt l ao,~ wer vi -
si ( , 0, ). esult / g ( ) ow
t it 0 olar r t o g r
vi si ost n wit positi . owever, i-
o antit g v t
h h; vi si t r t i r per -
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wer peratures. J.,. l ri arkedl wer vi sit f
elts. Kozakevit ( ) i t f 2 diti ns'
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319%. The presence of solids BS the slag, particularly solid 
magnetite OEDI increases 3L5 2iscosity of the system. The solids 
35SY 3I YBDDIEF5 O3 LBCL5G 35HA5GO3tG5D so 3LO3 in OEE respect+ 
O LBCL 35HA5GO3tG5 L5EAD BS obtaining O NEtBY DEOCq^^L5^
2q2qiq2 f5SDB3b
nSEb O N5/ density measurements ha2e.been made on molten 
DEOCD O3 5E5FO35Y 35HA5GO3tG5Dq mIE35S G5F5Gb5GO3IGb slags 
3bAB9OEEb LOF5 Y5SDB3b FOEt5D IN 2 x y0*7CqH2>3I 3q7 x y0* sCqH2* 
cy.q jIYSOG 53q OEq c20. LOF5 D3tYB5Y 3L5 effect IN Fe26x, 0a6, 
MgO and AlxOx on the density 2alues in FeO F x»2x3 =
They obser2ed a fall in density as a result of increased fexOx, 
MgO, CaO, and Al26x contents. This can be e^plained by the fact 
that the addition of Fe26x, MgO, CaO, or Al26x resulted in an 
increase of components bith a higher molar 2olume in the melt 
in contrast to the original melt. Increase in FeO content of a 
slag results in an increase in its density 324%.
2.2.4.3 Surface Tension
The surface tension of liquid slags is of the order of 
366 F 566 N.m x 326, 25, 20%. Additions of CaO and Mgxincrease 
the surface tension of FeO F Fe26x F Si62 slags bhixx xx2*3 
content has no significant effect on surface tension 2alues 326%.
The presence of small le2els of impurities tends to lober surface
<
tension and surface acti2e compounds such as Cr26x, Na26, q2O, 
CaF2, and Ti62 reduce surface tension 316%. The surface tension 
decreases slightly bith increasing temperatures 320%. Little
I 
(1 )   esen   s id  in the sla  ic ly s id
agneti  also increa  the v sc ty th  sy tem.  s id
tend to dissolve at higher temperatures o that in all respecc 
a high temperature hel sin nin a fluid slag. 
. .4.  Density 
Only a few si eas ent v . a  olt
slags at elevated temperatures. Molten rever eratory a
typically have density values of  1 3 ~g.m-3 to .  1 3 Kg.m- 3 
(1). Bodnar et. al. ( ) have studied the of 2o3 , 6 0,
 l 2o3 si v  - Fe2o3 - Si02 system. 
v  si l n F 2o3 ,
g , ao, l 2o3 t ts. i x l
t i o 2o3 , g , ao, l 2o3 l
ponents wit r olar v u elt
ntr st r i l elt. t t
lt sit ( ) . 
. . . ' urf  ensi  
r  f  
-1 -00 - 00 . ( 0, 5, 6). diti s f ao
 r   f - 2o3 - io2  
f r r f 
g~ increas e 
wh~l2o3 
ntent as i if t f ct  r  t  val s ( 0) . 
he r  f a l vels f i puriti s t s t  l wer rf e 
t   r  t v  pounds  s cr2o3 , a2o, K20, 
a 2 ,  i02 r ce s rf  t  ( 0) . he rf  t si  
ecreases l tl  wit  i r si  t perat r s ( 6). ittl  
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BD pSI/S ObIt3 3L5 DEOC2H53OE OSY 3L5 DEOC2HO335 BS35GNO9BOE 
35SDBISq h5S5GOEEb DA5OpBSC4 3L5 DEOC2H53OE BS35GNO9BOE 35SDBIS 
BD b53/55S 3LID5 NIG COD2H53OE OSY COD2DEOC BS35GNO95D c25.q
VEL5S BS35GNO9BOE 35SDBIS BS9G5OD5D 3L5 OYL5DBIS b53/55S H53OE OSY 
DEOC Y59G5OD5Dq
242q5 ,ISD3B3t3BIS OSY ,LOGO935GBD3B9D IN mO335
PbAB9OE 9IHAIDB3BISD IN HO335D NGIH O StHb5G IN G5F5Gb5GO3IGb 
DH5E35GD OG5 CBF5S BS PObE5 2q2q FIG AGO93B9OE 9OE9tEO3BISD O EBqtBY 
HO335 9OS b5 9ISDBY5G5Y 3I b5 OS BY5OE DIEt3BIS IN ,a2J OSY F5J c27>>q 
n3L5G H53OED EBp5 CIEY4 DBEF5G4 9IbOE34 SB9p5E4 AEO3BStH OSY HBSIG 
5E5H5S3D EBp5 OS3BHISb4 OGD5SB94 bBDHt3L4 D5E5SBtH OSY 35EEtGBtH OG5 
OEDI DIEtbE5 BS HO335q PObE5 2q3 CBF5D 3L5 AGBS9BAOE ALbDB9OE AGIA5G3B5D 
IN EBqtBY HO335Dq mO335D LOF5 LBCL Y5SDB3b OSY G5EO3BF5Eb EI/ FBD9IDB3b 
/LB9L DLI/ 3LO3 HO335 /BEE D533E5 b5EI/ O DEOC EOb5G OSY 3LO3 B3 NEI/D 
HIG5 NG55Eb 3LOS DEOCq
2q3 PL5GHIYbSOHB9D
2q3qy m53OE fBDDIEt3BIS BS JEOC
m53OED 9OS YBDDIEF5^ BS3I DEOC bb D5F5GOE YBNN5G5S3 H59LOSBDHD 
Dt9L OD IxBYB94 DtEALBYB94 HISO3IHB94 HIE59t3OG2OSY LOEBYB9 B2d.q
j5DBY5D 9L5HB9OE YBDDIEt3BIS4 HO335 IG H53OEEB9 9IAA5G H59LOSB9OEEb 
DtDA5SY5Y BS DEOC BD OSI3L5G DItG95 IN H53OE AG5D5S3 BS DEOCq PL5 
BSNIGHO3BEIS IS NIGH IN H53OE BS DEOC BD BHAIG3OS3 BS D5E593BSC O DtB3ObE5 
AGI95DD NIG G59IF5Gb IN 3LO3 H53OE NGIH DEOCq
I 
is known a out the slag-metal and the slag-matte interfacial
tension. Generally speaking, the slag-metal interfacial tension
is etween those for gas-metal and gas-slag interfaces ( ). 
When interfacial tension increases the adhesion etween metal and
\_/l-
slag decreases. 
. . Constitution and Characteristics of Matte 
Typical compositions of mattes from a number of rever eratory
smelters are given in Ta le . . or practical calculations a liquid
matte can e considered to e an ideal solution of Cu2s and eS ( ~.
Other metals like gold, silver, co alt, nickel, platinum and minor
elements like antimony, arsenic, ismuth, selenium and tellurium are
also solu le in matte. Ta le . gives the principal physical properti e s
of liquid mattes. Mattes have high density and relatively low viscosit y
which show that matte will settle elow a slag layer and that it flows
more freely than slag. 
. Thermodynamics 
. .1 Metal Dissolution in Slag 
Metals can di~solv~ into slag y several different mech; nisms
such as o idic, sulphidic, monatomic, molet.:ulat aoJ halidi~ 8). 
Besides chemical dissolution, matte or metallic copper mechanically , 
suspended in slag is another source of metal present in slag. The
informati"on on form of metal in slag is important in se lecting a suita le 
process for recovery of that metal from slag. 
- -------- ------ ·- - ------------
l .'. 
PObE5 2q2M RSOEbD5D IN DEOCD OSY HO335D NGIH G5F5Gb5GO3IGb
NtGSO95D
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Ta le . : Analyses of slags and mattes from rever eratory 
furnaces (l 
Utah Gaspe Noranda Noranda 
Slag Analysis (%) 
Cu .41 .  . 4 .  
eO 49.  44.  4 .8 4 .l 
Sio2 8.  9.  .9 8.1 
CaO .  .  1.8 1.1 
Al 2o3 4.8 .  .  .  
MgO 1.  1.  
s 1.  .8 1.  l.  
Matte Analysis ( ) 
Cu 41.  .  8.  4.4 
e .1 .  .  4 .  


























Table 2.3: Physical properties of mattes and slags. (1) 
Liquid Density Viscosity 
Melting Point 1473K 1473K 
Material ' ( K) -3 (Kg.m ) (cP) 
Cu2s - FeS mattes 
30% Cu 1323 4.1 X 103 
' 
10~ 
507. Cu 1273 4. 6 X 10' 
80% ("white metal") 1403 5.2 X 10' 





2q3qyqy fBDDIEt3BIS IN RD4 jB OSY Jb BS JEOC
oOCOHIGB 53q OEq c2u. LOF5 BSF5D3BCO35Y 3L5 YBD3GB8
bt3BIS 5qtBEBbGBO IN OGD5SB94 bBDHt3L OSY OS3BHISb b53/55S NOb2^' 
OEB35 DEOCD OSY H5^OH^ 9IAA5Gq PL5b LOF5 9IS9EtY5Y 3LO3 qEE 
3LG55 5E5H5S3D YBDDIEF5 BS 3L5 DEOC BS HISO3IHB9 NIGHq hI3I 
53q OEq c30. LOF5 D3tYB5Y 3L5 YBDDIEt3BIS IN 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D BS 
DBEB9O DO3tGO35Y BGIS DBEB9O35 DEOCD 5qtBEBbGO35Y /B3L HIE35S 
bBSOGb OEEIbD IN 9IAA5G OSY 5O9L IN 3L5 ObIF5 5E5H5S3Dq PL5b 
LOF5 NItSY 3LO3 bBDHt3L OSY OS3BHISb OG5 YBDDIEF5Y BS DEOCD bI3L 
BS IxBYB9 OSY O3IHB9 NIGHDq PL5 YBDDIEt3BIS IN OGD5SB9 BD 
HID3Eb IxBYB9q IS I3L5G /IGpD AtbEBDL5Y J9LHB5YE 53q OEq c3y. 
YBD9tDD5Y OS3BHISb BS DEOCD OD IxBY5 OSY sODLBHO 53q OEq c32. 
DtCC5D35Y 3LO3 OGD5SB9 OSY OS3BHISb /5G5 AG5D5S3 OD IxBY5D BS 
DBEB9O DO3tGO35Y BGIS DBEB9O35 DEOCDq
2q3qyq2 ,IAA5G fBDDIEt3BIS BS JEOC
,IAA5G BD AG5D5S3 BS 3L5 DEOC BS bI3L YBDDIEF5Y OSY 5S8
3GOBS5Y NIGHDq jI3L IxBYB9 OSY DtEALBYB9 YBDDIEt3BIS I99tGq 
JtEALBYB9 9IAA5G YBDDIEt3BIS BD ISEb DBCSBNB9OS3 BS DH5E3BSC 3I 
EI/ IG BS35GH5YBO352CGOY5 HO335D cObIt3 60Z ,t HO335D.q\
nxBYB9 9IAA5G YBDDIEt3BIS BD ONN5935Y bb Ixb^S AOG3BOE 
AG5DDtG54 35HA5GO3tG5 OSY NEtxBSC OYYB3BISDq IS C5S5GOE4 3L5 
IxBYB9 9IAA5G DIEtbBEB3b DLI/D DtbD3OS3BOE BS9G5OD5 /B3L BS9G5OD8
BSC 35HA5GO3tG5 O3 O CBF5S IxbC5S AG5DDtG5 c334 3i4 354 36.q
JHOEE OYYB3BISD c5 2 y0%. IN RE^n^4 mCn OSY ,On 3I BGIS DBEB9O35 
DEOCD EI/5G IxBYB9 9IAA5G DIEtbBEB3b /B3L 3L5 5NN593 BS9G5ODBSC 
BS 3L5 ObIF5 IGY5G IN IxBY5 OYYB3BISD cy04 2u4 354 374 3d.qI 
. .1.1 Dissolution of As, Bi and S in Slag 
Nagamori et. al. ( 9) have investigated the distri-
ution e uili ria of arsenic, ismuth and antimony etween fa, 
alite copper. They have concluded that ll
three elements dissolve in the slag in monatomic form. Goto
et. al. ( ) have studied the dissolution of these elements in
silica saturated iron silicate slags e uili rated with molten
inary alloys of copper and each of the a ove elements. They
have found that ismuth and antimony are dissolved in slags oth
' 
in o idic and atomic forms. The dissolution of arsenic is
mostly o idic. n othe~ works pu lished Schmied! et. al. ( 1)
discussed antimony in slags as o ide and Kashima et. al. ( )
suggested that arsenic and antimony were present as o ides in
silica saturated iron silicate slags. 
. .1. Copper Dissolution in Slag 
Copper is present in the slag in oth dissolved and en-
trained f orms. Both o idic and sulphidic dissolution occur.
Sulphidic copper dissolution is only significant in smelting to
low or intermediate-grade mattes (a out % Cu mattes).) 
Oxidic copper dissolution is a feted y o,6n partial
pressure, temperature and flu ing additions. n general, the
o idic copper solubility shows su stantial increase with increas-
• ing temperature at a given o ygen pressure ( , 4, , ). 
Small additions ( 1 ) of A12o3 , MgO and Ca0 to iron silicate
slags lower o idic copper solu ility with the effect increasing
in the a ove order of o ide additions (1 , 9, , , 8i. 
1 7 
PL5 IxBY5D RE^n^4 mCn OSY ,On BS IGY5G O93 OD BS9G5ODBSCEb bODB9 
IxBY5D BS BGIS DBEB9O35 DEOCD4 G5AEO9BSC 9IAA5G 9O3BISD /LBE5 
I99tAbBSC DB35D /B3LBS 3L5 DBEB9O D3Gt93tG54 3LtD G5Yt9BSC DIE22 
tbBEB3b IN 9IAA5Gq /BEE LOF5 CG5O35G BSNEt5S95 IS 9IAA5G
DIEtbBEB3b b59OtD5 B3 BD HIG5 bODB9 3LOS 5B3L5G ^y20^ IG mCn 
OSY /BEE LOF5 CG5O35G G5AEO95H5S3 IN 9IAA5G 9O3BISD /B3LBS O 
DBEB9O35 9IHAE5xq
PL5 IxBYB9 9IAA5G DIEtbBEB3b BS 3L5 BGIS DBEB9O35 DEOCD 
BD CBF5S bb 3L5 NIEEI/BSC 5qtO3BIS c3u.M
c/33 ,t BS DEOC. = R O 2q7
Ix cuq 5
/L5G5
R ■ 9ISD3OS3 IN AGIAIG3BISOEB3bq
PObE5 2qi DtHHOGBz5D DtCC5D35Y FOEt5D IN 3L5 9I5NNB9B5S3 R BS 
3L5 5qtO3BIS 2q7 NIG YBNN5G5S3 DEOC DbD35HDq
j5DBY5D IxBYB9 YBDDIEt3BIS IN 9IAA5G4 BGIS DBEB9O35 
DEOCD 9OS YBDDIEF5 OYYB3BISOE 9IIA5G /L5S 3L5 DEOC BD BS 9I2 
5xBD3OS95 /B3L O DtEALBY5 HO335 ALOD5 cy04 3u.q PL5 3I3OE 
YBDDIEF5Y 9IAA5G BS DEOC BD 3L5 DtH IN 3L5 DtEALBYB9 OSY IxBYB9 
YBDDIEt3BISq
PL5 DtEALBYB9 9IAA5G DIEtbBEB3b BS 9IHH5G9BOE ^AA5G 
DH5E3BSC DEOCD BD CBF5S bb c3u.q





c,t.q ,t% BS HO335
"‘’"JI 
X = 0q0y c,t.
2q2 2 3q75x + yq25x* 
m3
( 
The o ides Al2o3 , MgO and CaO in order act as increasingly asic
o ides in iron silicate slags, replacing copper cations while
occupying sites within the silica structure, thus reducing sol· · 
u ility of copper. Lim will have greater influence on copp;r 
solu ility ecause it is more asic than either Al 2o3 or MgO
and will have greater replacement of copper cations within a
silicate complex. 
The o idic copper solubility in the iron silicate slags
is given y the following e uation ( 9): 
(wt% Cu in slag) A a .  o 0 _5 
where 
A= constant of proportionality. 
Ta le .4 summarizes suggested values of the coefficient A in
the e uation . for different slag systems. 
Besides o idic dissolution of copper, iron silicate
slags can dissolve additional cooper when the slag is in co-
e istance with a sulphide matte phase (1 , 9). The total
dissolved copper in slag is the sum of the sulphidic and o idic
dissolution. 
The sulphidic copper solu ility in




(wt% Cu in slag)s . 49 (S) 51 (Cu)Mt 2.8 
(Cu)Mt = Cu  in matte 
(S) 51 = . - . S l.2S
2 
x  . 1 (Cu)Mt 
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FBCtG5 2q2 DLI/D DtEALBYB94 IxBYB9 OSY 3I3OE 9IAA5G 
YBDDIEt3BIS BS DEOC OD O NtS93BIS IN HO335 CGOY5q FGIH 3L5 
NBCtG5 B3 BD 5FBY5S3 3LO3 HIG5 3LOS IS5 LOEN IN 3L5 9IAA5G 
YBDDIEF5Y BS DEOC NGIH HO335D LOFBSC 9IAA5G 9IS35S3D b5EI/ 
50Z BD Yt5 3I DtEALBYB9 YBDDIEt3BISq JBS95 G5F5Gb5GO3IGb 
HO335D C5S5GOEEb LOF5 HO335 CGOY5D BS 3LBD GOSC54 EI/5GBSC 3L5 
DtEALtG DIEtbBEB3b /BEE LOF5 3L5 bBCC5D3 BSNEt5S95 IS EI/5GBSC 
3L5 YBDDIEF5Y 9IAA5G 9IS35S3 IN G5F5Gb5GO3IGb DEOCDq IS NOb2 
OEB35 DEOCD4 IxBY5 9IHAIS5S3D Dt9L OD ,On4 mCn IG ^^2*^3 
DtEALtG DIEtbBEB3b cy0.q
2q3qy gqtBEBbGBtH j53/55S JEOC4 mO335 OSY ,OGbIS
IS O DEOC 9E5OSBSC AGI95DD4 9IAA5G IxBY5 AG5D5S3 BS DEOC 9OS b5 
G5Yt95Y bb bI3L 9OGbIS OSY OSb BGIS IG BGIS DtENBY5 AG5D5S3q FBCtG5 
2q3 DLI/D 3L5 D3OSYOGY NG55 5S5GCb 9LOSC5 OD O NtS93BIS IN 35HA5GO3tG5 
NIG HOSb AIDDBbE5 G5O93BISDq PL5 NBCtG5 BSYB9O35D 3LO3 G5Yt93BIS IN 
,tn T 3I ,a2J bb 9IHbBS5Y O93BIS IN , OSY F5J BD HID3 NOFItG5Yq IS 
3L5D5 9OE9tEO3BISD4 9IAA5G BD 9ISDBY5G5Y 3I YBDDIEF5 BS 3L5 DEOC OD 











6.5 \ ■ xx2
RE3HOS OG3Y s5EEIC c3i. AGIFBY5Y NBGH 5FBY5S95 NIG 3L5 5xBD35S95 IN 3L5
t /
DA59B5D ,tn^ ^ bb AEI33BSC 3L5 O93BFB3b 9I5NNB9B5S3D IN ,a2n OSY CuOq ^ 
F5GDtD 3L5 HIE5 NGO93BISD IN ,a2n OSY CuOq I3 BD 5FBY5S3 NGIH 3L5BG 
G5DtE3D 3LO3 3L5 DA59B5D ,tn^ ^ 5xLBbB3D O HBEY AIDB3BF5 Y5FBO3BIS NGIHI 
igure . shows sulphidic, o idic and total copper
dissolution in slag as a function of matte grade. rom the
figure it is evident that m.ore than one half of the copper
dissolved in slag from mattes having copper contents elow
\____/l, 
% is due to sulphidic dissolution. Since rever eratory
mattes generally have matte grades in this range, lowering the
sulphur solu ility will have the iggest influence on lowering
the dissolved copper content of rever eratory slags. n fay-
alite slags, o ide components such as Cao, MgO or Al 2o3 lower 
' sulphur solubility (1 ). 
. .1 Equili rium Between Slag, Matte and Car on 
n a slag cleaning process, copper o ide present 1n slag can e
reduced y oth car on and any iron or iron ·sulf i de present. igure
. shows the standard free energy change as a function of temperature
for many possi le reactions. The figure indicates that reduction of
Cuo_ 5 to Cu2s y combined action of C and eS is most favoured. n
these calculations, copper is considered to dissolve in the slag as
Cuo0 •5 . The mechanism for copper dissolution in the slag i s given y
·the e uation: 
where 
1 
aCuOo.5 = K2. acu· Po2 
Altman add Kellog ( 4) provided
.9 ) 
.1  
firm evidence for the ~ istance of the 
species CuOO.S y plotting the activi ty coefficients of Cu 2o and O. S 
versus the mole fractions of Cu2o and o0 _5 . t is evident from the i r
results that the species Cuo0 _5 e hi its a mild positive deviation f r om 
19 
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Ta le .4: alue of Term A in E uation ( . ) 
for Estimating Oxidic Copper
Solubility in ron Silicate Slags 
Slag System 
Silica-unsaturated Slag 
e/Si02 • 1. , 8 !: % Al 2o3 1 - 1 °C
as a ove, e/Sio2 • 2.  
Alumina Saturated Slag
1  C 
Silica Saturated Slag 
1400°  
Containing CaO
up to 11 7. CaO
1 °C 
Containing MgO
up to 47. 
1 C 
Containing A1 2o3 up to 8  
1 C 
Containing A1 2o3 at 11-14  1 °c
Containing oth -5% CaO and
-3% Al 2o3 1 °C 
Containing oth -9  CaO, and
-12% Al 2o3 1 °C 





A . - .8
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II Oxidic Copper 





0 20 40 60 80 
Cu in Matte(%) 
igure _ . : Calculated o idic, sulphidic and total 
dissolved copper in rever eratory slag. (1 ) 
2 1 
BY5OE b5LOFBItG OSY 3LO3 3L5 O93BFB3b 9I5NNB9B5S3 IN ,tn OAAGIO9L5D 
O 9ISD3OS3 FOEt5 OD o OAAGIO9L5D z5GIq jI3L 3L5D5 IbD5GFO3BISD
OG5 9ISDBD35S3 /B3L 3L5 DA59B5D CuOq ^ Ib5bBSC H5SGb’D lO/ O3 EI/ 
9IS95S3GO3BIS IN ,tnq q BS 3L5 DEOCq IS 9IS3GOD34 3L5 ,tqn DA59B5D
5xLBbB3D O D3GISC S5CO3BF5 Y5FBO3BIS NGIH BY5OE b5LOFBItG OSY O93BFB3b 
9I5NNB9B5S3 IN ,t_0 35SYD 3I z5GI OD o OAAGIO9L5D z5GIq PLBD 
BHAEB5D 3LO3 3L5 DA59B5D ,t^n YI5D SI3 Ib5b H5SGb'D lO/q PL5 S5CO3BF5 
Y5FBO3BIS HBCL3 I99tG b59OtD5 IN 3L5 AG5D5S95 IN 9IAA5G 9IHAE5x5D 
BS 3L5 DEOC bt3 3L5G5 BD SI 5FBY5S95 NIG 3L5 5xBD35S95 IN Dt9L 9IHAE5x5Dq
J3OSYOGY NG55 5S5GCb 9LOSC5 OD O NtS93BIS IN 35HA5GO3tG5 NIG 
G5Yt93BIS IN IxBY5D IN bBDHt3L OSY OS3BHISb bb 9OGbIS OSY BGIS BD G58
AG5D5S35Y BS FBCtG5 2qiq FBCtG5 DLI/D 3LO3 BGIS /BEE G5Yt95 IxBY5D 
IN bBDHt3L OSY OS3BHISb O3 DEOC 9E5OSBSC AGI95DD 35HA5GO3tG5Dq
2q3q3 VIEO3OEBzO3BIS IN mBSIG gE5H5S3D
VOAIGBzO3BIS IN OGD5SB94 OS3BHISb OSY bBDHt3L /BEE DBCSBNB9OS3Eb 
5NN593 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D BS HO335 YtGBSC O DEOC 9E5OSBSC 






oq = GO35 IN FOAIGBzO3BIS
A^ 2 FOAIG AG5DDtG5 IN 3L5 FOAIGBzBSC DA59B5D O3 3L5 DtGNO95 
IN 3L5 H5E34 BS oeH*
= HIE59tEOG /5BCL34 pCeHIE5
gqtO3BIS 2qyy DLI/D 3LO3 GO35 IN FOAIGBzO3BIS BD YBG593Eb G5EO35Y 3I
I 
L 
ideal ehaviour and that the activity coefficient of Cuo0 _5 approaches 
a constant value as N approaches ero. Both these o servations 
CuOO.S 
are consistent with the species o0 _5 o eying enry's Law at low 
co?centration of Cuo0 _5 in the slag. In contrast, the Cu2o species \____A. 
e hi its a strong negative deviation from ideal ehaviour and activity
coefficient of Cu2o tends to ero as NCu2
0 approaches ~ero. This
implies that the species Cu2o does not o ey enry's Law. The negative
deviation might occur ecause of the presence of copper comple es
in the slag ut there is no evidence for the e istance of such complexes. 
Standard free energy change as a function of temperature for
reduction of o ides of ismuth and antimony y car on and iron is re-
presented in igure .4. igure shows that iron will reduce o ides
of ismuth and antimony at slag cleaning process temperatures. 
. . olatali ation of Minor Elements 
aporization of arsenic, antimony and ismuth will significantly
effect the recovery of these elements in matte during a slag cleaning 
process. The ma imum rate of vaporization, or free vapori zation, is





i /.m2 . 
N.  rate of vaporization 
i 
 - ) 
p. - vapor pressure of the vapori ing species at the surface 
i 
of the melt, in N/m2 
M.  molecular weight, kg/mole 
i 
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y'700
Figure 2.3V The Standard Free Energy change as
a function of temperature for 2arious 
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FBCtG5 2qiM PL5 J3OSYOGY FG55 gS5GCb ,LOSC5 OD
O NtS93BIS IN 35HA5GO3tG5 NIG 
G5Yt93BIS IN IxBY5D IN 6B OSY Jbq 






2Sb0.,.5 + 3Fe = 2Sb + 3Fe 0 
-200 
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-100 _______________ _ 
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Te mp er at u re, K 
igure .4: The Standard ree Energy Change as 
a function of temperature for
reduction of o ides of Bi and S .
Based on data in Reference (41). 
2l 
FOAIG AG5DDtG5q RGD5SB94 B3D IxBY5D OSY DtEALBY5D4 /BEE LOF5 LBCL 
FOAIG AG5DDtG5 O3 DEOC 9E5OSBSC AGI95DD 35HA5GO3tG5Dq RGD5SB9 bIBED 
O3 d73s ci2.4 OGD5SB9 3GBIxBY5 bIBED O3 730s ci2.4 RD^J^ bIBED O3 d3ds 
ciy.q OSY RD2J^ DtbEBH5D O3 7^3s^i2.q RS3BHISb BD SI3 OD FIEO3BE5 
OD OGD5SB94 LI/5F5G4 B3 /BEE OEDI LOF5 9ISDBY5GObEb LBCL FOAIG AG5DDtG5 
O3 35HA5GO3tG5D IN DEOC 3G5O3H5S3 AGI95DDq jBDHt3L BD 3L5 E5OD3 FIEO3BE5 
IN OEE 3LG55 5E5H5S3Dq PObE5 2q5 CBF5D FOAIG AG5DDtG5D IN 3L5D5 HBSIG 
5E5H5S3D O3 yi73sq FBCtG5 2q5 DLI/D FOGBO3BIS IN FOAIG AG5DDtG5 /B3L 
35HA5GO3tG5 NIG OGD5SB94 bBDHt3L4 OS3BHISb OSY DIH5 IN 3L5BG IxBY5Dq
IS 5O9L 9OD54 3L5G5 BD O DLOGA BS9G5OD5 BS FOAIG AG5DDtG5 /B3L BS9G5OD5 
BS 35HA5GO3tG5 BSYB9O3BSC 3LO3 FIEO3OEBzO3BIS BD BS9G5OD5Y O3 LBCL5G 
35HA5GO3tG5Dq
PL5 GO35 IN FOAIGBzO3BIS BD OEDI ONN5935Y bb 3L5 EBqtBY ALOD5 
YBNNtDBIS IN 3L5 FOAIGBzBSC DA59B5D 3I 3L5 EBqtBYeCOD BS35GNO95 OSY 
B3D COD ALOD5 YBNNtDBIS O/Ob NGIH 3L5 BS35GNO95q IS OS tSD3BGG5Y H5E3 
3L5 O93tOE GO35 IN FOAIGBzO3BIS HOb b5 OD EI/ OD 35% IN 3L5 GO35 AG58
YB935Y bb 3L5 5qtO3BIS 2qyy cii.q PL5 LBCL5G 3L5 35HA5GO3tG5 3L5 CG5O35G 
BD 3L5 3GOSDAIG3 5NN593 IS 3L5 GO35 IN FOAIGBzO3BIS c25.q
PL5 FOAIG AG5DDtG5 IN O H53OE YBDDIEF5Y BS OSI3L5G ALOD5 BD CBF5S 
bb 3L5 NIEEI/BSC 5qtO3BISM F F F ^
UB q A' q OB 2 A^ .y? q oq 2qy2
/L5G5 A? BD 3L5 FOAIG AG5DDtG5 IN 3L5 AtG5 H53OEq
,, 
vapor pressure. Arsenic, its oxides and sulphides, will have high 
vapor pressure at slag cleaning process tempera ures. Arsenic oils 
at 8 K (42), arsenic trio ide oils at K (42), As 2s3 oils at 8 8K 
(41) . and As 2s5 su limes at  Antimony is not as volatile 
as arsenic, however, it will also have considera ly high vapor pressure 
at temperatures of slag treatment process. Bismuth is the least volatile 
of all three elements. Table .  gives vapor pressures of these minor 
elements at 14 K. igure .  shows variation of vapor pressure with 
temperature for arsenic, ismuth, antimony and some of their oxides. 
' 
n each case, there is a sharp increase in vapor pressure with increase 
10 temperature indicating that volatali ation is increased at higher 
temperatures. 
The rate of vapori ation is also affected y the liquid phase 
diffusion of the vapori ing species to the liquid/gas interface and
its gas phase diffusion away from the interface. n an unstirred melt
the actual rate of vapori ation may e as low as of the rate pre-
dicted y the e uation .11 (44). The higher the temperature the greater
is the transport effect on the rate of vapori ation ( ). 
The vapor pressure of a metal dissolved in another given
y the following e uation: -
= 0 .. 0 ·Yi N. .1  p. p. a. p . .l. l. l. l. l. 
where 0 is the pressure of the metal. p. vapor pure
l. 
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Table 2.5V Vapor pressure of metals, and metal
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l5F5ED IN HBSIG 5E5H5S3D BS G5F5Gb5GO3IGb DEOCD OG5 C5S5GOEEb 
F5Gb EI/ cb5EI/ IZ. OSY L5S95 B3 /BEE SI3 b5 59ISIHB9OE 3I G59IF5G 3L5H 
OEIS5q PL5 59ISIHB9OE 359LSBqt5 /ItEY b5 3I G59IF5G 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D 
OEISC /B3L 9IAA5Gq ''
IS G5F5Gb5GO3IGb DEOCD4 d0 3I u0Z IN 3L5 9IAA5G BD AG5D5S3 BS 
9L5HB9OEEb YBDDIEF5Y NIGHq PL5 9IS95S3GO3BIS IN 9IAA5G BS 3L5 DEOC 
Y59G5OD5D /B3L Y59G5ODBSC HO335 CGOY5 OSY Y59G5ODBSC IxBYO3BIS D3O35q 
cFBCtG5 2q2.q ,OGbIS4 F5J IG bI3L 9OS b5 tD5Y NIG G5Yt9BSC 3L5 DEOCq 
PL5GHIYbSOHB9OEEb G5Yt93BIS IN ,tn^ ^ /B3L O 9IHbBSO3BIS IN 9OGbIS OSY 
F5J BD HID3 NOFItG5Yq FBCtG5 2q3 DLI/D 3LO3 NG55 5S5GCb 9LOSC5 NIG 
G5O93BIS ,tn^ ^ + F5J + , BD HIG5 S5CO3BF5 3LOS NIG 5B3L5G ,tn^ 5 + , 
IG CuOq 2 + F5Jq IN 9OGbIS OEIS5 BD tD5Y4 SI3 ISEb /BEE 3L5 CGOY5 IN 
OEEIb AGIYt95Y b5 LBCL4 bt3 OEDI 3L5 OHItS3 IN OEEIb AGIYt95Y /BEE 
b5 F5Gb DHOEE G5EO3BF5 3I 3L52 OHItS3 IN DEOC OSY 3LBD HOb AG5F5S3\5NNB2 
9B5S3 G59IF5Gb IN 3LBD OEEIbq ntG BSB3BOE 5xA5GBH5S3D BSFIEFB^»C 3G5O38
H5S3 IN DEOC /B3L F5J OEIS5 BSYB9O35Y 3LO3 G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5G BS3I 3L5q 
HO335 /OD ObIt3 i0% ISEbq 1L5S 9OGbIS /OD OYY5Y OEISC /B3L F5J4 OE3LItCL 
CGOY5 IN HO335 /OD Y59G5OD5Y4 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5G BS HO335 /OD 
BHAGIF5Yq PL5G5NIG54 N5ODBbBEB3b IN 9IS95S3GO3BSC HBSIG 5E5H5S3D OSY 
9IAA5G BS O HO335 ALOD5 bb 3G5O3BSC DEOC /B3L 9OGbIS OSY F5J /OD 5FOEt8
O35Y BS 3L5 AG5D5S3 /IGpq
. 
.1 E perimental Design 
Levels of minor elements in rever eratory slags are generally
very low (below 1%) and hence it will not e economical to recover them
a lone. The economical technique would e to recover these elements
along with copper. 
n rever eratory slags, 8 to 9 7. of the copper is present in
chemically dissolved form. The concentration of copper in the slag
decreases with decreasing matte grade and decreasing o idation state.
( igure . ). Car on, eS or oth can e used for reducing the slag.
Thermodynamically reduction of Cuo0 _5 with a combination of car on and
eS is most favoured. igure . shows that free energy change for
reaction Cuo0 _5 eS C is more negative than for either Cuo0 _5 C 
_or o0 _5 eS. f car on alone 1s used, not only will the grade of
alloy produced e high, ut also the amount of alloy produced will 
e very small relative to th~ amount of slag and this may prevent) effi-
cien~ recovery of this alloy. Our initial e periments involvrtreat-
ment of slag with eS alone indicated that recovery of copper into the . 
matte was a out 4 7. only. When car on was added along with eS, although 
grade of matte was decreased, the recovery of copper in matte was 
improved. Therefore, feasibility of concentrating minor elements and 
copper in a ma~te phase by treating slag with car on and eS was evalu-
ated in the present work. 
PI HBSBHBz5 BS35GO93BIS IN IxbC5S AG5D5S3 BS OBG /B3L DEOC OSY 
OYY5Y 9OGbIS OSY F5J 3L5 5xA5GBH5S3D /5G5 9OGGB5Y It3 BS OS OGCIS 
O3HIDAL5G5q
FEtx5D SI3 ISEb 9LOSC5 ALbDB9OE AGIA5G3B5D IN DEOC OSY 3L5G5bb 
ONN593 pBS53B9D IN DEOC 9E5OSBS^AGI95DD4 3L5b ONN593 DIEtbBEB3b IN 
HBSIG 5E5H5S3D OSY 9IAA5G BS DEOCq PL5 5NN593 IN OYYB3BIS IN ,On4 JB02 
OSY ,OF2 OEISC /B3L 9OGbIS OSY F5J OYYB3BISD IS 3L5 G59IF5Gb /OD BSF5D3B8
CO35Yq PL5 DEOC 9IHAIDB3BIS /OD FOGB5Y bb 3L5 OYYB3BIS IN tA 3I d 
A5G95S3 ,On4 5 A5G95S3 JBn^ OSY 5 A5G95S3 ,OF2q P5HA5GO3tG5 OEDI 
ONN593D ALbDB9OE AGIA5G3B5D IN DEOC EBp5 FBD9IDB3b OSY DtGNO95 35SDBISq 
PL5 5NN593 IN 35HA5GO3tG5 /OD D3tYB5Y bb FOGbBSC 3G5O3H5S3 35HA5GO3tG5 
NGIH y373s 3I y673sq PL5 BS35GO93BIS b53/55S DEOCe9OGbIS OSY DEOCe 
HO335 9OS b5 BHAGIF5Y bb OCB3O3BSC 3L5 bO3Lq gNN593 IN OCB3O3BSC 3L5 
bO3L bb btbbEBSC OGCIS IS G59IF5Gb IN HBSIG 5E5H5S3D OSY 9IAA5G /OD 
bEDI BSF5D3BCO35Yq
3q2 mO35GBOED
R93tOE G5F5Gb5GO3IGb DEOC NGIH O 9IAA5G DH5E35G BS /5D35GS 
aqJqRq /OD tD5Y NIG 3LBD D3tYbq PL5 9IHAIDB3BIS IN 3L5 DEOC BD CBF5S 
BS PObE5 34yq JEOC DOHAE5 G595BF5Y NGIH 3L5 DH5E35G /OD 9GtDL5Y 3I 
23q35 HH DBz5 OSY y00 C DOHAE5D NIG 35D3D /5G52«bi«BTB5Y bb H59LOEa9OE 
DAEB33BSCq
FIG 9OGbIS OYYB3BIS CGOALB35 AI/Y5G c2y00 H5DL. IN NBx5Y 9OGbIS 
CG5O35G 3LOS uu% /OD tD5Yq F5J tD5Y /OD CGOStEOG 9IHH5G9BOE CGOY5q 
,On4 JB02 OSY ,OF^ tD5Y /5G5 IN G5OC5S3 CGOY5q
To minimi e interaction of oxygen present in air with slag and 
added carbon and eS the e periments were carried out in an argon
atmosphere. 
lu es not only change physical properties of slag and thereby
\..JC affect kinetics of slag cleaning process, they affect solu ility of
minor elements and copper in slag. The effect of addition of Cao, Si 2 
and Ca 2 along with carbon and eS additions on the recovery was investi-
gated. The slag composition was varied y the addition of up to 8
percent CaO, percent Sio2 and percent Ca 2 • Temperature also
affects physical properties of slag like vis~osity and surface tension.
The effect of temperature was studied y varying treatment temperature
from 1 3K to 1 K. The interaction etween slag/carbon and slag/
matte can e improved y agitating the ath. Effect of agitating the
ath y u bling argon on recovery of minor elements and copper was
also investigated. 
. Materials 
Actual rever eratory slag from a copper smelter in western 
U.S.A. was used for this study. The composition of the slag is given 
in Table .1. Slag sample received
- .  mm si e and 1  g samples for
splitting. 
from the smelter was crushed )o 
tests were eota.i,ned y me7 ical 
or car on addition graphite powder (-1  mesh) of fi ed car on 
greater thao 99i. was used. eS used was granular commerc i al grade. 
CaO, Sio2 and Ca 2 used were of reagent grade. 
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3q3 E^perimental Set Up
PLBD D3tYb G5qtBG5Y O NtGSO95 DbD35H 9OAObE5 IN O9LB5FBSC 35HA8
5GO3tG5D IN tA 3I y673s /B3L 9EID5 35HA5GO3tG5 9IS3GIEq This system 
DLItEY LOF5 O 9IS3GIEE5Y O3HIDAL5G5 OSY B3 DLItEY b5 AIDDBbE5 3I BS3GI2 
Yt95 IG /B3LYGO/ crucible from the heating •one bithout brea>ing the 
atmosphere. The apparatus consisted of O resistance furnace bith O 
mullite bor> tube, O gas train to pro2ide argon gas for inert atmos'
phere and accurate temperature measurement instruments. Figure 3qy 
DLI/D 3L5 9IHAE535 OAAOGO3tDq
3.3.1 Gas Train
Argon gas bas used to maintain an inert atmosphere inside bor> 
tube. The argon gas from a cylinder bas dried by passing through a 
bashing flas> containing sulphuric acid and O drying column containing 
alternate layers of calcium chloride and magnesium perchlorate. The 
dried argon gas bas deo^idi•ed by passing it through O mullite tube 
furnace containing titanium metal at O temperature of 973q. Flob of 
argon gas bas measured using a capillary flob meter. A flob of 
3.3 H 16 x m‘/sec of argon bas maintained through the bor> tube.
3.3.2 Furnace Assembly
A Lindberg single •one tube furnace bith 1773q ma^imumxperating 
temperature bas used. The furnace uses siliconFcarbide rod heating 
elements. Control console of the furnace is capable of maintaining
t
“ 1* accuracy.
The bor> tube arrangement consisted of O mullite tube sealed 
at both ends bith bater cooled brass jac>ets. The mullite tube is
. xperi ental t  
This study re uired a furnace system capa le of achieving temp-
eratures of up to 1 K with close temperature consrol. hi em
should have a controlled atmosphere and it should e possi le to intro-
\_A.,., 
duce or withdraw i l rom t z wit t k
osphere. ar t si a tan wit a
u lit work , a vi rt s-
r r t e perat r eas r ent ru ents. i r .1
shows the complete apparatus. 
. a r i  
r wa aint i rt s er work
. rom l wa hro
was i a k t ri a u t
cium l agne um r l rat .
wa xi iz o a u lit
t itanium etal t a perat r K. ow
wa easur il low eter.  low f
-6 . x 0 3 wa aint o work . 
. r ss bl  
 i l z wit K ax mu).rati
e perat r wa . licon-c t
ents. ontr l s l l aint i  
± ° r . 
work rang e t si a u lit l
t t wit wat r l kets. u lit  
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Table 3.1V Composition of the slag.
V’ /
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6.915m long bith 6,67m OD and 6.60m ID. The top end jac>et bas sealed 
3I /IGp tube by O rubber 6 ring. The argon gas inlet tube and thermo'
couple sheath bere set into O remo2able brass bloc> at the top of the 
jac>et using rubber 6 rings. ”xAxx6604m OD mullite tube bas used to 
introduce argon gas. The bottom end of the gas inlet tube bas posi'
tioned 6.675m abo2e the crucible. The bottom jac>et bas sealed to the 
bor> tube in a similar fashion as the top one. The bottom jac>et ser2ed 
OD O quenching 9LOHb5Gq PL5 /IGp 3tb5 LOY O uniform temperature •one 
3“ rO of 6.68m.
The crucible assembly bas supported bithin the uniform tempera'
ture •one by a alumina tube 36.6127m OD% bhich slotted onto a stainless 
steel push rod 36.6127m OD%. The pushrod passed dobnbard through the 
quenching chamber into a brass guide tube. The guide tube bas attached 
to the bottom of quenching chamber bith screbs. There bas an 6 ring 
betbeen guide tube and quenching chamber to ma>e a gas tight seal. .
At the bottom of the guide tube there bas a screbed seal through bhich 
it bas possible to smoothly raise or lober the pushrod.
Temperature inside the bor> tube bas measured using a Pt/PtF 
16Y Rh thermocouple positioned 6.61m abo2e the slag surface in the cru'
cible. The temperature bas displayed by an Omega digital thermoxter, 
bhich has a l=C resolution.
,F4
3.3.3 Crucible
E^periments bere carried out in alumina crucibles of 1.5 ^ 16 ‘‘m‘ 
capacity. The crucible bas contained bithin a thic> balled crucible 
holder bith a pac>ing of alumina bubble betbeen crucible and crucible 
holder. The crucible holder bas used to trap slag in case of crucible
0.  l  wit  0.0  O  a d 0.06  I . The t  e d j ket was seal  
to work t e by a r ber O ri . he ar  gas i let t e a  t o-
c uple s eat  were et i t  a r ovable rass l k t t  t  f t  
j ket si  r ber O ri s. AO 006   ullit  t  was s  t  
i  r  as. he ot o   f t  as i l t t  was osi-
t  0.0  ve t  r cible. he t o  j ket was l  t  t  
work t   il r  s t  t  ne. he t o  j ket v  
as a e chi  chamber. The work tu e had a i  perat r  z e 
(± 1°C) f 0.0 . 
i l  bl  was ort wit i  i  pera-
 z i  (0 0127  ) whi  t  
l  (0 0127 D). s r   wnwar  
i ber r i e. i was  
t o f i ber wit ws. her wa O 
w i i ber ak t l .  
t tom i wa ew l o whi
wa ssi l oot l ow r s r . 
perat r work wa eas r t t-
07.  herm l si ion O.Olm v a 7  -
l .  e er t w  ay   i hermo t r,
whi  1°C t . 
r ci l  
' 
• -  
x r t wer ie n u x 0 3 
cit . · w  n wi  hick wal
 wi   k n   lum  l tw   
   w  ed to trap lag in   . 
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J I 
Argon G,as 
2 Drying Column 
3 Getter Furnace 
4 Flowmeter 5 1 I 
5 Furnace 
6 Support Ing Rod 
7 Water Cooled End Jackets 
8 Crucible Holder 
9 Alut.lna Bubble I 
10 Alu Ina Crucible 
11 Mui lte Tube 
12 Mulllte Tube for Argon 
13 Thermocouple Sheath 
14 Slag 






















NOBEtG54 3L5G5bb AGI3593BSC 3L5 /IGp 3tb5q PL5 9Gt9BbE5 LIEY5G /OD 
9OD3 BS EObIGO3IGb4 YGB5Y OSY bOp5Y O3 y573s NIG 2i LItGDq
3qi UGI95YtG5
R D3OSYOGY 9LOGC5 IN IN DEOC4 y0 C IN F5J OSY y C IN CGOALB35
/OD /5BCL5Y It3 NIG 5O9L 5xA5GBH5S3q FIG 5xA5GBH5S3D BSFIEFBSC NEtxBSC 
OYYB3BISD 3L5 G5qtBG5Y OHItS3D IN 3L5 AOG3B9tEOG NEtx /5G5 OEDI /5BCL5Y 
It3q PL5 9LOGC5 HO35GBOED /5G5 HBx5Y 3IC53L5G OSY AEO95Y BS 3L5 9Gt9B8
bE5q PL5 /5BCL3 IN 9Gt9BbE5 AEtD 9LOGC5 /OD Y535GHBS5Yq PL5 9Gt9BbE5 
ODD5HbEb /OD 3L5S AEO95Y IS 3IA IN 3L5 CtBY5 3tb5 /LB9L /OD AIDB3BIS5Y^ 
OSY D9G5/5Y 3I 3L5 bOD5 IN 3L5 qt5S9LBSC 9LOHb5Gq PL5 /IGp 3tb5 /OD 
NEtDL5Y /B3L OGCIS NIG u0 HBSt35D OSY 3L5S 3L5 9Gt9BbE5 ODD5HbEb /OD 
GOBD5Y BS D3OC5D IN 0q05 H IF5G 3/I HBSt35 BS35GFOED tS3BE B3 /OD BS 
AIDB3BISq 1L5S 3L5 9Gt9BbE5 /OD BS3GIYt95Y BS3I tSBNIGH 35HA5GO3tG5 zIS54 
3L5G5 /OD O YGIA IN OAAGIxBHO35Eb y0°s BS 3L5 35HA5GO3tG5q PL5 tSB8
NIGH 35HA5GO3tG5 zIS5 G52O33OBS5Y 3L5 D53 35HA5GO3tG5 /B3LBS y0 HBSt35Dq 
PL5 DOHAE5 /OD HOBS3OBS5Y BSDBY5 tSBNIGH 35HA5GO3tG5 zIS5 NIG 3L5 G58
qtBG5Y 3G5O3H5S3 3BH5q IS OEE 35D3D 5x95A3 NIG 3L5 35D3D NIG D3tYb IN 
5NN593 IN 3G5O3H5S3 3BH5 IG 5NN593 IN OCB3O3BIS4 3G5O3H5S3 3BH5 /OD NItG 
LItGDq IS 35D3D NIG D3tYb IN 5NN593 IN CG5O3H5S3 3BH54 DOHAE5D ^5G5 
3G5O35Y NIG u0 HBSt35D 3I 360 HBSt35Dq IS 5xA5GBH5S3D 9OGGB5Y ert3 3I 
D3tYb 3L5 5NN593 IN OCB3O3BIS 3BH54 O DOHAE5 /OD H5E35Y NIG y5 HBSt35D 
OSY 3L5S OGCIS COD /OD btbbE5Y 3LGItCL 3L5 H5E3 bb EI/5GBSC 3L5 COD BSE53 
3tb5 BS3I 3L5 H5E3q RN35G btbbEBSC 3L5 OGCIS COD NIG 3L5’ AG5Y535GHBS5Y 
OCB3O3BIS 3BH54 3L5 COD BSE53 3tb5 /OD GOBD5Y NGIH 3L5 H5E3 OSY 3L5S 3L5 
H5E3 /OD OEEI/5Y 3I D533E5 NIG u0 HBSt35Dq
REE 5xA5GBH5S3D 5x95A3 3L5 35D3D NIG D3tYb IN 3L5 5NN593 IN
I . 
failure, there y protecting the work tu e. The cruci le holder was
cast in la oratory, dried and aked at 1 K for 4 hours. 
.4 Procedure 
A standard charge of ~ of slag, 1 g of eS and 1 g of gra'phite 
was weighed out for each e periment. or e periments involving flu ing
additions the re uired amounts of the particular _flu were a"lso weighed
out. The charge materials were mi ed together and placed in the cruci-
le. The weight of cruci le plus charge was determined. The cruci le
as·sembly was then placed on top of the guide tu e which was positioned 
and screwed to the ase of the uenching chamber. The work tu e was
flushed with argon for 9 minutes and then the cruci le assem ly was
raised in stages of . mover two minute intervals until it was in
position. When the cruci le was introduced into uni f orm temperature one ,
there was a drop of appro imately 1 K in the temperature. The uni-
form temperature one re-attained t~e set temperature within 1 minutes.
The sample was maintained inside uniform temperature one for the re-
uired treatment time. n all tests e cept for the tests for study of
effect of treatment time or effect of agitation, treatment time was fo ur
hours. n tests for study of effect of greatment time, samples j ere
treated for 9 minutes to minutes. n e pel ime+. ts carri r ut to
study the effect of agitation time, a sample was melted for 1 minutes
and then argon gas was u led through the melt y lowering the gas in le t 
tu e into t ~e melt. After u bling the argon gas for th~ predetermi ned
agitation time, the gas inlet tu e was raised from the melt and then t he
melt was allo~ed to settle for 9 minutes. 
All e periments e cept the tests for study of the ef f ect of 
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35HA5GO3tG5 /5G5 9OGGB5Y It3 O3 yi73sq P5D3D NIG D3tYb IN 3L5 5NN593 
IN 35HA5GO3tG5 /5G5 9OGGB5Y It3 O3 35HA5GO3tG5D FOGbBSC NGIH yi73s 3I 
y573sq
R3 3L5 5SY IN 3L5 G59TTBB^^ 3BH54 3L5 9Gt9BbE5 ODD5HbEb /OD qtB9pEb 
EI/5G5Y BS3I 3L5 qt5S9LBSC 9LOHb5Gq PL5 9Gt9BbE5 /OD OEEI/5Y 3I 9IIE 
/B3LBS 3L5 9LOHb5G NIG 30 HBSt35D b5NIG5 G5HIFOE NGIH B3q RN35G 
G5HIFOE NGIH 3L5 qt5S9LBSC 9LOHb5G4 3L5 9Gt9BbE5 /OD /5BCL5Y 3I Y535G8
HBS5 3L5 /5BCL3 EIDD YtGBSC 3L5 3G5O3H5S3q
3q5 RSOEb3B9OE P59LSBqt5
PLBD D593BIS YBD9tDD5D AG5AOGO3BIS OSY OSOEbDBD IN HO335 OSY DEOC 
DOHAE5Dq PL5 HO335 /OD OSOEbz5Y NIG RD4 jB4 ,t4 Jb OSY F5q PL5 G5AGI8
Yt9BbBEB3b IN 3L5 HO335 OSOEbD5D /OD C5S5GOEEb±2q0 A53 IN 3L5 FOEt5q
PL5 DEOC /OD OSOEbz5Y NIG ,t4 Jb4 J OSY F5q PL5 DEOC DOHAE5D NGIH 
3L5 5xA5GBH5S3D BSFIEFBSC NEtx OYYB3BISD /5G5 OSOEbz5Y NIG RE4 ,t OSY JB 
OEDIq PL5 G5AGIYt9BbBEB3b IN 3L5 DEOC OSOEbD5D /OD ObIt3 ± 3% IN 3L5 
OSOEbD5D NIG ,t4 RD4 jB OSY F5 OSY ± IZ NIG Jb4 RE4 ,O OSY JBq
RN35G 3L5 9Gt9BbE5 /OD G5HIF5Y NGIH 3L5 qt5S9LBSC 9LOHb5G4 3L5 
DIEBYBNB5Y HO335 OSY DEOC ALOD5D /5G5 D5AOGO35Y OSY 9E5OS5Y NIG ODDObq 
PL5 HO335 AOG3B9E5D /5G5 CGItSY BS O AIG95EOBS HIG3OG 3I O NBS5 Ab/Y5Gq
PL5 DEOC AOG3B9E5D /5G5 CGItSY BS O AtEF5GBz5G 3I 275 HB9GIS ^z5q
RDDObD /5G5 9OGGB5Y It3 tDBSC O3IHB9 ObDIGA3BIS DA593GID9IAb 
OSY 3L5 HOTIG AGIbE5H BS 3L5 Y5F5EIAH5S3 IN 3L5 OSOEb3B9OE 359LSBqt5 /OD 
3I 5SDtG5 9IHAE535 YBDDIEt3BIS IN 3L5 DOHAE5 /B3LIt3 3L5 EIDD IN 3L5 
5E5H5S3D IN BS35G5D3q PLG55 YBDDIEt3BIS AGI95YtG5D /5G5 NIEEI/5Y4 IS5 
NIG 3L5 Y535GHBSO3BIS IN ,t4 F54 Jb OSY jB4 3L5 D59ISY NIG RD OSY 3L5 
3LBGY NIG 3L5 Y535GHBSO3BIS IN RE4 ,O OSY JBq
temperature were carried out at 14 K. Tests for study of the effect
of temperature were carried out at temperatures varying from 14 K to
1 K. 
At the end of the re time, the cruci le assem ly was ui~ kly
lowered into the uenching chamber. The cruci le was allowed to cool
within the chamber for minutes efore removal from it. After
removal from the uenching chamber, the cruci le was weighed to deter-
mine the weight loss during the treatment. 
. Analytical Techni ue ' 
This section discusses preparation and analysis of matte and slag
samples. The matte was analy ed for As, Bi, Cu, S and e. The repro-
ducibility of the matte analyses was generally± . pct of the value . 
The slag was analy ed for Cu, S , S and e. The slag samples from
~he e periments involving flu additions were analy ed for Al, Cu and Si
also. The reproducibility of the s f ag analyses was a out±  of the
analyses for Cu, As, Bi and e and 1% for S , Al, Ca and Si. 
After the cruci le was removed from the uenching chamber, the
solidified matte and slag phases were separated and cleaned for assay.
The matte particles were ground in a porcelain mortar
The slag particles were ground in a pulveri er to -
to a fine ~ wder. 
m1cron 4 e. 
Assays were carried out using atomic a sorption spectroscopy
and the major pro lem in the development of the analytical techni ue was
to ensure complete dissolution of the sample without the loss of the
elements of interest. Three dissolution procedures were followed, one
for the determination of Cu, e, S and Bi, the second for As and the
third for the determination of Al, Ca and Si. 
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PL5 DIEt3BIS NIG 3L5 Y535GHBSO3BIS IN ,t4 jB4 Jb OSY F5 /OD 
AG5AOG5Y bb YBC5D3BSC 0q5 C DOHAE5 BS O HBx3tG5 IN SB3GB9 O9BY4 A5G2 
ALEIGB9 O9BY OSY LbYGINEtIGB9 O9BY4 NIEEI/5Y bb YBDDIEt3BIS BS LbYGI8
9LEIGB9 O9BY cRAA5SYBx R.q FLGbNL5 Y535GHBSO3BIS IN RD4 y C DOHAE5 •
/OD NtD5Y /B3L 3OG3OGB9 O9BY OSY sHJn4 OSY 3L5S YBDDIEF5Y BS H,I
i
cRAA5SYBx j.q PL5 DIEt3BIS NIG 3L5 Y535GHBSO3BIS IN RE4 ,O OSY JB /OD 
AG5AOG5Y bb O EB3LBtH H53ObIGO35 NtDBIS ci5.q PL5 Y53OBED IN 3L5 AGI8
95YtG5 OG5 CBF5S BS RAA5SYBx ,q
JEOC DOHAE5D /5G5 OSOEbz5Y NIG DtENtG OEDIq RSOEbD5D /5G5 ^ 
9OGGB5Y It3 bb 3L5 RSOEb3B9OE fBFBDBIS IN 3L5 aqJq jtG5Ot IN mBS5D4
75SI4 bb "YBG593 9IHbtD3BIS2BIYO35" H53LIY ci6.q IS 3LBD AGI95YtG54 
3L5 DOHAE5 BD L5O35Y 3I O LBCL 35HA5GO3tG5 BS O D3G5OH IN AtGBNB5Y 
IxbC5Sq PL5 DtEALtG YBIxBY5 AGIYt95Y BD AODD5Y BS3I D3OG9L2BIYBY5 DIE8
t3BIS OSY 3B3GO35Y /B3L D3OSYOGY AI3ODDBtH BIYO35 DIEt3BISq
3q6 ,OE9tEO3BIS IN U5G95S3 759IF5Gb 
FIG 9OE9tEO3BSC A5G95S3 G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5G OSY HBSIG 5E5H5S3D 
BS HO335 ALOD54 HODD IN 3L5 HO335 /OD Ib3OBS5Y bb HODD bOEOS95 9OE9t8
EO3BISD bOD5Y IS ODDOb IN 9IAA5G BS DEOC OSY HO335q j5NIG5 5O9L 35D34 
3L5 9Gt9BbE5 9IS3OBSBSC 9LOGC5 HO35GBOE /OD /5BCL5Yq RN35G 3G5O3H5S3q
3L5 9Gt9BbE5 /OD /5BCL5Y OCOBSq PL5 YBNN5G5S95 BS 3L5D5 3/I HODD FOEt5D 
COF5 3L5 FOAIG EIDDq RN35G 3G5O3H5S3 OSb tSG5O935Y 9OGbIS E5N3 BS 3L5’ 
9Gt9BbE5 /OD 9OG5NtEEb DLOp5S NGIH 3L5 DtGNO95 IN 3L5 DIEBYBNB5Y DEOC
f
OSY B3D HODD Y535GHBS5Yq PL5 HODD IN HO335 AGIYt95Y /OD 9OE9tEO35Y bb 
DIEFBSC DBHtE3OS5ItDEb 3L5 NIEEI/BSC 3/I 5qtO3BISDM
m + J = P 3qy
mxH+JxD=,x9 3q2
The solution for the determination of Cu, Bi, S and e was
prepared y digesting . g sample in a mixture of nitric acid, per-
~hloric acid and hydrofluoric acid, followed y dissolution in hydro-
chloric acid (Appendi A). or he determination of As, 1 g sample
was fused with tartaric acid and K S04 and then dissolved in CI 
(Appendi B). The solution for the determination of Al,. Ca _and Si was
prepared y a lithium metaborate fusion (4 ). The details of the pro-
cedure are given in Appendi C. 
Slag samples were analy ed for sulfur also. Analyses were
carried out y the Analytical Division of the U.S. Bureau of Mines, 
Reno, y direct combustion-iodate method (4 ). n this procedure,
the sample is heated to a high temperature 1n a stream of purified
o ygen. The sulphur dio ide produced is passed into ~tarch-iodide sol-
ution and titrated with standard potassium iodate solution. 
. Calculation of Percent Re covery
or calculating percent recovery of copper and minor elements
1n matte phase, mass of the matte was o tained y mass alance calcu-
lations ased on assay of copper in slag and matte. Before each test,
the cruci le containing charge material was weighed. After trea~ ent, 
the cruci le was weighed again. The difference in these two /.s values
gave the vapor loss. After treatment any unreacted car on left in the '
cruci le was carefully shaken from the surface of the solidified slag 
and its mass determined. The mass of matte produced was calculated y
solving simultaneously the following two e uations: 
M S T
M  m  S x s C X C 
3.1 




m BD HODD IN HO335 AGIYt95Y
J BD HODD IN DEOC AGIYt95Y ON35G 3G5O3H5S3
» , BD HODD IN DEOC b5N^G5^G5O3H5S3 cy00 C.
H4 D4 OSY 9 OG5 ODDOb IN 9IAA5G BS HO3354 DEOC ON35G 3G5O3H5S3
OSY DEOC b5NIG5 3G5OH5S3 G5DA593BF5Ebq
P BD 3L5 3I3OE HODD IN HO335 OSY DEOC4 OSY BD CBF5S bb
P * cPI3OE 9LOGC5. 2 cVOAIG EIDD. 2 c75DBYt5 E5N3. 3q3
PI3OE 9LOGC5 BD 3L5 DtH IN HODD IN DEOC cy00 C.4 HODD IN F5J cy0 C.4
HODD IN 9OGbIS cy C. OSY HODD IN OSb NEtx OYY5Yq
jb DIEFBSC DBHtE3OS5ItDEb 5qtO3BISD 3qy OSY 3q24 /5 Ib3OBS 
,x92PxD
H 2 D
U5G95S3 G59IF5Gb BD CBF5S bb 3L5 NIEEI/BSC 5qtO3BISM
3qi
p°ce°t ^ +oo 3.5
where 
Mis mass of matte produced 
Sis mass of slag produced after treatment 
C is mass of slag ef (1  g) 
m, s, and care assay of copper in matte, slag after treatment 
and slag efore treament respectively. 
Tis the total mass of matte and slag, and is given y 
Ts (Total charge) - ( apor loss) - (Residue left) .  
Total charge is the sum of mass of slag (1 g), mass of eS (1 g), 
mass of car on (lg) and mass of any flu added. 
By solving simultaneously e uations .1 and . , we o~tain
M = C X C - T X s 
m - s 
Percent recovery is given y the following e uation: 
. 4 
Mass of the element in matte 




iq 7gJalPJ qRof fIJ,aJJIno
IS 3LBD D593BIS 3L5 5xA5GBH5S3OE G5DtE3D OG5 AG5D5S35Y OD 3L5 
A5G95S3 G59IF5Gb IN RD4 jB4 Jb OSY ,t BS HO335 ALOD5 NIG YBNN5G5S3 
35D3Dq PL5 GO/ YO3O OG5 G59IGY5Y BS RAA5SYBx fq
iqy 75O93BIS PBH5
\
PL5 IA3BHtH G5O93BIS 3BH5 NIG DEOC 9E5OSBSC 35D3D /OD Y535GHBS5Y 
bb 3G5O3BSC y00 C DEOC /B3L y0 C F5J OSY y C CGOALB35 O3 yi73s NIG 
G5O93BIS 3BH5D BS 3L5 GOSC5 IN u0 3I 360 HBSt35Dq PL5 G5DtE3D OG5 
AG5D5S35Y BS FBCtG5D iqy OSY iq2q ISB3BOEEb G59IF5Gb IN RD4 jB4 Jb OSY 
,t BS9G5OD5Y /B3L BS9G5OD5 BS G5O93BIS 3BH5q PL5 G59IF5Gb IN ,t BS8
9G5OD5Y NGIH ii 3I 6u%4 RD BS9G5OD5Y NGIH 3 3I u%4 jB BS9G5OD5Y NGIH 
5 3I y3% OSY Jb BS9G5OD5Y NGIH i 3I d% /B3L BS9G5ODBSC G5O93BIS 3BH5 
NGIH u0 3I 2i0 HBSt35Dq FIG O G5O93BIS 3BH5 IN 2i0 HBSt35D4 3L5 HOxBHtH 
G59IF5Gb IN ,t4 RD OSY Jb /OD Ib3OBS5Y OSY 3L5 NtG3L5G BS9G5OD5 BS 
G5O93BIS 3BH5 LOY SI 5NN593 IS 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 3L5D5 H53OEDq FBCtG5 
iq2 BSYB9O35D 3LO3 NIG jB O G5O93BIS 3BH5 IN 300 HBSt35D BD G5qtBG5Y 3I 
Ib3OBS 3L5 HOxBHtH G59IF5Gbq e
IS FB5/ IN 3L5 ObIF5 G5DtE3D4 BS 35D3D 9OGGB5Y It3 3I D3tYb 3L5
5NN593 IN NEtx OYYB3BIS OSY 3L5 AGI95DD 35HA5GO3tG54 3L5 G5O93BIS 3BH5
«
/OD p5A3 3I 2i0 HBSt35Dq
PObE5 iqy DLI/D 3L5 9IHAOGBDIS IN 3L5 9IAA5G YBD3GBbt3BIS 9I8
5NNB9B5S3 FOEt5D Ib3OBS5Y bb 3L5 YBNN5G5S3 DEOC 9E5OSBSC D3tYB5Dq I3 BD
4. RESULTS AND D SCUSS ON \_A__ 
n this section the e perimental results are presented as the
percent recovery of As, Bi, S  and Cu in matte phase fo~ different
tests. The raw data are recorded in Appendi D. 
4.1 Reaction Time 
The optimum reaction time for slag cleaning tests was determined
y treating 1 g slag with 1 g eS and 1 g graphite at 14 K for
reaction times in the range of 9 to minutes. The results are
presented in igures 4.1 and 4. . nitially recovery of As, Bi, S and
Cu increased with increase in reaction time. The recovery of Cu in-
creased from 44 to 9 , As increased from to 9 , Bi incre as ed f rom
S to 1 and S increased from 4 to 8  with increasing reac tion t i me
from 9 to 4 minutes. or a reaction time of 4 minutes, the ma imum
recovery of Cu, As and S was o tained and the further increase in
reaction time had no effect on the recovery of these metals. i gure
4. indicates that for Bi a reaction time of minutes is re u } ed to
o tain the ma imum recovery. / 
n view of the a ove results, in tests carried out to study the 
effect of flu addition and the process temperature, the reaction time 
was kept to 4 minutes. 
Table 4.1 shows the comparison of the copper distribution co-
efficient values o tained y the different slag cleaning studies. t is 
5FBY5S3 3LO3 3L5 LBCL5G YBD3GBbt3BIS 9I5NNB9B5S3 FOEt5D OG5 Ib3OBS5Y 
/B3L 3L5 LBCL5G CGOY5 IN HO335 IG OEEIbq IS 3L5 AG5D5S3 D3tYb4 3L5 
9IAA5G YBD3GBbt3BIS 9I5NNB9B5S3 /OD NItSY 3I b5 iy OSY 3L5 9IGG5DAISYBSC 
HO335 CGOY5 /OD y3qdX ,tq PLB4D^95NcHAOG5D NOFItGObEb /B3L 3L5 9IAA5G 
YBD3GBbt3BIS 9I5NNB9B5S3 IN id4 /B3L O HO335 CGOY5 IN y2Z ,t Ib3OBS5Y bb 
RHHOS 53q OEq ci.q
PL5 IxBYB9 OSY DtEALBYB9 DIEtbBEB3b IN 9IAA5G BS O DEOC 9OS b5 
5D3BHO35Y tDBSC 5qtO3BIS 2q7 OSY 2qd G5DA593BF5Ebq IS 3L5 AG5D5S3 D3tYb4 
3L5 35D3D /5G5 9OGGB5Y It3 BS 3L5 OEtHBSO 9Gt9BbE5Dq ftGBSC 3L5 35D3D ^ 
3L5 DEOC DOHAE5D YBDDIEF5Y OEtHBSO NGIH 3L5 9Gt9BbE5Dq PL5 tS3G5O35Y 
DEOC 9IS3OBS5Y 2.98Z RI2n2 cPObE5 3qy.q HI/5F5G4 ON35G 3L5 3G5O3H5S34 
OEE 3L5 DEOC DOHAE5D LOY O 9ISD3OS3 RE20^ 9IS35S3 IN ObIt3 iq5% RE20^q 
PLBD BSYB9O35D 3LO3 3L5 DEOC DOHAE5D /5G5 DO3tGO35Y /B3L RE20^ YtGBSC 
3L5 DEOC 9E5OSBSC 3G5O3H5S3q R9LIEISt 53q OEq c3d. LOF5 IbD5GF5Y ,LO3 
3L5 O93BFB3b 9I5NNB9B5S3 IN CuOq ^ BS 3L5 DEOC BS9G5OD5D /B3L 3L5 BS8
9G5OD5 BS 3L5 OEtHBSO 9IS35S3 IN 3L5 DEOC OSY L5S95 Y59G5ODBSC 3L5 IxB8
YB9 DIEtbBEB3b IN 9IAA5G BS 3L5 DEOCq R9LIEISt 53q OEq Ib3OBS5Y4 NIG 
OEtHBSO DO3tGO35Y BGIS DBEB9O35 DEOCD4 O FOEt5 IN 2dqy2 NIG 3L5 AGI8
AIG3BISOEB3b 9ISD3OS3 R BS 3L5 5qtO3BIS 2q7q aDBSC oOCOHIGB'D c3u. HIY5E 
NIG 5D3BHO3BSC O_ ^ NIG HO335 CGOY5 IN y3qd% ,tq nxBYB9 DIEtb^B3b 
IN 9IAA5G BS 3L5 DEOC BD 9OE9tEO35Y 3I b5 0q023% OSY 3L5 DtEALBYB9 DIE8
tbBEB3b 0qyy7%q PL5G5NIG54 3L5 3I3OE 9IAA5G DIEtbBEB3b BS 3L5 DEOC BD 
0qyi%q PL5 tS3G5O35Y DEOC 9IS3OBS5Y yq0i% ,t cPObE5 3qy.qq RN35G 
NItG LItGD G5O93BIS 3BH5 3L5 9IAA5G 9IS35S3 BS 3L5 DEOC /OD G5Yt95Y 3I 
0q32% ,t cRAA5SYBx f.q RD G5O93BIS 3BH5 BD BS9G5OD5Y NGIH NItG LItGD 
3I DBx LItGD4 3L5G5 BD SI NtG3L5G Y59G5OD5 BS 3L5 ,t 9IS35S3 IN 3L5 DEOCq
evident that the higher distribution coefficient values are o tained
with the higher grade of matte or alloy. n the present study, the
copper distribution coefficient was found to e 41 and the corresponding
matte grade was 1 .8% Cu. Th·s c pares favoura ly with the copper
distribution coefficient of 48, with a matte grade of 12% Cu o tained y
Armnan et. al. (4). 
The o idic and sulphidic solu ility of copper in a slag can e
estimated using e ~ation . and .8 respectively. n the present study,
the tests were carried out in the alumina cruci les. During the tests
the slag samples dissolved alumina from the cruci les. The untreated
slag contained % Al 2o3 (Ta le .1). owever, after the treatment,
all the slag samples had a constant Al 2o3 content of a out 4.S o/. Al 2o3.
This indicates that the slag samples were saturated with A1 2o3 during
the slag cleaning treatment. Acholonu et. al. ( 8) have o served that
the activity coefficient of o0 _5 in · the slag increases with the in-
crease in the alumina content of the slag and hence decreasing the o i-
dic solubility of copper in the slag. Acholonu et. al. o tained, for
alumina saturated iron silicate slags, a value of 8.1 for the pro-
portionality constant A in the e uation . . UsiqgNagamori's (~9) odel
for estimating aC O for matte grade of 1 .8% Cu , ...9 idic solub· ityu 0.5 
of copper in the slag is calculated to e .023% and the sulphidic sol-
ubility .11 . Therefore, the total copper solubility in the slag is
.14 . The u treated slag contained 1:04 Cu (Ta le .1) . . After
four hours reaction time the copper content in the slag was reduced to 
.32 Cu (Appendi D). As reaction time is increased from four hours
to si hours, there is no further decrease in the Cu content of the sl ag . 
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igure 4.1: Effect of reaction time on the recovery of Cu 
and As in the matte at 14 K and for 10% eS,
1%  it . 
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Figure 4.2V Effect of reaction time on the reco2ery of
Bi and Sb in the matte at 1473q and for 
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Table 4.1: Copper distribution coefficients for slag cleaning process. 
Matte/ Alloy Copper Distribution 
Grade Ratio 
% Cu (% Cu in matte/alloy) 
Process (% Cu in slag) Reference 
\ 
FeS - C reduction 13.8 41 Present Work 
(lab) 
Carbon reduction 71. 4 65 4 
(electric furnace) 
' 
Pyrite reduction 70 108 4 
(after C - reduction, so 75 4 
electric furnace) 12 48 4 
FeS - reduction 31. 8 29 7 
(lab) 
Copper-concentrate 50.5 30 7 





RD4 jB OSY Jb OG5 G5HIF5Y NGIH 3L5 DEOC4 YtGBSC 3L5 DEOC 9E5OSBSC 
AGI95DD4 bb H5OSD IN 3/I 3bA5D IN G5O93BISD 3LO3 3Op5 AEO95 DBHtE3OS8
5ItDEbq PL5D5 G5O93BISD OG5 3L5 3GOSDN5G IN 3L5D5 HBSIG 5E5H5S3D NGIH 
DEOC 3I HO335 OSY 3L5BG FIEO3OEBzO3BIS NGIH DEOCq RSOEbDBD IN Y5AIDB3D 
9IEE5935Y NGIH 3L5 BSDBY5 IN '3L5^5O93BIS 3tb5 DLI/ DBCSBNB9OS3 OHItS3D 
IN 3L5D5 HBSIG 5E5H5S3D4 3L5G5bb 9ISNBGHBSC 3L5BG FIEO3OEBzO3BIS YtGBSC 
3G5O3H5S3 35D3Dq FBCtG5 iqy OSY iq2 DLI/ 3LO3 3L5G5 BD SI 9LOSC5 BS 
G59IF5Gb FOEt5D OD 3BH5 BD BS9G5OD5Y b5bISY 2i0 HBSt35D BS 3L5 9OD5 IN 
RD OSY Jb OSY b5bISY 300 HBSt35D BS 3L5 9OD5 IN jBq PLBD BSYB9O35D 
3LO3 5qtBEBbGBtH BD 5D3ObEBDL5Y b53/55S HO335 OSY DEOCq PL5 3I3OE 
OHItS3 IN 5O9L IN 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D G5HIF5Y NGIH DEOC BD 5qtOE 3I 3L5 DtH 
IN 3L5 OHItS3 3GOSDN5GG5Y 3I 3L5 HO335 OSY 3L5 OHItS3 FIEO3OEBz5Yq 
PL5G5NIG54 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN RD4 jB OSY Jb BS3I HO335 ALOD5 9OS b5 BS8
9G5OD5Y bb Y59G5ODBSC 3L5 AGIAIG3BIS IN 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D FIEO3OEBz5Yq
JBS95 B3 /BEE b5 YBNNB9tE3 3I Y59G5OD5 3L5 GO35 IN FOAIGBzO3BIS4 3L5 
ISEb /Ob 3I BS9G5OD5 3L5 AGIAIG3BIS IN 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D 3GOSDN5GG5Y 3I 
HO335 /ItEY b5 3I BS9G5OD5 3L5 GO35 IN G5O93BISD IN 3L5BG 3GOSDN5G NGIH 
DEOC 3I HO335 G5EO3BF5 3I 3L5 GO35 IN FOAIGBzO3BISq PLBD 9OS b5 
O9LB5F5Y bb BHAGIFBSC 3L5 DEOC HO335 BS35GO93BISq
iq2 RCB3O3BIS IN m5E3
PLBD D5GB5D IN 35D3D /OD 9OGGB5Y It3 3I D3tYb 3L5 5NN593 IN 
OCB3O3BSC 3L5 H5E3 IS 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN RD4 jB4 Jb OSY ,tq PL5 G5DtE3D 
OG5 AG5D5S35Y BS FBCtG5 iq3 OSY iqiq R 9IHAOGBDIS IN FBCtG5 iqy OSY 
iq3 BSYB9O35D 3LO3 OCB3O3BIS L5EAD BS O9LB5FBSC LBCL G59IF5Gb IN ,t BS 
DLIG35G 3G5O3H5S3 3BH5q 1B3L OCB3O3BIS bEZ ,t G59IF5Gb BD Ib3OBS5Y 
/B3LBS y50 HBSt35Dq FIG O DBHBEOG E5F5E IN G59IF5Gb4 /B3LIt3 OCB3O2
;, :t 
As, Bi and Sb are removed from the slag, during the slag cleaning
process, y means of two types of reactions that take place simultan-
eously. These reactions are the transfer of these minor elements from 
slag to matte and their volatalization from slag. Analysis of deposits 
11 d f h . . f \JC. . b h . . f. co ecte rom t e inside o the reaction tu es ow signi icant amounts
of these minor elements, thereby confirming their volatalization during
treatment tests. igure 4.1 and 4. show that there is no change in
recovery values as time is increased eyond 4  minutes in the case of
As and S  and eyond minutes in the case of Bi. This indicates
that e uilibrium is esta lished etween matte and slag. The total
amount of each of these elements removed from slag is e ual to the sum
of the amount transferred to the matte and the amount volatali ed.
Therefore, the recovery of As, Bi and S into matte phase can e in-
creased y decreasing the proportion of these elements volatali ed. 
Since it will e difficult to decrease the rate of vapori at i on, the
only way to increase the proportion of these elements transferred to
matte would e to increase the rate of reactions of their transfer f rom
lag to matte relative to the rate of vaporization. This can e 
achieved y impr-oving the slag matte interaction. 
4.  Agitation of Melt 
This series of tests was carried out to study the 




are presente~ in igure 4.  and 4.4. A comparison of igure 4.1 and 
4.  indicates tha t agitation helps in achieving high recovery of Cu in 
shorter treatment time. With agitation 61 % Cu recovery is obtained 
within 1  minutes. or a similar level of recovery, without agita-
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3BIS4 O 3G5O3H5S3 3BH5 IN yd0 HBSt35D BD G5qtBG5Yq PL5 FBCtG5 iq3 
OEDI DLI/D 3LO3 OD 3L5 OCB3O3BIS 3BH5 BD BS9G5OD5Y NGIH y5 HBSt35D 3I 
60 HBSt35D4 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5G BD BS9G5OD5Y ISEb bb 3Z OSY O AEO35Ot 
BD G5O9L5Y BS 3L5 G59IF5Gb FD^^OC^O3BIS 3BH5 AEI3q PL5 HOxBHtH G59IF5Gb 
IN 9IAA5G /B3LIt3 OCB3O3BIS /OD 6uZ OSY /OD Ib3OB5SY ON35G NItG LItG 
G5O93BIS 3BH5q 1B3L 3L5 OCB3O3BIS 3L5 HOxBHtH G59IF5Gb /OD ISEb 6yZq 
HI/5F5G4 3L5 HO335 CGOY5 /OD DBCSBNB9OS3Eb LBCL5G /B3L OCB3O3BISq
1B3LIt3 3L5 OCB3O3BIS4 NIG NItG LItG G5O93BIS 3BH54 3L5 CGOY5 IN HO335 
AGIYt95Y /OD y3qdZ ,t OSY /B3L 3L5 OCB3O3BIS O HO335 IN CGOY5 y6qu 
3I ydq0% ,t /OD Ib3OBS5Yq PLBD BSYB9O35D 3LO3 b59OtD5 IN O DLIG35G 
G5O93BIS 3BH54 BS OCB3O3BIS 35D3D4 3L5 G5Yt93BIS IN BGIS IxBY5 /OD 
HBSBHBz5Yq PL5 5qtO3BIS 2qd DLI/D 3LO3 3L5 OHItS3 IN 9IAA5G YBDDIEF5Y 
BS 3L5 DEOC /BEE b5 LBCL5G /L5S O LBCL5G CGOY5 HO335 BD AGIYt95Yq
759IF5Gb IN RD4 jB OSY Jb BD EI/5G 9LOS 3LO3 Ib3OBS5Y /B3LIt3 
OCB3O3BISq gF5S ON35G y50 HBSt35D ISEb 3% RD4 3% jB OSY 5% Jb 9ItEY 
b5 G59IF5G5Yq 1B3LIt3 OCB3O3BIS DBHBEOG G59IF5Gb 9OS b5 O9LB5F5Y BS 
ISEb u0 HBSt35Dq
IS 3L5D5 35D3D H5E3 /OD OCB3O35Y bb btbbEBSC OGCIS CODq POpBSC 
OF5GOC5 btbbE5 YBOH535G OD 0qi5 9HD c25.4 DtGNO95 OG5O IN 5O9L btbbE5 
/OD 0q6i9H* OSY 70 btbbE5D A5G D59ISY /5G5 BS3GIYt95Yq PL5 OG5O bN 3L5 
H5E3 DtGNO95 /OD 2y 9H*q PL5G5NIG54 BS3GIYt93BIS IN COD btbbE5D BS3I 
3L5 H5E3 G5DtE3D BS BS9G5OD5 BS 3L5 EBqtBY2COD BS35GNO9BOE OG5Oq
gqtO3BIS 2qyy BSYB9O35D 3LO3 O3 O CBF5S 35HA5GO3tG5 OHItS3 IN OS 5E5H5S3 
FOAIGBz5Y4 BS tSB3 3BH54 BS9G5OD5D EBS5OGEb /B3L BS9G5OD5 BS COD2EBqtBY 
BS35GNO9BOE OG5Oq IS OS tSD3BGG5Y H5E34 3L5 GO35 IN FOAIGBzO3BIS BD 
Y59G5OD5Y bb 3L5 5NN593 IN EBqtBY ALOD5 YBNNtDBIS IN 3L5 FOAIGBzBSC
tion, a treatment time of 18 minutes is re uired. The igure 4.
also shows that as the agitation time is increased from 1 minutes to
minutes, the recovery of copper is increased only y % and a plateau
is reached in the recovery v time plot. The ma imum recover y
of copper without agitation was 9% and was o taiend after four hour
reaction time. With the agitation the ma imum recovery was only 1%.
owever, the matte grade was signif.icantly higher with agitation. 
Without the agitation, for four hour reaction time, the grade of matte
produced was 1 .8% Cu and with the agitation a matte of grade 1 .9
to 18.0% Cu was o tained. This indicates that ecause of a shorter
reaction time, in agitation tests, the reduction of iron o ide was
minimized. The e uation .8 shows that the amount of copper dissolved
in the slag will e higher when a higher grade matte is produced. 
Recovery of As, Bi and S is lower than that o tained without
agitation. Even after 1 minutes only As, J i. Bi and  S could
e recovered. Without agitation similar recove r y can e achieved in
only 9 minutes. 
n these tests melt was agitated y u bling argon gas. Taking
.average u le diameter as
was . 4cm2 and u bles
melt surface was 1 cm2 •
.4 ems ( ), surface area of each u ble
per second were introduced. The a~e:-3f the
Therefore, introduction of gas u z nto
the melt results in increase in the liquid-gas interfacial area. 
Equation . l \ i .ndicates that at a given temperature amount. of an element
vapori ed, in unit time, increases linearly with increase in gas-li uid
interfacial area. n an unstirred melt, the rate of vapor i ation is
decreased y the effect of liquid phase diffusion of the vapori ing 
4l. 
species NGIH 3L5 btEp IN 3L5 H5E3 3I the liquid gas interface 344%. 
RCB3O3BIS IN 3L5 H5E3 G5Yt95D 3L5 3GOSDAIG3 effect IS 3L5 rate of 
2apori•ation. Therefore, OCB3O3BIS IN 3L5 H5E3 bb argon gas results in 
increased rate of 2olatali•atxxonxx As, Bi and Sb, both due to the in'
crease in the liquidFgas interfacial area and the decrease in the effect 
of diffusion on the rate of 2apori•ation.
As is e2ident from the increased rate of copper transfer from 
DEOC 3I HO3354 OCB3O3BIS impro2es 3L5 slagFmatte interaction. As 
discussed in Section 4.1, impro2ed slagFmatte interaction should result
N.
in impro2ed reco2ery of As, Bi and Sb. Hobe2er, agitation by bubbling 
gas is not a suitable method for slag cleaning processes aiming at 
reco2ery of As, Bi and Sb. Mechanical mi^ers of the type used by 
Amman et. al. 34% bhich does not increase the liquidFgas interfacial 
area bould be more suitable.
4.3 Reaction Mechanism
In the present tests the reaction system consisted of three 
phasesZ solid carbon, slag and matte. There bere tbo groups of reactionsZ 
3a% the slagFcarbon reactions, and 3b% the slagFmatte reactions. The 
slagFcarbon reactions are disoussed first. ”
In all the tests, carbon floated at the top oT the slag indicating 
that reduction by carbon ta>es place only at the surface of the slag. 
Carbon bill reduce a metal o^ide according to the follobing reactionV
MO z C F M z CO 4.1
The o2erall rate of the o^ide reduction may be controlled by the 
rate of the chemical reaction, the rate of diffusion of the metal o^ide 
to the slagFcarbon interface or the rate of diffusion of the metal abay
I
,, 
from the ulk of the melt to h liqu d  interfac ( )
Agitation of the melt reduces the transport on the
v oriz t . er f r , agitation of the melt y g l n
h iqu d-g in h n h t
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 v t rom h n e ra om 
slag to matte, agitation r v · the a - att .  
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NGIH 3L5 BS35GNO95q R99IGYBSC 3I 3L5 H59LOSBDH DtCC5D35Y bb 75YYb cy2. 
OSY jOSpD 53q OEq c3.4 9OGbIS G5O93D /B3L BGIS IxBY5 O3 3L5 DEOC DtGNO95 
AGIYt9BSC BGIS /LB9L BS 3tGS G5Yt95D 3L5 I3L5G H53OE IxBY5D OD A5G 
3L5 NIEEI/BSC G5O93BISDM
F5ncE. + ,cD. 2 F5Y. + ,n iq2
mIY. + F5Y. 2 F5nY. + mcE. iq3
75O93BIS iq3 /BEE 3Op5 AEO95 YtGBSC 3L5 Y5D95S3 IN 3L5 F5 NGIAD 3LGItCL 
3L5 DEOCq FG55 5S5GCb YO3O IN FBCtG5D 2q3 OSY 2qi 9ISNBGH 3LO3 O3 
yi73s4 F5 /BEE G5Yt95 3L5 IxBY5D IN ,t4 RD4 jB OSY Jbq
IS G5F5Gb5GO3IGb DEOC ISEb AOG3 IN 3L5 3I3OE 9IAA5G BD AG5D5S3 
OD IxBY5 cy0.q mBSIG 5E5H5S3D OG5 OEDI AG5D5S3 bI3L BS IxBY5 OSY 5E58
H5S3OE NIGH c2u4 304 3y4 32.q IS 3L5 AG5D5S3 35D3D b5DBY5D 9OGbIS4
F5J /OD OEDI OYY5Yq PL5G5NIG54 OEE 3L5 H53OE FOEt5D G59IF5G5Y OG5 SI3 
OD O G5DtE3 IN ISEb 9OGbI3L5GHB9 G5Yt93BIS; DEOC2HO335 BS35GO93BIS OEDI 
AEObD OS BHAIG3OS3 GIE5q
PGOSDN5G IN ,t NGIH DEOC 3I HO335 3Op5D AEO95 bbM cO. YBNNtDBIS 
IN 3L5 YBDDIEF5Y ,a2J NGIH DEOC 3I HO3354 OSY cb. G5O93BIS IN ,t OSY 
9IAA5G IxBY5 /B3L BF5Jq
F5J /BEE DtEALBYBz5 9IAA5G OSY 9IAA5G IxBY5 O99IGYBSC 3I 3L5^ 
NIEEI/BSC G5O93BISDM „ „
2,t + F5J 2 ,t^J + F5 
2Cu0q ^ + F5J 2 ,t^J + F5n
iqi
iq5
75O93BISD iqi OSY iq5 LOF5 EOGC5 S5CO3BF5 NG55 5S5GCb 9LOSC5 O3 yi73s 
cFBCtG5 2q3.4 OSY OD Dt9L4 LOF5 D3GISC 3L5GHIYbSOHB9 35SY5S9b 3I3Op5 
AEO95q IGIS NIGH5Y OD A5G 5qtO3BIS iqi /BEE G5Yt95 IxBY5D IN 9IAA5G 
OSY HBSIG 5E5H5S3D OD A5G G5O93BIS iq3q
FBCtG5 iq5 DLI/D 3L5 FOGBO3BIS IN 3L5 DtEALtG 9IS95S3GO3BIS BS
from the interface. According to the mechanism suggested by Reddy (12) 
and Banks et. al. ( ), car on reacts with iron oxide at the slag surface 
producing iron which in turn reduces the other metal oxides as per 
the following reactions: 
eO(l)  C(s) • e(l)  CO 
Mo(l)  e(l) = eO(l)  M(l) 
4.2 
4.3 
Reaction 4.  will take place during the descent of the e frops through 
the slag. ree energy data of igures .  and .4 confirm that at 
14 K, e will reduce the o ides of Cu, As, Bi and Sb. 
n rever eratory slag only part of the total copper is present 
as o ide (1 ). Minor elements are also present oth in o ide and ele -
mental form ( 9, , 1, ). n the present tests esides car on, 
eS was also added . Therefore, all the metal values recovered are not
as a result of only car othermic reduction; slag-matte interaction also
plays an important role. 
Transfer of Cu from slag to matte takes place y: (a) diffusion
of the dissolved Cu2s from slag to matte, and ( ) reaction of Cu and
copper o ide with FeS. 
eSwill sulphidi e copper and copper o ide according
following reactions:
Cu eS = Cu 2s e 
o0 _5 eS = Cu 2S eO 
4.4 
4 .  
Reactions 4.~ and 4. have large negative free energy cha~ge at 1473K 
( igure . ), and as such, have strong thermodynamic tendency totake
place. ron formed as per e uation 4.4 will reduce o ides of copper
and minor elements as per reaction 4. . 
igure 4.5 shows the variation of the sulphur concentration in 
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) 
slag bith time. The sulphur concentration in the slag initially de'
creased bith 3BH5q Sulphur concentration decreased from A.32Y in the 
untreated slag mi^ture to 2.77Y after a reaction time of 246 minutes. 
There is no further change in 9.xilxl+xr concentration in the slag as the 
reaction time is increased from 246 to 306 minutes. In each test 
the mass of matte formed is smaller than the mass of FeS added.
From these results it is e2ident that in the beginning of treatment 
all 3L5 FeS OYY5Y BD 5B3L5G YBDDIEF5Y IG mechanically suspended in the 
slag. As reaction time increased FeS settled to the bottom of the 
crucible and formed a separate matte layer. Therefore, FeS bill sulF 
phidi•e copper and copper o^ide both during its descent through the 
slag and at the slagFmatte interface. Ihen reactions 4.4 and 4.5 ta>e 
place in bul> of the slag, the CuxS formed bill ha2e to settle to the 
bottom of the crucible to the matte phase at a rate gi2en by equation 
2.4. For reactions 4.4 and 4.5 to ta>e place at the slag/matte inter'
face, CuOx , and Cu ha2e to either diffuse or settle to the interface. 
Therefore, the o2erall rate of Cu transfer from the slag to the matte 
bill be transport controlled.
Figure 4.0 shobs the 2ariation of Cu concentration in the slag 
bith time. The Cu concentration in slag decreased.from 1.64Y to 6y32Y 
as reaction time is increased to 246 minutes. As reaction time5is in'
creased from 246 to 306 minutes, there is no further change in the Cu 
concentration.. Both S and Cu concentration reach minimum le2els in 
the slag for a reaction time of 246 minutes, bhich coincides bith the 
ma^imum reco2ery of copper in the matte 3Figure 4.1%. The data of 
Figure 4.0 bas analy•ed by the Van5t Hoff‘s differential method
^ 2G
 wit  e. he l r ncentrat     i  -
 wit  time. ul ur ncentrat  r o 4 32%  
~reat   ixt r   77% ft t i  f 0 inutes. 
her  r  centrat     
t im o 0 60 inutes.  t 
ass f a t  a l r ass f ed. 
lt vi t t i i  f e t t 
ll the added is either dissolved or echanicall  
. s t im t t o  f
i l  rm ar t  att er. herefore, will l-
i iz  er er xi t r s t
 t - att . Whe t . . k
l lk f , 2s rm will v t
to f i l att t v at  
. . r t . . k l t att -
, o0 _5 v i t .
herefore, verall rom att
will a rt ntr ll . 
i r  .6 w  t  v ri o    centr ti  i  t i   
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cRAA5SYBx g. 3I Y535GHBS5 3L5 G5O93BIS IGY5Gq PL5 G5O93BIS IGY5G BD 
NItSY 3I b5 2q6q
RD YBD9tDD5Y BS J593BIS Rq24 OCB3O3BIS IN 3L5 H5E3 BS9G5OD5D 
3L5 GO35 IN 3GOSDN5G IN ,t NGIB^B^3E^DEOC 3I 3L5 HO335q PLBD BSYB9O35D 
3LO3 3L5 GO35 IN ,t 3GOSDN5G NGIH 3L5 DEOC 3I 3L5 HO335 BD 3GOSDAIG3 
9IS3GIEE5Yq
RD4 jB OSY Jb /BEE b5 YBDDIEF5Y bI3L bb 3L5 YGIAD IN 3L5 HO335 
Y5D95SYBSC 3LGItCL 3L5 DEOC OSY bb 3L5 HO335 AIIE O3 3L5 bI33IH IN 3L5 
9Gt9BbE5q PL5G5NIG54 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D LOF5 3I YBNNtD5 3I 3L5 HO335 YGIAD 
IG 3I 3L5 HO335 AIIE b5NIG5 YBDDIEt3BISq
Rqi FEtxBSC RYYB3BISD
FEtx5D ONN593 3L5 G59IF5Gb AGI95DD BS 3/I /ObDq FBGD3 3L5b HOb 
9LOSC5 3L5 DIEtbBEB3b IN HBSIG 5E5H5S3D OSY 9IAA5G BS 3L5 DEOC OSY 
D59ISYEb4 bb 9LOSCBSC 3L5 ALbDB9OE AGIA5G3B5D IN 3L5 DEOC /BEE ONN593 
3L5 3GOSDAIG3 9IS3GIEE5Y G5O93BISD b53/55S 3L5 DEOC OSY 3L5 HO335 OSY 
3L5 DEOC OSY 9OGbISq gNN593D IN ,On4 JB02 OSY ,OF^ OYYB3BISD /5G5 
5FOEtO35Yq ,On OSY ,OF^ OG5 5xA5935Y 3I EI/5G DEOC FBD9IDB3b OSY JBn^ 
BHAGIF5D DEOCeHO335 D5AOGO3BISq
RqRqE ,On RYYB3BISD
PL5 G5DtE3D IN 35D3D 9OGGB5Y It3 3I D3tYb 3L5 5NN593 INe,On 
OYYB3BIS IS 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN OGD5SB94 bBDHt3L4 OS3BHISb OSY 9IAA5G OG5 
AG5D5S35Y BS FBCtG5D Rq74 Rqd OSY Rquq IS 3L5D5 35D3D4 3I O HBx3tG5 IN 
y00 C DEOC4 y0 C F5J OSY y C ,4 FOGbBSC OHItS3D IN ,On /5G5 OYY5Yq 
FBCtG5 i DLI/D 3LO3 3L5G5 BD SI DBCSBNB9OS3 5NN593 IN ,On OYYB3BISD 
IS 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5Gq JBS95 5qtBEBbBGtH BD OEG5OYb O9LB5F5Y BS
(Appendix E) to determine the reaction order. The reaction order is 
found to be .6. 
As discussed in Section 4. , agitation of the melt increases 
the rate of transfer of Cu fro slag to the matte. This indicates 
that the rate of Cu transfer from the slag to the matte is transport 
controlled. 
As, Bi and S  will e dissolved oth y the drops of the matte 
descending through the slag and y the matte pool at the ottom of the 
crucible. Therefore, these elements have to diffuse to the matte drops 
or to the matte pool efore dissolution. 
4.4 lu ing Additions 
lu es affect the recovery process in two ways. irst they may
change the solubility of minor elements and copper in the slag and
secondly, y changing the physical properties of the slag will affect
the transport controlled reactions etween the slag and the matte and
the slag and car on. Effects of Cao, Si 2 and Ca 2 additions were
evaluated. CaO and , Ca 2 are e pected to lower slag viscosity and Sio2 
improves slag/matte separation. 
4.4.1 Cao Additions -The results of tests carried out to study the effect
addition on the recovery of arsenic, ismuth, antimony and copper are
presented in igures 4. , 4.8 and 4.9. n these tests, to a mi ture of • 
1 g slag, 1  g eS and 1 g C, varying amounts of CaO were added.
igure 4 shows that ther~ is no significant effect of CaO additions
on the recovery of copper. Since e uilibirum is already ach i eved in 
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2i0 HBSt35 3G5O3H5S3 3BH5 b53/55S 3L5 HO335 OSY 3L5 DEOC BS G5DA593 IN 
9IAA5G cJ593BIS iqy.4 3L5 ISEb /Ob NEtx5D 9OS BS9G5OD5 3L5 G59IF5Gb 
IN 9IAA5G BD bb Y59G5ODBSC 5qtBEBbGBtH DIEtbBEB3b IN 9IAA5G BS 3L5 
DEOCq UG5FBItD /IGpD cy04 2u4 LOF5 DLI/S 3LO3 ,On EI/5GD 9IAA5G
DIEtbBEB3b BS DEOCq IS ItG 35D3D4 6uZ 9IAA5G G59IF5Gb /OD O9LB5F5Y 
/B3LIt3 ,On OYYB3BISq 1B3L ,On OYYB3BIS 9IAA5G G59IF5GB5D b53/55S 
6d% OSY 72% /5G5 Ib3OBS5Y4 /LB9L OG5 IN 3L5 DOH5 IGY5G OD /B3LIt3 ,On 
OYYB3BISq PLtD4 3L5G5 BD SI 5NN593 IN ,On OYYB3BIS IS 3L5 HOxBHtH 
G59IF5Gb IN 9IAA5G 3LO3 9OS b5 O9LB5F5Yq HI/5F5G4 OD YBD9tDD5Y b5EI/4
,On OYYB3BIS BHAGIF5Y 3L5 DEOC2HO335 BS35GO93BIS OSY HOb L5EA BS 
Ib3OBSBSC 3LBD HOxBHtH G59IF5Gb BS O DLIG35G G5O93BIS 3BH5q
FBCtG5D iq74 iqd OSY iqu DLI/ 3LO3 3L5G5 BD OS IA3BHtH E5F5E IN 
,On OYYB3BIS /B3L G5DA593 3I 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 3L5 HBSIG 5E5H5S3Dq PL5 
G59IF5Gb IN OGD5SB9 BS9G5OD5Y NGIH i0 3I 7u% /B3L BS9G5ODBSC ,On OYYB3BIS 
NGIH 0q5 3I 3%q RD ,On OYYB3BIS BD BS9G5OD5Y NGIH 3 3I 6%4 3L5 G58
9IF5Gb IN RD Y59G5OD5Y /B3L BS9G5OD5 BS ,On OYYB3BISq PLtD 3L5 IA3B8
HtH OHItS3 IN ,On OYYB3BIS BD 3% NIG RD G59IF5Gbq PL5 G59IF5Gb IN jB 
BS9G5OD5Y NGIH y6 3I 37% OSY Jb BS9G5OD5Y NGIH 26 3I 6d% /B3L BS9G5ODBSC 
,On OYYB3BIS NGIH uq5 3I i%q RD 3L5 OHItS3 IN 3L5 ,On OYYB3BIS BD 
BS9G5OD5Y NGIH i 3I 6%4 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN Jb Y59G5OD5Y /B3L 3L5 BS9G5O^ 
BS 3L5 ,On OYYB3BISq PL5G5NIG54 i% BD 3L5 IA3BHtH E5F5E IN ,On OtYB3BIS 
NIG 3L5 Jb G59IF5Gbq IS FBCtG5 iq7 3L5G5 BD DIH5 D9O335G BS 3L5 FOEt5D 
IN 3L5 jB G59IF5Gbq 1B3L 3L5 i%4 5% OSY d% ,On OYYB3BISD4 3L5 jB 
G59IF5GB5D /5G5 37%4 30% OSY 22% G5DA593BF5Ebq I3 OAA5OGD 3LO3 NIG 
3L5 IA3BHtH jB G59IF5Gb4 O ,On OYYB3BIS IN i 3I 5% /ItEY b5 G5qtBG5Yq
,On OYYB3BISD BS9G5OD5Y G59IF5Gb IN OEE 3LG55 5E5H5S3D DBCSBNB2
4 minute treatment time etween the matte and the slag in respect of 
copper (Section 4.1), the only way flu es can increase the recovery 
of copper is y decreasing e uilibrium solubility of copper in the 
slag. P-revious works (1 , 9, 3, have shown that CaO lowers copper 
solubility in slag. n our tests, 9% copper recovery was achieved 
without CaO addition. With CaO addition copper recoveries etween 
8 and were o tained, which are of the same order as without CaO
addition. Thus, there is no effect of CaO addition on the ma imum
recovery of copper that can e achieved. owever, as discussed elow, 
CaO addition improved the slag-matte interaction and may help in
o taining this ma imum recovery in a shorter reaction time. 
igures 4. , 4.8 and 4.9 show that there is an optimum level of
- - CaO addition with respect to the recovery of the minor elements. The
recovery of arsenic increased from 4 to 9 with increasing CaO addition
from . to . As CaO addition is increased from to , the re-
covery of As decreased with increase in CaO addition. Thus the opti -
mum amount of CaO addition is for As recovery. The recovery of Bi
increased from 1 to and S increased from to 8 with increasing
CaO addition from 9. to 4 . As the
increased from 4 to , the recovery
in the CaO addition. Therefore, 4
amount of the Cao addition is
of S decreased with the increaj 
is the optimum level of CaO Lion
for the S recovery. n igure 4. there is some scatter in the values
of the Bi recovery. With the 4 , and 8 CaO additions, the Bi• 
recoveries were , and % respectively. t appears that for
the optimum Bi recovery, a CaO addition of 4 to Si. would e re uired. 
Cao additions increased recovery of all three elements signifi-
53 
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FBCtG5 iqdM gNN593 IN ,On OYYB3BIS IS2G59IF5Gb
IN Jb BS 3L5 HO335 O3 yi73s4 i LGq 
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Figure 4.9V Effect of CaO addition on reco2ery of
As in the matte at 1473q, 4 hour reaction 
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9OS3Ebq mOxBSHH G59IF5GB5D IN OGD5SB94 bBDHt3L OSY OS3BHISb /5G5 
7uX4 37Z OSY 6dZ G5DA593BF5Ebq PL5 HOxBHtH G59IF5Gb NIG 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D 
/B3LIt3 ,On OYYB3BIS /5G5 OGD5SB9 EnZ4 bBDHt3L ydZ OSY OS3BHISb dZq
HBCCBSD OSY rIS5D cy7. LOF5^^L53N/S 3LO3 O3 yR73s4 DHOEE OYYB3BISD 
IN ,On Y59G5OD5 3L5 DEOC FBD9IDB3b 9ISDBY5GObEb; LI/5F5G4 IS 3L5 OYYB8
3BIS IN EOGC5G qtOS3B3B5D IN ,On4 3L5G5 BD O HOGp5Y BS9G5OD5 BS 3L5 DEOC 
FBD9IDB3bq R Y59G5OD5 BS 3L5 DEOC FBD9IDB3b NO9BEB3O35D DEOC2HO335 
BS35GO93BIS bb NOD35G 3GOSDAIG3 IN G5O93BSC DA59B5D OSY AGIYt93D 3I 
OSY NGIH 3L5 DEOC2HO335 BS35GNO95 OSY /BEE BS9G5OD5 GO35 IN 3GOSDN5G 
IN 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D 3I 3L5 HO3354 3L5G5bb BS9G5ODBSC 3L5BG AGIAIG3BIS 
3GOSDN5GG5Y 3I 3L5 HO335 G5EO3BF5 3I 3L5 AGIAIG3BIS FOAIGBz5Yq gqtO3BIS 
2q6 BSYB9O35D 3LO3 EI/5G FBD9IDB3b OEDI L5EAD BS NOD35G D533EBSC IN 
ISO335eH53OE YGIAD 3LGItCL 3L5 DEOC 3I 3L5 HO335 EOb5G O3 3L5 bI33IH IN 
3L5 9Gt9BbE5q ,On OYYB3BIS Y59G5OD5D 3L5 DEOC Y5SDB3b c20. OSY BS8
9G5OD5D 3L5 DEOC DtGNO95 35SDBIS c20.q jI3L 3L5D5 5NN593D G5DtE3 BS 
O b5335G DEOC2HO335 D5AOGO3BIS OSY HBSBHBz5 H59LOSB9OE 5S3GOAH5S3 IN 
HO335 YGIAD BS 3L5 DEOCq
IS 3L5 EBqtBY D3O354 DBEB9O LOD O 353GOL5YGIS D3Gt93tG5q 1L5S 
O bODB9 IxBY5 Dt9L OD ,On BD OYY5Y 3I 3L5 EBqtBY DBEB9O4 5O9L IxbC5S 
BIS 5S35GD 3L5 S53/IGp OSY D5AOGO35D 3L5 9IH5GD IN 3/I H3GOL5YGOq
PLBD AGI95DD HOb b5 G5AG5D5S35Y bb 3L5 5qtO3BISM
cIJB 2 0 2 JB; .+ mn 2 2cq2JB' 2 I". + iq6
PLBD G5O93BIS BS3;GIYt95D S5CO3BF5 9LOGC5D IS 3L5 tSDLOG5Y 9IH5GD /L5G5 
3L5 9IFOE5S3 bISYD b53/55S 353GOL5YGO OG5 bGIp5S4 OSY 3L5 9O3BISD 35SY 
3I b5 EI9O35Y BS 3L5 FB9BSB3b IN 3L5D5 S5CO3BF5 9LOGC5Dq 1B3L AGI8
CG5DDBF5 OYYB3BISD IN 3L5 bODB9 IxBY54 3L5 3LG552YBH5SDBISOE OGGOb BD
* <
,, 
cantly. Maximum recoveries of arsenic, ismuth and antimony were 
9%, % and 8% respectively. The maximum recovery for these elements 
without CaO addition were arsenic 10%, ismuth 18% and antimony 8%. 
r ggins and Jones (1 ) hav sh that at 14 K, small additions 
of Cao decrease the slag viscosity considerably; however, on the addi-
tion of larger uantities of Cao, there is a marked increase in the slag 
viscosity. A decrease in the slag viscosity facilitates slag-matte 
interaction y faster transport of reacting species and products to 
and from the slag-matte interface and will increase rate of transfer 
of these elements to the matte, there y increasing their proportion 
transferred to the matte relative to the proportion vapori ed. Equation 
. indicates that lower viscosity also helps in faster settling of
- - matte/metal drops through the slag to the matte layer at the ottom of
the cruci le. Cao addition decreases the slag density ( ) and in-
creases the slag surface tension ( ). Both these effects result in
a etter slag-matte separation and minimi e mechanical entrapment of
matte drops in the slag. 
n the liquid state, silica has a tetrahedron structure. When
a . asic o ide such as CaO ia added to the liquid
ion enters the network and separates the corners
This process may e represented y the e uation: 
(;Si -  - Si:) MO .. (;Si' - 0-)  M2+ 
s±lica, each oxy~en ) 
of two tetrahedr/ 
4.  
This reaction in reduces negative charges on the unshared corners where
the covalent onds etween tetrahedra are roken, and the cations tend
to e located in the vicinity of these negative charges. With pro-
gressive additions of the asic o ide, the three-dimensional array is 
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D35OYBEb bGIp5S YIFH 3I NIGH DBEB9O35 AIEbH5GDq PLBD G5DtE3D BS O 
DLOGA Y59G5OD5 BS 3L5 FBD9IDB3b IN 3L5 DEOCq lOGC5G OYYB3BISD IN 
,On BS9G5OD5 3L5 EBqtBYtD 35HA5GO3tG5 IN 3L5 DEOCD c22.q PL5 FBD9IDB3b 
/ItEY b5 5xA5935Y 3I BS9G5OD5 F5Gb GOABYEb OD DIIS OD 9bD3OED IN DIEBY 
b5CBS 3I D5AOGO35 It34 5DA59BOEEb BN 3L5 EBqtBYtD2DIEBYtD BS35GFOE BD 
DHOEEq
PL5 DIEtbBEB3b IN 9IAA5G OSY 3L5 HBSIG 5E5H5S3D BS 3L5 DEOC 
BD Y535GHBS5Y bb 3L5 OFOBEObBEB3b IN DB35D /B3L 3L5 DBEB9O35 D3Gt93tG5 
/LB9L BS 3tGS BD O NtS93BIS IN DEOC 9IHAIDB3BISq 1L5S ,On BD OYY5Y 
3I 3L5 DEOC4 DIH5 IN 3L5 DB35D /B3LBS 3L5 DBEB9O D3Gt93tG5 I99tAB5Y
I j
bb 9IAA5G OSY 3L5 HBSIG 5E5H5S3D BISD /BEE b5 G5AEO95Y bb ,O BISD 
OSY 3L5 DIEtbBEB3b IN ,t OSY 3L5 HBSIG 5E5H5S3D BS 3L5 DEOC /BEE b5 
G5Yt95Yq HI/5F5G4 O3 LBCL5G 9IS95S3GO3BISD4 ,On 35SYD 3I Y59G5OD5 3L5 
O93BFB3b 9I5NNB9B5S3 IN RD4 jB OSY Jb BS 3L5 DEOC c2d.4 3L5G5bb BS8
9G5ODBSC 3L5BG DIEtbBEB3b BS 3L5 DEOCq
Rqiq2 JBn^ RYYB3BIS
FBCtG5D iqy0 OSY iqyy DLI/ 3L5 G5DtE3D IN 35D3D 9OGGB5Y It3 3I 
D3tYb 3L5 5NN593 IN JBn^ OYYB3BIS IS 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN ,t4 RD4 jB OSY Jbq 
FBCtG5 iqy0 DLI/D 3LO3 O3 yi73s OSY i LItG G5O93BIS 3BH54 3L5 ,t G58
9IF5Gb BD BS 3L5 GOSC5 IN 66 2 6uZ4 /B3L JBn^ OYYB32BISD2q4IN y 3I 5Zy 
1B3LIt3 JBn^ OYYB3BISD4 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN ,t BD 6uXq PLBD BSYB9O35D 
3LO3 3L5G5 BD SI DBCSBNB9OS3 5NN593 IN JBn^ OYYB3BIS IS 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN 
,tq FBCtG5 iqy0 OSY iqyy DLI/ 3LO3 bb 3L5 OYYB3BIS IN IX JBn^4 3L5 
G59IF5Gb IN RD BS9G5OD5Y NGIH u 3I 3iX4 jB BS9G5OD5Y NGIH y3 3I 2yX 
OSY Jb BS9G5OD5Y NGIH d 3I 2iXq PL5G5 BD SI NtG3L5G 9LOSC5 BS 3L5 
G59IF5Gb IN 3L5D5 5E5H5S3D IS OYYBSC HIG5 3LOS y% JB02q 1L5S HIG5 3LOS
" 
., 
steadily roken down to form silicate polymers. This results in a 
sharp decr~ase in the viscosity of the slag. Larger additions of 
CaO increase the li uidus temperature of the slags ( 2). The viscosity 
would e e pected to increase very rapidly as soon as cystals of solid 
\___,A,.. 
egin to separate out, especially if the li uidus-solidus interval is 
small. 
The solubility of copper and the minor elements in the slag 
is determined y the availability of sites with the silicate structure 
which in turn is a function of slag composition. When CaO is added 
to the sli:ig, some of the sites within the silica structure occupied 
y copper and the minor elements ions will e replaced y Ca++ ions 
and the solubility of Cu and the minor elements in the slag will e
reduced. owever, at higher concentrations, CaO tends to decrease the
activity coefficient of As, Bi and S in the slag ( 8), there y in-
creasing their solubility in the slag. 
4.4. Sio2 Addition 
igures 4.1 and 4.11 show the results of tests carried out to
study the effect of Sio2 addition .on the recovery of Cu, As, Bi and S .
igure 4.1  shows that at l473K ~nd 4 hour reaction time, the Cu-:e- 5 
covery is in the range of - 9%, with Si02 addi · of 1 to / 
Without Sio2 additions, the recovery of Cu is 9%. This indicates
that there is no significant effect of Sio2 addition on the recovery of
Cu. igure 4.16 and 4.11 show that y the addition of 17. Si0
2
, the
recovery of As increased from 9 to 4%, Bi increased from 1  to 1% 
and S  increased from 8 to · 4%. There is no further change in the
recovery of these elements on adding more than 1% Sio2 • When more than 
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y% JBn^ /OD OYY5Y4 OEE 3L5 DBEB9O /OD SI3 YBDDIEF5Y cRAA5SYBx f.q
PLBD BSYB9O35D 3LO3 3L5 IGBCBSOE DEOC BD SI3 DO3tGO35Y /B3L DBEB9O OSY 
DHOEE OYYB3BISOE OHItS3 IN JBn^ BD G5qtBG5Y 3I DO3tGO35 3L5 DEOCq R3 
JBn4 DO3tGO3BIS4 3L5 b5D3 DEOCeHO335 D5AOGO3BIS BD O9LB5F5Y cy.q PL5 
BS9G5OD5 BS G59IF5Gb IN RD4 jB OSY Jb 9OS b5 O33GBbt35Y 3I 3L5 BHAGIF5Y 
DEOCeHO335 D5AOGO3BISq
PL5 G59IF5Gb FOEt5D IN RD OSY Jb NIG 3% JB02 OYYB3BIS cFBCtG5 i. 
OAA5OG 3I b5 BS9ISDBD35S3 /B3L 3L5 I3L5G G5DtE3Dq PL5 G59IF5Gb IN RD 
/OD 3iZ4 36Z OSY 32Z /B3L IZ4 2Z OSY 5Z JBn^ OYYB3BIS G5DA593BF5Ebq 
HI/5F5G4 /B3L 3Z JBn^ OYYB3BIS4 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN RD /OD 2yZ /LB9L BD 
OSIHItDEb EI/q JBHBEOG OSIHOEb BD IbD5GF5Y BS 3L5 FOEt5 IN 3L5 G59IF5Gb 
IN Jb /B3L 3% JBn^ OYYB3BISq I3 BD 9ISDBY5G5Y 3LO3 OS 5xA5GBH5S3OE 
5GGIG G5DtE35Y BS 3L5D5 OSIHItDEb EI/ G59IF5Gb FOEt5D IN RD OSY Jb NIG 
3Z JBn^ OYYB3BISq
iqiq3 ,OF^ RYYB3BIS
75DtE3D IN 35D3D 9OGGB5YIt3 3I 5FOEtO35 3L5 5NN593 IN 9OE9BtH 
NEtIGBY5 OYYB3BIS OG5 AG5D5S35Y BS FBCtG5D iqy2 OSY iqy3q FBCtG5 iqy2 
DLI/D 3LO3 O3 yi73s OSY NItG LItG G5O93BIS 3BH5 /B3L 3L5 ,OF^ OYYB3BISD 
nN y 3I 5Z tA 3I 65Z ,t BD G59IF5G5Y NGIH 3L5 DEOCq 1B3LIt3 ,OF^ c 
OYYB3BIS4 NIG NItG LItG G5O93BIS 3BH54 3L5 G59IF5Gb~SN~€t BS 3L5 HO3x5 
/OD 6uZ cFBCtG5 iqy.q PLBD BSYB9O35D 3LO3 3L5G5 BD O DEBCL3 Y59G5OD5 
BS 3L5 G59IF5Gb IN ,t /B3L ,OF^ OYYB3BISq HI/5F5G4 3L5 CGOY5 IN HO335 
AGIYt95Y /OD DBCLBNB9OS3Eb LBCL5G /B3L ,OF^ OYYB3BISDq 1B3L ,OF2 OYYB8
3BISD4 3L5 HO335 CGOY5 /OD BS 3L5 GOSC5 IN y6qiZ 2 y7q5Z ,t4 cRAA5SYBx f.q 
1B3LIt3 ,OF2 OYYB3BIS4 3L5 CGOY5 IN HO335 /OD y3qdZ ,tq
1 
1 Si02 was added, all the silica was not dissolved (Appendi D). 
This indicates that the original slag is not saturated with silica and
small additional amount of Sio2 is re uired to saturate the slag. At
Si02 sa\uration, the est slag/matte separation is achieved (1). The\__A_,. 
increase in recovery of As, Bi and S can e attributed to the improved
slag/matte separation. 
The recovery values of As and S for Si 2 addition ( igure 4)
appear to e inconsistent with the other results. The recovery of As
was 4%, % and % with 1%, % and % Sio2 addition respectively.
owever, with % Sio2 addition, the recovery of As was 1% which is
anomously low. Similar anomaly is o served in the value of the recovery
of S with Si02 addition. t is considered that an e perimental
- - error resulted in these anomously low recovery values of As and S for
% Si02 addition. 
4.4. Ca 2 Addition 
Results of tests carried out to evaluate the effect of calcium
fluoride addition are presented in igures 4.1 and 4.1 . igure 4.1
shows that at 14 K and four hour reaction time with the Ca 2 additions
bf 1 to % up to % Cu is recov~red from the slag. Without CaF2) 
addition, for four hour reaction time, the recovery ar u in them te
was' 9% ( igure 4.1). This indicates that there LS a slight decrease
in the recovery of Cu with Ca 2 addition. owever, the grade of matte
produced was significantly higher with Ca 2 additions. With Ca 2 addi-
tions, the matte grade was in the range of 1 .4% - 1 . % Cu, (Appendi D).
Without Ca 2 addition, the grade of matte was 1 .8% Cu. 
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Figure 4. IQ:
SiO2 added (%) 
Effect of Si02 addition on recovery~ f Cu and Bi in the matte at 1473K, 4 hr , 
reaction time and 10¾ FeS~ 1% C add' ion . 
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Figure 4 .11: Effect of Si02 addition on recovery) of As and Sb 1.n the matte ....a t 1473K,
4 hr. reaction time and 10% FeS, 
1% C addition. 
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VC mh MOpq OTT3D3RYy DaS 5SERUS5C RJ es 3YE5SOsST J5Rb c DR 
qcdy V3 3YE5SOsST J5Rb Gr DR qqd OYT Pn 3YE5SOsST J5Rb . DR GjdN 
tRsO9SU3DEa 8qr4 aOs saR/Y DaOD DaS EOfE37b Jf7R53TS OTT3D3RY TSE5SOsSs 
DaS sfO2 U3sERs3DCN HaS TSE5SOsSi/ifO2 U3sERs3DC /R7fT 5Ss7fD 3Y O 
nSDDS5 sfO2gbODDS 3YDS5OED3RYN HaS5S 3s YR s32Y3J3EOYD EaOY2S 3Y DaS 
5SERUS5C RJ Off Da5SS SfSbSYDs /aSY MO1i OTT3D3RY 3s 3YE5SOsST J5Rb G 
DR qdN xR/SUS5y Os DaS EOfE37b Jf7R53TS OTT3D3RY 3s 3YE5SOsST J5Rb q 
DR rdy DaS 5SERUS5C RJ es TSE5SOsST J5Rb qc DR Gqdy V3 TSE5SOsST J5Rb 
qr DR God OYT Pn TSE5SOsST J5Rb Gj DR GudN
baSY MO1q 3s OTTST DR s3f3EODS bSfDsy DaS 1 3RYs n5SO9 DaS
q 3
s3f3EODS YSD/R59 OYT DaS5SnC 5ST7ES DaS sfO2 U3sERs3DCN HaS MO 3RYs 
/3ff 5SpfOES DaS b3YR5 SfSbSYDs OYT ERppS5 J5Rb DaS s3DSs /3Da3Y DaS 
s3f3EO sD57ED75SN Ha3s /3ff 3YE5SOsS DaS OED3U3DC ERSJJ3E3SYDs RJ M7 
OYT DaS b3YR5 SfSbSYDs 3Y DaS sfO2 OYT /3ff 5Ss7fD 3Y O TSE5SOsS 3Y DaS35 
sRf7n3f3DC 3Y DaS sfO2N xR/SUS5y Jf7R53YS JR5bs sDOnfS ERUOfSYD ERb7
pR7YTs /3Da DaS 25R7p 5e SfSbSYDsN HaS5SJR5Sy OD fO52S5 ERYESYD5OD3RYs 
RJ MO1iy esy Pn OYT V3 bOC JR5b ERUOfSYD ERbpR7YTs /3Da Jf7R53YSN
Ha3s /3ff DSYT DR TSEDSOsS DaS OED3U3DC ERSJJ3E3SYDs RJ DaSsS SfSbSYDs 
3Y DaS sfO2 OYT /3ff 5Ss7fD 3Y 3YE5SOsST sRf7n3f3DC RJ esy Pn OYT V3 
3Y DaS sfO2N
es EOfE37b Jf7R53TS OTT3D3RYs fO52S5 DaOY qd /S5S bOTSy a1^ DaS 
MO1q OTTST /Os YRD T3ssRfUST 8eppSYT3^ F4N 05SsSYES RJ DaS sRf3T MO1q 
/3ff 3YE5SOsS DaS sfO2 U3sERs3DC OYT DaS MO1 pO5D3EfSs OD DaS DRp
J 2 y
RJ DaS sfO2 s75JOES /3ff a3YTS5 DaS sfO2gEO5nRY 5SOED3RYN Ha3s /3ff 
5Ss7fD 3Y O TSE5SOsS 3Y DaS 5SERUS5C UOf7SsN
. , 
By 1% CaF2 addition, the recovery of As increa ed from 9 to
29%, Bi increa ed from 13 to 22% and Sb increa ed from 8 to 167..
Kosakevitch (23) ha hown that the calcium fluoride addition decrea e
the la~ vi cosity. The decrease n slag vi cosity would re ult in a
\__/C-
better lag-matte interaction. There i no ignificant change in the
recovery of all three element when CaF2 addition i increa ed from 1 
to 2%. However, a the calcium fluoride addition i increa ed from 2
to 3%, the recovery of As decrea ed from 29 to 12%, Bi decrea ed from
23 to 17% and Sb decrea ed from 16 to 10%. 
When CaF2 i added to ilicate melts, the F ion break the 
ilicate network and thereby reduce the lag vi cosity. The Ca++ ion
will re lace the minor element and co er from the ite within the
- - ilica tructure. Thi will increa e the activity coefficient of Cu
and the minor element in the lag and will re ult in a decrea e in their
olubility in the lag. However, fluorine form table covalent com-
ound with the grou SA elements. Therefore, at larger concentration
of CaF2 , As, Sb and Bi may form covalent compound with fluorine. 
Thi will tend to dectea e the activity coefficient of the e element
in the lag ana will re ult in increa ed olubility of As, Sb and Bi
in the lag. ___ ) 
As calcium fluoride addition larger than 27. were made, /4e
CaF2 added wa not di olved (A endix D). Pre ence of the olid CaF2 
will increa e the lag vi cosity and the CaF article at the to  
•  
of the lag urface will hinder the lag-carbon reaction. Thi will
re ult in a decrea e in the. recovery value  . 
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AIJED 13R HP7LH BPD O75SINGH7, 7T BPD 5IYG5U5 NDO7CDNF 7T MHV aGV 
bJ I,o 2U 7JBIG,Do JF BPD oGTTDND,B TEUYG,r IooGBG7,H3 t7N BPD NDy
O7CDNF 7T MHV aG I,o bJV 2Iu GH BPDddHB DTTDOBGCD TEUY3
M57,r BPD BPNDD 5G,7N DED5D,BH BPD NDO7CDNF 7T MH GH 57HB ITTDOBDo 
JF BPD TEUY IooGBG7,H3 t7N DYI5SEDV BIiG,r BPD NDO7CDNF 7T DIOP DED5D,B 
LGBP7UB TEUY IooGBG7, IH I JIHDV JF BPD 2Iu IooGBG7,V BPD NDO7CDNGDH 7T 
esy V3 I,o bJ IND G,ONDIHDo nC oo.hy G.5h I,o o5uh 5SspSED3USfCN VC 
BPD bGeR IooGBG7,V BPD NDO7CDNGDH 7T MHV aG I,o bJ IND G,ONDIHDo JF 
seenV lgn I,o Rfs NDHSDOBGCDEF I,o JF BPD 2Itd IooGBG7, JF RRRnV lgn 
I,o Euun NDHSDOBGCDEF3 APDHD NDHUEBH IND O7,HGHBD,B LGBP BPD oGHOUHHG7, 
7T BPD bDOBG7, 13f BPIB MHV aG I,o bJ IND ND57CDo TN75 BPD HEIr HG5UEy
BI,D7UHEF JF BPD BNI,HTDN NDIOBG7,H B7 BPD 5IBBD I,o JF CIS7NGhIBG7, 
I,o BPIB BPD NDO7CDNF 7T DIOP DED5D,B G,B7 BPD 5IBBD OI, JD G,ONDIHDo 
JF G,ONDIHG,r BPD NIBD 7T NDIOBG7, 7T GBH BNI,HTDN TN75 BPD HEIr B7 BPD 
5IBBD NDEIBGCD B7 BPD NIBD 7T CIS7NGhIBG7,3 mB LIH O7,OEUoDo BPIB BPGH 
OI, JD IOPGDCDo JF G5SN7CG,r BPD HEIrp5IBBD G,BDNIOBG7,3 MNHD,GO GH 
BPD 57HB C7EIBGED 7T BPD BPNDD DED5D,BH I,o PD,OD BPD G,ONDIHD G, GBH 
NDO7CDNF oUD B7 BPD G5SN7CD5D,B G, BPD HEIrp5IBBD G,BDNIOBG7, GH IEH7 
PGrPDHB3 aGH5UBP GH BPD EDIHB C7EIBGED 7T BPD BPNDD DED5D,BH I,o Bq 
G,ONDIHD G, GBH NDO7CDNF oUD B7 BPD G5SN7CD5D,B G, BPD HEIrp5IBBDc 
G,BDNIOBG7, GH IEH7 EDIHB3
tGrUND 13df1 O75SINDH BPD DTTDOB 7T 2IuV bGeR I,o 2ItR IooGBG7, 
7, BPD NDO7CDNF 7T O7SSDN3 APD NDHUEBH HP7L BPIB LGBP BPD 2Iu I,o 
BPD bGeR IooGBG7,HV NDO7CDNGDH 7T BPD HI5D 7NoDN IND 7JBIG,Do3 qGBP 
BPD 2ItR IooGBG7,V BPD NDO7CDNF 7T 2U GH HEGrPBEF E7LDN BPI, BPIB LGBP
4.4.4 Comparison 
Table 4.2 shows the comparison of the maximum recovery of As, Bi, 
Sb and Cu obtained by the different fluxing additions. For the re-
covery 0£ As, Bi and Sb, Cao is st effective flux. 
Among the three minor elements the recovery of As is most affected 
by the flux additions. For example, taking the recovery of each element 
without flux addition as a base, by the CaO addition, the recoveries of 
As, Bi and Sb are increased by 778%, 18 % and 7 0% re ectively. By
the SiO2 addition, the recoveries of As, Bi and Sb are increased by
300%, 76% and 213 respectively and by the CaF2 addition by 222%, 76% 
and 100% respectively. These results are consistent with the discussion
of the Section 4.1 that As, Bi and Sb are removed from the slag simul-
- - taneously by the transfer reactions to the matte and by vaporization
and that the recovery of each element into the matte can be increased
by increasing the rate of reaction of i~s transfer from the slag to the
matte relative to the rate of vaporization. It was concluded that this
can be achieved by improving the slag-matte interaction. Arsenic is
the "most volatile of t he three elements and hence the increase in its
recovery due to the improvement in the slag-matte interaction is also
highest. Bismuth is the lea.st volatile of the three elements and th) 
increase in its recovery due to the improvement in the slag-matt/ 
interaction is also least. 
Figure 4.14 compares the effect of Cao, SiO2 and CaF2 ~ddition
on the recovery of copper. The results show that with the CaO and
the SiO2 additions, recoveries of the same order are obtained. With
the CaF2 addition, the recovery of Cu is slightly lower than that with 
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Figure 4.12:
2 3 4 5 
F2 added (%) 
Effect of CaF 2 addition on recoveri of Cu and Bi in ihe mat te a~ l473K, 4 hr 
reaction time and 10% FeS, 1% Cad ' tion. 
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Table 4.2: Compari on of maximum recovery of As, Bi, Sb 
and Cu obtained by different fluxing additions. 
Maximum recovery of e lement  in matte (%) 
Flux As Bi Sb Cu 
No Flux 9 13 8 69 
Cao 79 37 68 72 
Si02 36 23 2  69 





BPD 2Iu I,o BPD bGud IooGBG7,H3 tGrUND 13f8 HP7LH BPD CINGIBG7, 7T 
BPD NDO7CDNF 7T O7SSDN IH O TU,OBG7, 7T BPD 5IBBD rNIoD 8q 2U9 IB 
GIort /3Da DaS T3JJS5SYD Jf7^ IooGBG7,H3 APD 5IBBD rNIoD LIH HGr,Gy
J3EOYDfC a32aS5 /3Da DaS MO1N OTT3D3RYN b3Da DaS MOL OTT3D3RYy DaS 
25OTS RJ bODDS p5RT7EST /Os 3Y DaS 5OY2S RJ GGNo DR GoNGq M7y /3Da bGeR 
GIN5 DR GjNqq M7y OYT /3Da MO1i GjNI DR GoN5q M7N
IN5 AJJSED RJ HSbpS5OD75S
HR sD7TC DaS SJJSED RJ DSbpS5OD75S RY DaS 5SERUS5C RJ esy V3y
Pn OYT M7y DaS DSsDs /S5S EO553ST R7D JR5 JR75 aR75 NDIOBG7, BG5D OD 
DaS DSbpS5OD75Ss 3Y DaS 5OY2S RJ Grort DR fgls43 m, DYSDNG5D,BH OINNGDo 
7UB IB BD5SDNIBUNDH JDE7L f1ls4V ,7 HEIrp5IBBD HDSINIBG7, 7OOUNNDo3
APD G,oUHBNGIE NDCDNJDNIB7NF HEIrH 5DEB IB BD5SDNIBUNDH IN7U,o fsls4
.tGrUND R3f93 APDNDT7NDV IB BD5SDNIBUNDH JDE7L f1ls4V BPD HEIr L7UEo 
JD PGrPEF CGHO7UH I,o BPD HDSINIBG7, 7T BPD HEIr I,o BPD 5IBBD G,B7 BL7 
HDSINIBD EIFDNH L7UEo JD oGTTGOUEB3 APDNDT7NDV f1ls4 GH BPD 5G,G5U5 
BD5SDNIBUND ND/UGNDo T7N OEDI,G,r NDCDNJDNIB7NF HEIrH3
tGrUNDH 13fg I,o 13fl HP7L BPD DTTDOB 7T BD5SDNIBUND 7, BPD 
NDO7CDNF 7T 2UV MHV aG I,o bJ3 AD5SDNIBUND PIH ,7 HGr,GTGOI,B DTTDOB 
7, BPD NDO7CDNF 7T O7SSDN3 MH BD5SDNIBUND LIH G,ONDIHDo TN75 f1ls4 H
B7 f8Rs4V BPD NDO7CDNF 7T MH G,ONDIHDo TN75 x B7 sgRVbaGbq3,ONDIHDo TNd 
fs B7 R8RV I,o bJ G,ONDIHDo TN75 3 B7 R1R3 77LDCDNV IH BPD BD5SDNIBUND 
LIH G,ONDIHDo TN75 f8Rs4 B7 f8ls4V BPD NDO7CDNF 7T MH oDONDIHDo TN75 
sgR B7 RRRV I,o bJ oDONDIHDo TN75 R1 B7 f1R3 m,GBGIEEF LPD, BPD BD5Sy
DNIBUND GH G,ONDIHDo TN75 f1ls4 B7 f8Rs4V BPD NDO7CDNF 7T BPD 5G,7N 
DED5D,BH G,ONDIHDH JDOIUHD 7T BPD oDONDIHD G, BPD sfO2 CGHO7HGBF .fx93 
77LDCDNV IH BPD BD5SDNIBUND GH G,ONDIHDoV BPD CIS7N SNDHHUND .tGrUND R389
., 
the CaO and the SiO2 additions. Figure 4 .15 shows the variation of
the recovery of copper as a function of the matte grade (% Cu) at
1473K with the different flux additions. The matte grade was signi-
ficantly higher with the CaF2 addition. With the Cao addition, the
grade of matte roduced wa in the~ of 11.7 to 17.li. Cu, with Sio2 
14. to 16.2% Cu, and with CaF2 16.4 to 17.5% Cu. 
4. Effect of Temperature 
To tudy the effect of temperature on the recovery of As, Bi, 
Sb and Cu, the te t were carried out for four hour reaction time at
the temperature in the range of 1373K to 1673K. In experiments carried
out at temperatures below 1473K, no slag-matte separation occurred. 
The industrial reverberatory slags melt at temperatures around 1373K 
( Figure 2.1). Therefore, at temperatures below 1473K, the slag would
be highly viscous and the separation of the slag and the matte into two
separate layers would be difficult. Therefore, 1473K is the minimum
temperature required for cleaning reverberatory slags. 
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the effect of temperature on the
recovery of Cu, As, Bi and Sb. Temperature has no significant effect
on the recovery of copper. As temperature was increased from 1473i 
to 1523K, the recovery of As increased from 9 to 36% , Bi .j.ncreased f r 
13 to 257., and Sb increased from 8 to 247.. However, as the temper ture
was increased from 1523K to 1573K, the recovery of As decreased from
36% to 22%, and Sb decreased from 24 to 14%. Initially when the temp-
erature is increased from 1473K to 1523K, the recovery of the minor
elements increases because of the decrease in the lag viscosity (19) .
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Figure 4.15: Recovery of copper as a function of matte grade 





OYT aSYES DaS 5ODS RJ UOpR53%OD3RY 8A'7OD3RY qNGG4 OfsR 3YE5SOsSsN 
HaS5SJR5Sy /aSY DaS DSbpS5OD75S 3s 3YE5SOsST J5Rb G5qrt DR G5orty DaS 
3YE5SOsS 3Y DaS 5ODS RJ UOpR53%OD3RY Y7ff3J3Ssy DR sRbS S^DSYDy DaS 
SJJSED RJ TSE5SOsST sfO2 U3sERs3DCN Ha3s 3s SU3TSYD J5Rb DaS TSE5SOsS
V-X,
3Y DaS 5SERUS5C RJ es OYT Pn /aSY DaS DSbpS5OD75S 3s 3YE5SOsST J5Rb 
G5qrt DR G5ortN V3 3s fSss URfOD3fS DaOY es R5 Pn OYT Os s7Eay 3Ds 
5SERUS5C 3s YRD OJJSEDST DR DaS sObS S^DSYD /aSY DaS DSbpS5OD75S 3s 
3YE5SOsST J5Rb G5qrt DR G5ortN
HR sD7TC DaS SJJSED RJ DSbpS5OD75Sy DSsDs /S5S EO553ST R7D OD 
y sSUSY T3JJS5SYD DSbpS5OD75Ss 3Y DaS 5OY2S RJ Grort DR GjortN es
Of5SOTC T3sE7ssSTy YR sfO2 bODDS sSpO5OD3RY REE755ST OD Grort OYT GIqrtN 
eD Gjqrt OYT Gjorty DaS E57E3nfSs E5OE9ST T753Y2 DaS DSsDsV p5RnOnfC 
gNnSEO7sS RJ DaS 3YE5SOsST T3ssRf7D3RY RJ Of7b3YOy J5Rb DaS E57E3nfSsy
3YDR DaS sfO2 sObpfSsN HaS 5Ss7fDs RJ DaS 13275Ss IyGj OYT INGo 3YT3EODS 
DaS YSST JR5 OTT3D3RYOf DSsDs DR TSDS5b3YS DaS DSbpS5OD75S OD /a3Ea 
bO^3b7b 5SERUS53Ss RJ esy V3 OYT Pn /R7fT nS RnDO3YSTN
INj mYT7sD53Of eppf3EOD3RY
HaS fOnR5ODR5C sD7T3Ss aOUS saR/Y DaOD 3D 3s pRss3nfS DR 5SERUS5 
s32Y3J3EOYD ObR7YDs RJ O5sSY3Ey OYD3bRYCy n3sb7Da OYT ERppS5 J5Rb DaS 8 
fR/ 25OTS ERppS5 sbSfD3Y2 5SUS5nS5ODR5C J75YOES sfO2gnCgOgI332a DSbpS5i 
D75S 5ST7ED3RY /3Da 35RY s7fpa3TS OYT EO5nRYN VC Da3s EfSOY3Y2 p5RESssy 
7p DR och O5sSY3Ey roh n3sb7Day j.h OYD3bRYC OYT ouh ERppS5 p5SsSYD 
3Y DaS sfO2 EOY nSz 5SERUS5ST 3YDR O bODDS paOsSN HaS TODO p5SsSYDST 
3Y 13275Ss ING DR INGo 5SfOD3Y2 DaS 5SERUS5C R3 DaS SfSbSYDs 3Y O bODDS 
paOsS DR 5SOED3RY D3bSy O23DOD3RYy Jf7^3Y2 OTT3D3RYs OYT DSbpS5OD75Sy 
EOY nS 7sST DR RpD3b3%S DaS RpS5OD3Y2 pO5ObSDS5s RJ DaS sfO2 EfSOY3Y2
. ,-..__. 
and hence the rate of va orization (Equation 2.11) al o increa es.
Therefore, when the temperature i increa ed from 1 23K to 1 73K, the
increa e in the rate of va orization nullifie , to ome extent, the
effect of decrea ed lag vi cosity. Thi i evident from the decrea e • \.__/l.-
in the recovery of A  and Sb when the .temperature i increa ed from
1 23K to 1 73K. Bi i le volatile than A  or Sb and a uch, it
recovery i not affected to the ame extent when the temperature i
increa ed from 1 23K to 1 73K. 
To tudy the effect of temperature, te t were carried out at
even different temperature in the range . of 1373K to 1673K. As 
already di cu ed, no lag matte e aration occurred at 1373K and 1423K.
At 1623K and 1673K, the crucible cracked during the te t ; robably
__becau e of the increa ed di olution of alumina, from the crucibles, 
into the lag amples. The re ult of the Figure 4.16 and 4.17 indicate
the need for additional te t to determine the temperature at which
maximum recoverie of As, Bi and Sb would be obtained. 
4.6 Industrial A plication 
The laboratory tudie have hown that it i ossible to recover
·ignificant amounts of ar enic, ant_imony, bi muth and co er from the )
low grade co er melting reverberatory furnace lag by a-4l igh temp7 
ture reduction with iron ul hide and carbon. By thi cleaning rocess, 
u to 79% ar enic, 37% bi muth, 68% antimony and 70% co er re ent
in the lag can be• recovered into a matte hase. The data re ~nted
in Figure 4.1 to 4.1 7 relating the recovery o i the elements in a matte
hase to reaction ti~e, agitation, fluxing addition and temperature,
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Figure 4.16: Effect of temperature on recovery of:;)u
and Bi in the matte wi tfi l~ FeS and
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Figure 4.17: Effect of tem erature on covery of A) 
and Sb in the matte with 10% FeS, 1% C 
addition and 4 hr. reaction time. 
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p5RESssN HaS 5Ss7fDs saR/ DaOD JR5 DaS 5SERUS5C RJ O5sSY3Ey OYD3bRYC 
OYT n3sb7Day Jf7^3Y2 OTT3D3RY RJ rh DR Ih f3bS 3s SssSYD3OfN HaS 5Ss7fDs 
OfsR saR/ DaOD DaS b3Y3b7b s73DOnfS DSbpS5OD75S JR5 sfO2 EfSOY3Y2 3s 
GIortN eD s7Ea a32a DSbpS5OD75Ssy 3D /R7fT nS SssSYD3Of DR 7sS DaS 
b3Y3b7b pRss3nfS D5SODbSYD D3bS DR 5ST7ES DaS SYS52C ERsDs RJ aSOD3Y2 
DaS sfO2N HaS 5Ss7fDs saR/ DaOD O D5SODbSYD D3bS RJ JR75 aR75s 3s 5S7
'735ST DR OEa3SUS DaS bO^3b7b 5SERUS5C RJ O5sSY3Ey OYD3bRYCy n3sb7Da 
OYT ERppS5N xR/SUS5y JR5 OY 3YT7sD53Of p5RESssy O ERsD OYOfCsSs 
/R7fT aOUS DR nS EO553ST R7D DR TSDS5b3YS nSsD SERYRb3EOf D5SODbSYD 
X D3bSN HaS sD7TC 3YT3EODSs DaOD DaS O23DOD3RY RJ DaS bSfD nC n7nnf3Y2 
2Os 3s YRD s73DOnfS JR5 O sfO2 EfSOY3Y2 p5RESss JR5 5SERUS5C RJ O5sSY3E 
OYD3bRYCy OYT n3sb7DaN 175DaS5 3YUSsD32OD3RY 3s 5S'735ST DR SUOf7ODS 
2DaS SJJSED3USYSss RJ bSEaOY3EOf b3^S5s 8I4 OYT RDaS5 pRss3nfS bSDaRTs 
s7Ea Os 5RDO5C J75YOES 8Gq4 OYT DaS 3YT7ED3RY aSOD3Y2 3Y OEa3SU3Y2 
a32aS5 5SERUS53Ss RJ b3YR5 SfSbSYDsN
mY DaS p5SsSYD sD7TC JR5 DaS s7fpa3TS /Osa3Y2y 1SP /Os 7sSTN
mY OY 3YT7sD53Of p5RESss 3YsDSOT RJ 1SPy pC53DS /R7fT nS 7sSTN mD 3s 
S^pSEDST DaOD DaS5S /R7fT YRD nS OYC s32Y3J3EOYD T3JJS5SYES 3Y DaS 
5Ss7fDsN
1 
roce s. The result  show that for the recovery of arsenic, antimony 
and bi muth, fluxing addition of 3% to 4% lime i  essential. The result  
al o how that the minimum uitable temperature for lag cleaning i  
1473K. 
minimum
At. uch high temperatures, ctld be essential to use the 
ossible treatment time to reduce the energy cost  of heating 
the lag. The re ult  how that a treatment time of four hours i  re-
quired to achieve the maximum recovery of ar enic, antimony, bi muth 
and copper. However, for an industrial rocess, a cost analyses 
would have to be carried out to determine best economical treatment 
& time. The tudy indicate  that the agitation of the melt by bubbling 
ga i not uitable for a lag cleaning roces  for recovery of ar enic 
antimony, and bi muth. Further investigation i required to evaluate 
~ e effectivene of mechanical mixer (4) and other ossible methods
uch a rotary furnace (12) and the induction heating in achieving
higher recoverie of minor elements. 
In the re ent tudy for the ul hide washing, FeS wa u ed. 
In an industrial roce in tead of FeS, yrite would be u ed. It i
ex ected that there woutd not be any ignificant difference in the
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5SERUS5ST 3Y G5u b3Y7DSsy /a3fS /3DaR7D O23DOD3RY JR5 O s3b3fO5 5S7
ERUS5C O 5SOED3RY D3bS RJ G.u b3Y7DSs 3s 5S'735STN VC Da2gO23DOD3RYy 
DaS 5SERUS5C RJ esy V3 OYT Pn 3s s7nsDOYD3OffC TSE5SOsST T7S DR 3Y7
E5SOsST URfODOf3%OD3RYN AUSY OJDS5 G5u b3Y7DSsy RYfC rh esy rh V3y OYT 
5h Pn ER7fT nS 5SERUSDSTN b3DaR7D DaS O23DOD3RYy O s3b3fO5 5SERUS5C EOY 
nS OEa3SUST 3Y RYfC cu b3Y7DSsN
HaS 5SERUS5C RJ esy V3y OYT Pn 3YE5SOsST nC MOL OTT3D3RYN eD 





The re ult of thi inve tigation how that a reciable quanti-
tie of ar enic, bi muth, antimony and co er can be recovered from
low grade di card lag roduced in co er melting reverberatory
furnace by melting the lag at temperature in the range of 1473K to 
1 73K and treating with 10% FeS and 1% C. By thi treatment, Cu in the 
D 
lag wa reduced form 1.04% to 0.32%. 
At 1473K, when the reaction time wa increa ed from 90 minute
to 240 minutes, the recovery of Cu increa ed form 44% to 69%, A  in-
crea ed from 3% to 9%, Bi increa ed from % to 13% and Sb increa ed
from 4% to 8%. Above 240 minute reaction time, there wa no ignifi-
cant change in the recovery. The di tribution ratio of co er 1 cal-
culated to be 41. 
By agitating the melt with argon gas, high recovery of Cu can be
obtained in horter reaction time. With agitation, 61 % co er i
recovered in 1 0 minutes, while ~ithou~ agitation for a imilar re-
covery a reaction time of 180 minute i required. ) 
the recovery of As, Bi and Sb i ubstantially decrea ed due to 1n-
crea ed volatalization. Even after 1 0 minutes, only 3% As, 3% Bi, and
% Sb could be recovet ed. Without the agitation, a imilar recove ry can 
be achieved in only 90 minutes. 
The recovery of ~s, Bi, and Sb increa ed by CaO addition. At
1473K and four hour reduction time, the recovery of Bi increa ed from 
Gj DR rohy OYT Pn 3YE5SOsST J5Rb qj DR j.h /3Da DaS 3YE5SOs3Y2 MOL 
OTT3D3RY J5Rb uN5 DR IhN enRUS UX MOL OTT3D3RYy DaS 5SERUS5C RJ nRDa 
SfSbSYDs TSE5SOsST /3Da DaS 3YE5SOs3Y2 MOL pS5ESYDO2SN HaS bO^3b7b 
5SERUS5C RJ es /Os oc• OYT /Os RnDO3YiTiiDa rh MOL OTT3D3RYN enRUS 
rh MOL OTT3D3RYy DaS 5SERUS5C RJ es TSE5SOsST /3Da DaS 3YE5SOs3Y2 MOL 
pS5ESYDO2SN HaS s32Y3J3EOYD 3bp5RUSbSYD 3Y DaS 5SERUS5C RJ esy V3 OYT 
Pn EOY nS S^pfO3YST RY DaS nOs3s RJ DaS SJJSED RJ MOL RY DaS paCs3EOf 
p5RpS5D3Ss RJ DaS sfO2N
VC DaS OTT3D3RY RJ mD P3Liy DaS 5SERUS5C RJ es 3YE5SOsST J5Rb c 
iR rIhy V3 3YE5SOsST J5Rb Gr DR qGh OYT Pn 3YE5SOsST J5Rb . DR qIhN
enRUS mh P3Li OTT3D3RYy DaS EaOY2S 3Y DaS 5SERUS5C RJ DaS OnRUS SfSbSYDs 
/Os 3Ys32Y3J3EOYDN
VC DaS OTT3D3RY RJ mh MOpqy DaS 5SERUS5C RJ es 3YE5SOsST J5Rb 
c DR qchy V3 3YE5SOsST J5Rb Gr DR qqh OYT Pn 3YE5SOsST J5Rb . DR GjhN 
HaS5S 3s YR s32Y3J3EOYD EaOY2S 3Y DaS 5SERUS5C RJ Off Da5SS SfSbSYDs 
/aSY DaS MO1q OTT3D3RY 3s 3YE5SOsST J5Rb G DR qhN xR/SUS5y OnRUS qd
MO1q OTT3D3RYy DaS 5SERUS5C RJ esy V3 OYT Pn TSE5SOsST /3Da 3YE5SOsS 
3Y MO1q OTT3D3RYN
HaS Jf7^3Y2 OTT3D3RYs RJ MOLy P3uq OYT MO1q aOUS YR s32Y3J3EOYD 
SJJSED RY DaS 5SERUS5C RJ M7N eD GIort OYT JR75 aR75 5SOED3RY D3bSy 
/3DaR7D OYC Jf7^ OTT3D3RYy DaS 5SERUS5C RJ ERppS5 /Os jchN HaS bO^3b7b 
5SERUS5C RJ ERppS5 /3Da DaS MOL OTT3D3RY /Os oqhy /3Da P3uq jchy OYT 
/3Da DaS MO1q OTT3D3RYy j5hN
HaS b3Y3b7b DSbpS5OD75S JR5 O s7EESssJ7f D5SODbSYD 3s GIortN
eD DaS DSbpS5OD75Ss nSfR/ GIorty DaS5S 3s YR bODDSIsfO2 sSpO5OD3RY T7S 
DR DaS a32a U3sERs3DC RJ DaS sfO2N baSY DaS 5SOED3RY DSbpS5OD75S /Os
16 to 37%, and Sb increa ed from 26 to 68% with the increa ing CaO 
addition from 0. to 4%. Above 4% CaO addition, the recovery of both
element decrea ed with the increa ing CaO ercentage. The maximum
3% Cao addition, the recovery of A  decrea ed with the increa ing CaO
ercentage. The ignificant im rovement in the recovery of As, ~i and
Sb can be ex lained on the basi of the effect of CaO on the hysical
ro ertie of the lag. 
By the addition of 1% Sio2 • the recovery of A  increa ed from 9
o 34%, Bi increa ed from 13 to 21% and Sb increa ed from 8 to 24%. 
Above 1% Sio2 addition, the change in the recovery of the above element
wa in ignificant. 
By the addition of 1% CaF2 , the recovery of A  increa ed from
9 to 29%, Bi increa ed from 13 to 22% and Sb increa ed from 8 to 167. .
There i no ignificant change in the recovery of all three element
when the CaF2 addition i increa ed from 1 to 2%. However, above 27. 
CaF2 addition, the recovery of As, Bi and Sb decrea ed with increa e
in CaF2 addition. 
The fluxing addition  of CaO, ~io2 and CaF2 have no ignificant) 
effect on the recovery of Cu. At 1473K and four hour reect i .Q_n time,
without any flux addition, the recovery of co er was 69%. The maximum
recovery of co er with the Cao addition was 72%, with Sio2 69%, and
with the CaF2 additioo, 6 %. 
The minimum temperature for a uccessful treatment i 1473K. 
At the temperature below 1473K, there i no matte/ lag e aration due
to the high vi cosity of the lag. When the reaction temperature was 
75 
3YE5SOsST J5Rb GIort DR G5qrty DaS 5SERUS5C RJ es 3YE5SOsST J5Rb c 
DR rjhy V3 3YE5SOsST J5Rb Gr DR 25Z OYT Pn 3YE5SOsST J5Rb . DR qIhN
eD DaS DSbpS5OD75Ss a32aS5 DaOY G5qrty DaS 5SERUS5C RJ DaS OnRUS SfS7
bSYDs TSE5SOsST /3Da 3YE5SOsS 3Y DSbpS5OD75SN
mbpf3EOD3RYs RJ DaS p5SsSYD sD75iDR DaS 3YT7sD53Of Oppf3EOD3RYs 
O5S T3sE7ssSTN
increa ed from 1473K to 1 23K, the recovery of A increa ed from 9
to 36%, Bi increa ed from 13 to % and Sb increa ed from 8 to 24%. 
At the temperature higher than 1 23K, the recovery of the above ele-
ment decrea ed with increa e in temperature. 
Implication of the re ent tudy to the industrial a lication
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A ay for Bi, Sb, Cu and Fe 
The following dissolution method wa  u ed to re are solution for 
determination of Bi, Sb, Cu and Fe. sam le wa  weighed into a 
400 ml teflon beaker. 10 ml of nitric acid, 3 ml of erchloric acid 
and 2 ml of hydrofluoric acid were added to the ample. The nitric acid
wa  added to oxidize the element in the am le and to revent an ex-
lo ion be tween any organic material or ulfur and the erchloric acid.
The erchloric acid wa  added to the am le only after the nitric acid
had been ut in. It ur o e wa  to oxidize the element in the am le
o that they could be di olved . The HF acid wa added to breakdown
any ilica that wa re ent. The ilica article might contain ome
of the element that were to be analyzed. 
Once the nitric, erchloric and hydrofluoric acid had been added
the ample was fumed overnight on a low heat hot late. The ample was
allowed to fume until the ul hur bead that formed was completely 
oxidized. It was not necessary to take the ample to dryness. 
About
acid. 
The ample was removed from the not late and allowed to cool. 
20 ml of di tilled water added followed by  ml of hydrochloric ) 
To revent the recipitation of antimony chloride  ml of 10% / 
tartaric acid was al o added. The ample was then boiled for  minutes 
and then cooled. This leached the sample completely. Once .cooled, 
• the olution was washed into SO ml volumetric fla k. The volumetric 
fla k was placed in a water bath and cooled to room termperature. Then 
more distilled water was added to the volumetric fla k to make u  the 
volume to SO ml mark. Since 0.  g sample was dis olved in SO ml solution, 
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the dilution factor wa  100. The olution wa then analyzed by atomic
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As ay for A  
In tha rocedure for dissolvin le de cribed in A endix A,
ignificant amount of ar enic re ent in am le wa  lo t. Some other
alternate technique for di olving am le without ar enic lo were
inve tigated and the uccessful rocedure i de cribed below. 
1 g ample, 1 g tartaric acid and g KHS04 were weighed into a 
12 ml thin-wall erlenmeyer fla k. Mixture wa fu ed . gently over a
-0urner flame. Heating wa continued till mixture became yellow and
top ed bubbling fume of ul huric acid. The flask wa  then cooled to
room temperature. 0.1 g tartaric acid and about 0 ml of 10% hydrochlori c
a-e±rl wa added to the ample. The olution wa warmed on low heat to
leach the ample. After cooling, the olution wa filtered into 100 ml
volumetric fla k. The fla k wa cooled to room temperature by lacing 
in a water bath. More 10% hydrochloric acid wa added to bring the
volume to 100 ml mark. The olution was then analyzed by atomic ab or -
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APPENDIX C , 
A ay for Al, Ca and Si 
When s \ ag am le  are dige ted in HF acid, a  de cribed in A endix 
\_A, 
A, volatile com ound  of ilicon are formed and a uch re ult in its
complete lo . The olution for the determination of ilicon wa  re-
ared by a lithium metaborate fu ion. The ame olution wa  u ed for
the determination of Ca and Al. 
The rocedure involved weighing out 0.1 g lag am le and 0.6g
L"B02 into a gra hite crucible. The mixture wa thoroughly mixed with a
mall tirring rod. The mixture wa then fu ed at 1223K in a muffle
furnace for 1 minutes. When the fu ion wa complete the molten bead
w~ oured into a 0 ml 4% nitric acid ke t in a 400 ml teflon beaker. 
The beaker wa laced on a hot late at 73K and acid wa tirred with
a gla rod till ample was completely di olved. The olution was
tran ferred to a 100 ml volumetric fla k. The volumetric fla k was
cooled to room : tem erature by lacing in a water bath . More 4% nitr i c
acid was a dded to bring the' volume to the 100 ml mark. This · olut i on
was u ed for the determination of Al and Si. 
86 
For the determination of Ca, 1 ml of thi  olution was tran f erred  
to a 100 ml volumetric fla k.  ml of 10% La(N03) 2 was added and volu/ 
-was made u  to the 100 ml mark by adding more 4% nitric acid. 
The olutions were analyzed by atomic absorption ectro co y. 
For the determination of Al and Si nitrous oxide-acetylene flame was 































































































































































































































































































































Run No. 1 2 3 
Flux Addition - - -
Reaction Time (min) 90 120 180 
Temperature (K) 1473 1473 1473 
Analysis of Matte% Cu 15.4 14.3 13.2 
. :r. Sb 0.115 0.115 0.149 
% Bi 0,009 0.010 0.010 
' 
:r. As 0.61 0.51 1.12 
:r. Fe 40 41 36 
Analysis of Slag :r. Cu p.55 0.50 0.37 
Produced 
:r. Fe 31 31 29 
% Si02 
% Al 2o3 
' 
:r. Cao 
:r. s ) 3.35 3 .12 2.94 
Weight Loss (gm) 2.63 2.38 2.76 
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Additions: FeS (%) 10 
C (%) 1 




(minute) Cu A  
90 44 3 
120 0 3 
180 63 9 
240 69 6 
300 69 9 
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Table D3: SUD1Dary of raw 4,ata for effect of agitation time. 
Mas  of lag (gm): 100 
FeS (gm): 10 
C (gm): 1 
\.JC-
Run No. 1 2 3 4 
Reaction Time (min) 
Agitation 15 30 45 60 
Settling 90 90 90 90 
,- -
Total 120 135 150 165 
(1'3 min. melting time) 
Analysis of Matte % Cu 18.0 17.3 16.9 17.0 
% Sb 0.151 0.150 0.147 0.110 
- % Bi Q.0037 0.0052 0.0037 0.0075 
% As 0.29 0.40 0.42 0.29 
% Fe 37 37 40 40 
' 
Analysis of Slag % Cu 0.42 0.44 0.39 0.39 
% Fe 31 30 33 31 
/ 
% Si02 
% Al 2o3 . 
% Cao 
% s 3.29 3.50 3.26 3.24 
) 
. 
Weight Loss (gm) 2.58 3.74 3.60 4.12 
Residue Left (gm) • 0.0 0.345 0.37 0.269" 
• 1 
HOnfS Fe, AJJSED RJ O23DOD3RY D3bS RY DaS 5SERUS5C RJ
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Table D4: Effect of agitation time on the recovery of 












Argon flow r e 
Melting time
Settling time 
Experimental time Recovery of
(min) ha e (%) 
Agitation Total Cu As 
1  120 8 2 
30 13   2 
4  1 0 61 3 

















Table 05: I .. Summary of raw data for effect of Cao add1t1on. 
Mass of slag (gm): 
FeS (gm): 
C (gm): 
Run No, .. 
, Flux addition 
Cao (gm) 
Reaction time (min) 
Temperature (K) 
Analysis of Matte% Cu 
% ·Sb 
% Bi 
% As . 
% Fe 
Analysis of slag % Cu 
;,roduced % Fe 
% Sio
6 % A16 3 
% Ca 
:r. s 
Weight loss (gm) 








































4 5 6 
4 5 8 
240 240 240 
1473 1473 1473 
15.3 14.7 15.5 
1.40 1.32 0.69 
0.044 0.033 0.026 
8.4 7.8 
5-~~ 34 36 38 
0.31 0.30 0.3 
28 29 29 
31. l 31.0 29.7 
4.1 4.3 4.3 
10.8 11.7 13.8 
3.08 2.92 2.84 
4.80 4.95 4.21 
0.12 0.12 0.15 
'° 
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Table D6: Effect of Cao addition on the recovery of 

















- CaO addition . . ·matte ha e · 
Cu A  
0.  66 40 
1.0 72 9 
3.0 72 79 
4.0 68 64 
.0 69 62 
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Table D7: Swmnary of raw data for effect of Sio2 addition. 
Mas of lag (gm): 100 
FeS (gm) 10
C (gm) 1 
,-.... Run No. 1 2 3 4 
,,Flux addition: 
Si02 (gm) 1 2 3  Reaction time (min) 240 240 240 240 
Temperature (K) 1473 1473 1473 1473 
Analysi of matte % Cu 16.2 1 .8 14.  1 .3 
% Sb 0.  0. 3 0.27 0.48 - - % Bi 0.021 0.028 0.918 0.02  
% As 4.92 4.90 2. 1 4.2  
% Fe 39 3  44 44 
Analysi . of lag % Cu 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.32 
roduced % Fe 36 30 36 3  
% SiO 32.8 33.8 33.8 3 .4 
% Ali3 4.  4.4 4 .1 4.0 
% Ca 7 .1 7.0 7.0 6.9 
% s 2.96 2. 77 2.64 2.60 
Weight lo (gm) 4.39 4.28 4.13 4.6  
Residue ·left (gm) / 0.33 1.1  0.86 * 
' 
* A lot of emi-fu ed mas 1.n t'o or.tion of crucible. ) 
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Recovery of elements 
Wt. ercent ha e (%) 
Sio2 _add1.tioo C1,1 As Bi -
1 66 34 17 
2 68 36 23 
3 69 21 17 
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Table D9: Summary of raw data for effect of CaF2 addition. 
Mas of lag (gm): 100 
Fe (gm): 10 
C (gm): 1 
Run No. 1 
Flux addition 
CaF,2 (gm) 1 Reaction time (min) 240 
Temperature (K) 1473 
f.-Analysis of matte % Cu 17.5 
% Sb 0.41 
% Bi 0.03 
% As 4.59 
% Fe 36 
Analysis of slag % Cu 0.35 
% Fe 31 
% SiO 31.6 
% Ali) 4.5 
% Ca 
% s , 2.78 
% Ca 5.6 
Weight loss (gm) 4.51 
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Wt. percent matte phase
Caf2 added Cu As 
1 65 29 
2 62 26 
3 61 12 
, 
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Table D11: Summary of raw data for effect of 
temperature. 
Mas of lag (gm): 100 
FeS (gm): 10 
C (gm): 1 
Run No. 1 
Flux addition -
Raction time (min) 240 
Temperature (K) 1473 
- Analysi of matte % Cu 13.8 
% Sb 0.12 
% Bi 0.013 
% A  0.74 
% Fe 37 
Analysi of lag % Cu 0.32 
% Fe
% SiO 
% Ale/13 % Ca 
 s j 2.77 
Weight lo (gm) 4.30 · 
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Table D12: Effect of tem erature on the recovery of 



















Recovery of element in
Temperature - ha e (%) 
K Cu A  Bi 
1373 Ne matte " a formeki 
1423 Ne matte"' a formeki 
1473 69 9 ' 13 
1 23 6 36 2  
1 73 62 22 24 
1623 Ci IUcible c iracked 
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Von't Hoff's Differential Method 1 
According to this method, the reaction rate rA for on isothermal 
reation can be related to the concentration of the reactant A by the 
following equation: 
where 
-r =KC n A A 
C = contentration of A A 
K = rate constant 
n = order of the reaction 
Taking logarithm of both ide of the equation E.l
log (-rA) = log K + n log CA 
E. l 
E.2 
If the reaction rate rA i known at variou value of reactant concen-
tration, a lot of log (-rA) agai~st log CA will result 1n a traight line, 
and the lo e of the line gives the value of ' the order of reaction with 
res ect to the reactant A. 
Two different methods may be used for calculating reaction rates 
at different reactant concentrations. The fir t consists of plotting 
reactant concentration against time. The slo es at different reactant 
• concentrations give the values of the rates at the respective reactant 
concentrations. The order of reaction obtained on the basis of the 
above rate values is called "'order with respect to time", n. The 
t 





T3JJS5SYD UOf7Ss RJ 3Y3D3Of ERYESYD5OD3RY RJ DaS 5SOEDOYDN HOY2SYDs 
O5S T5OUb OD DaS nS23YY3Y2 RJ DaS 5SOED3RY 83NSN OD D3bS D ‘ u4N HaS 
5ODS ER55SspRYT3Y2 DR O pO5D3E7fO5 3Y3D3Of 5SOEDOYD ERYESYD5OD3RY 3s 
23USY nC DaS 5SspSED3US sfRpS UOf7SN baSY DaSsS 3Y3D3Of 5ODS UOf7Ss
OD T3JJS5SYD 3Y3D3Of 5SOEDOYD ERYESYD5OD3RYs O5S 7sST JR5 EOfE7fOD3Y2 
DaS R5TS5 OEER5T3Y2 DR DaS S'7OD3RY ANqy DaS R5TS5 RnDO3YST 3s 9YR/Y 
Os =R5TS5 /3Da 5SspSED DR ERYESYD5OD3RY= R5 =D57S R5TS5=y YiN
mY DaS p5SsSYD sD7TCy DaS J35sD bSDaRT /Os 7sST OYT aSYES DaS R5TS5 
RJ 5SOED3RY TSDS5b3YST 3s MaS =R5TS5 /3Da 5SspSED DR D3bS=y YiN
GN YN PN ;pOTaCOCO OYT ’N tN F7nSy 05RnfSbs 3Y ZSDOff75323EOf HaS5bR7
TCYOb3Es OYT t3YSD3Esy 0S52ObRY 05Sssy 6S/ _R59y Gcooy pp qGqN
' 
different value of initial concentration of the reactant. Tangent
are drawn at the beginning of the reaction (i.e. at time t = 0). The
rate corresponding to a articular initial reactant concentration 1
given by the re ective lo e value. When the e initial rate value  
at different initial reactant concentratio~ u ed for calculating
the order according to the equation E.2, the order obtained 1 known
·a "order with re ect to concentration" or "true order", n . 
C 
In the re ent tudy, the fir t method wa u ed and hence the order
r-- _ of reaction dete rmined i t;he "order with re ect to time", nt. 
'• 
· 1 
1. G. S. Upadhyaya and R. K. Dube, Problem in Metallurigical Thermo-
dynamic and Kinetic~, Pergamon Press, New York, 1977, 212. 
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